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The BOC Challenge
1,990- 1991 .

Don MCIntyre
"Sponsor Wanted"

The ultimate challer, ge needs
the I'Mrr, ate hardware - Ror, stain.

rely on Ronstan to provide top
performance, endurance and reliability.

Trust Rus' a" !
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Kanga Bittles
"larkan Yachtbuilders"

From the most sophisticated
recirculating ball-bearing traveller
system to the smallest stainless steel
shackle, these sailors know they can
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For more information. write to Ronstan International' Pry. Ltd
co. Box 81. Sandringham 3191 Australia. co. Box 85091. ALLkland 10 New Zealand



EVASION 36.
THE COMFORT OF THE ^^HEELHOUSE

COULD MAI<E You FORGET
THAT YOU'RE ON A SAILING YACHT.
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OVERALL
LENGTH

BEAM 3.85 M

SAIL AREA 63 SQM

1080 M

BERTHS 4 P

BENETEAU HAS CAI I Pn UPON ALL ITS EXPERIENCE To REDEFiNE THE CONCEPT OF DECK SALOON YACHTS. THE EVASION 36 is

COMFORT. HANDLING. POWER. ENDURANCE AND MUCH MORE. MAINSAIL AND GENOA FURLING SLIDERS ON THE COACHROOF AND

SELF-TAILING WINCHES. THE EVASION 36 MAKES LIFE EASY. HER POWERFUL ENGINE WILL TAKE You THROUGH ANY CONDITIONS

GET AWAY FOR A WEEKEND OR A LONG HOLIDAY. BENETEAU EVASION 36

THE MOST CIVILISED WAY To GET AWAY FROM IT ALL. WHATEVER THE WEATHER

AUSTRALIA ^ BENETEAU YACHTS DALBORA LOVErr. MARINA NEW BEACH ROAD RUSHcurrERS BAY. SYDNEY INSw 2027j. TEL. 61/2 3272088.61/2327 11 85 - FAX 61/2 3624s 16
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INE nations, including Australia,
have nominated teams for the 1991

Admiral's Cup to be sailed from Cowes,
England, starting August I. Although a
sharp drop in teams - 14 nations coin-
peted in 1989 - the line-up still repre-
sents the world's top ocean racing na-
tions for what is arguably the world
championship of offshore racing.

Both Australia and New Zealand will
be represented by teams that include
chartered boats. For the first time since
Australia first challenged for the Cup in
1965 no selection trials have been held.
This year, because of the downturn in
the economy and the decline in yachts
being built to the 10R, it has been a case
of 'hands-up' among yacht owners
available to send their yachts or charter.

Nevertheless, Australia will be
strongly represented both in terms of
boats and crews, with many of our most
able and experienced ocean rating yach-
tsmen prepared to compete at Cowes.
While the Australian team as yet has no
sponsor, the Ocean Racing Club of
Australia and the three owner/charterer/
skippers are actively seeking spon-
sorship, if not in Australia then in
Britain or Europe.

Importantly, Australia has maintained
the conchiuity of competition at Cowes
and will be represented by a strong team
with a good chance in the Admiral's
Cup and also of retaining the Chain-
pagne Mumm World Cup of Ocean
Racing we won in 1987-89. Particip?-
don in the Admiral's Cup is also vital in
encouraging overseas teams to come to
Australia to contest the 1991 Southern
Cross Cup and, as usual, the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia will have a
strong presence at Cowes, with all three
skippers and many crew being CYCA
members.

Australia's team will be headed by the
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50-footer Cydo"e, owned by Sydney
yachtsman Max Ryan, which was ship-
ped to the UK after the Kenwood Cup
and Japan Cup last year. Cyclone was
due to sail in the International 50'

;;^:;;
. I

Association World Series regatta at

,
,

FIFTYfoo, e, Cyclone, skippered by Max Ry"", will be sole A"5,741^an-b"tit y@cht in the
A"strand" teamjb, the Admiral's C"p at Cower. Other te@in yachts will be chartered to Meet the
strong COMpetit^^" like that see" at Cowes in 1989 (Below), (Pics - Rich Tomli"so" and Peter
Campbe!!)
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Travein unde, Germany, in late May as a
lead-up to the Lymington regattas and
the Admiral's Cup,

Ryan has put together a strong crew
to sail Cyclo"e, which has undergone
modifications to the keel and ballastirig
since last year's Kenwood Cup in which
the Frers 50 was sharing the topscoring
place until her mast problems in the final
race. He will be joined by wdl-known
sailmaker Bob Eraser as tactician, Bob
Scrivenor as navigator, Peter Shipway
as crew boss and campaign manager,
Don Buckley as trimmer, with David
('The Rat') Blanchfield as bowman. The
principal helmsman has yet to be
armounced.

Cyclo"e will be joined by a One
Tonner and a Two Tonner chartered in

Europe by another Sydney yacht owner,
Damien Parkes, and Hong Kong-based
expat Australian Keith Iacobs. Parkes
owns the well-known ocean racer
Freight Tr@i", while Jacobs has been a



regular campaigner in the Southern
Cross Cup and Sydney-Hobart with
yachts named Bi, "61eg"ribie.

Parkes will skipper the Farr-designed
One Tonner, From XI, which has been
chartered from King Harald of Norway.
The Australian crew, which in dudes
America's Cup yachtsman Hugh Tre-
hame as helmsman, Steve Kernp as
navigator, Fraser Johnson as tactician
and Peter Messenger as trimmer, will
take over the yacht following the One
Ton Cup in Belgium in early July. The
yacht has been given new appendages
and a new rig for the One Ton Cup.

Iacobs has chartered the British Two
Tomier J""o ip, designed by Tony
Castro, which was a member of the

British teams in the 1989winning
Admiral's Cup and Southern Cross
Cup. The Melbourne-born yachtsman
has brought several experienced Victo-
nan sailors into the crew, including
Berme Case as her msman and Ross

Uoyd as tactician, along with Phil Mor-
gan (navigator), Gordon Blaauw (main
trimmer) and John Mooney (pitman).

The other nations which have chal-

Ienged Britain for the Cup it won in
1989 are Germany, New Zealand, Den-
mark, Italy, the United States, France
and Japan.
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HIGHLIGHT of 1991 Champagne M"mm Admiral's C"p will be the level rating COMpeti
betwee" the 50.100te, s, as was the case at the C"p in 1989. (^c - Peter Camp6ell)

Commenting on prospects for the
Admiral's Cup, Royal Ocean Racing
Club director A1an Green said in Lon-
don: "Once again, the Champagne
Mumm Admiral's Cup has attracted the
very top nations in the field of grand
prix offshore racing.

"From what we know already of the
plans these teams have made, we can
expect close racing of the very highest
quality from the elite of the offshore
racing world. "

Teams will comprise three yachts
from each nation, for the first time each
yacht complying with a specific rating
band under the International Offshore
Rule (10R) - a One Tonne (40-footer),
Two Tonner (44-footer) and a 50-
footer.

Racing will be without handicaps for
the first time, each group of rated yachts
competing against others from each
team at level rating. Scoring for each
team in each race will be the combined

points scored by each of its three yachts
in the three level-rating bands.

The six-race programme combines
the tight discipline of inshore racing
with the rigours of coastal and offshore
sailing, CUIminating with the classic

605-nautical-mile Fastnet Race. This
race takes the fleet from Cowes on the

Isle of Wight down the south-west coast
of England, across the Irish Sea to round
Fastnet Rock off south-east Ireland, and
finish back at Plymouth.

A

A .

The Fasmet Race starts on Saturday,
August 10 and should finish by August
14 and is almost always the decider of
the Admiral's Cup.

Australia last won the Cup in 1979,
the year of the Fastnet Race gale and

A Us SIES of the
Admiral's c"p - left,
Max Ry"", ow"er/
skipper of Cyclone,
night, Beinie C@se,
helmsma" of Iuno
IV; below, DCmie"
Parkes who has char
tored Fram XI. (Pits
- Peter Campbell)

A

.
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THE WHITBREAD

OURAGEOUS one-armed
yachtsman Phil Thornpson will

lead a disabled crew in the 1993-94
Whitbread Round-the-world Race
under a project being put together in
Britain for the demanding 27,000-
nautical-mile race that takes yachts
through some of the wildest seas in the
world.

The Australian's crew will be drawn

from disabled yachtsmen throughout
the world, and will begin their sailing
program by competing in this year s
Fastiiet Race in England with Thornp-
son as the skipper. Later in the year, the
crew will contest Sydney's MMI3 Ports
Race, a combination of sailing and
nunxing, with the crew of disabled
sailors being joined by disabled endur-
ance runners.

Thornpson, 36, marina manager for
the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia in
Sydney and a noted ocean rating yachts-
man for more than 12 years, raced in the
last Sydney-Hobart only two months
after having his left arm amputated
because of a cancerous growth.

Called the Dolphin Circumnavigation
Project, the Plymouth-based group
plans to build and campaign a new
Whitbread Offshore Rule 60. footer.
The yacht is likely to be designed and
built in Australia.

The Dolphin Circumnavigation Pro-
ject has been set up by and for sailors
deter mimed to overcome their physical
disabilities and win be funded with
corporate support and prqject mein-
bership by disabled people in countries
where the next Whitbread Race fleet will
have stopovers - Australia, New Zea-
land, Uruguay, the United States, and
of course Britain, where the Whitbread
starts and finishes

Letters are being sent to the four
nthon registered disabled people in
Britain, offering membership of the
Dolphin Circumnavigation Project for
five pounds sterling. Estimated cost of
designing, building and campaigning a
Whitbread 60 is expected to be about 54
million.

Thornpson, who received the
CYCA's Award for Seamanship in the
1990 Sydney-Hobart race, in which he
sailed aboard Freight Tr@in, has already
visited the UK for the launching of the
Dolphin Circumnavigation Prqject at
the Plymouth Boat Show.

He told OFFSHORE that the DoI-
phil Project group already included
several experienced disabled yachtsmen,
including Rick Cooper, a leading UK
124 sailor, and others who had sailed
offshore. "We are looking at a crew of
10 to 12 people and already there are half
a dozen in training in the UK, " Thornp-

RACE '93 , '94

the success of the entire project, from
fund-raising to the sailing, " Thornpson
added.

Thornpson confirmed that he had
been asked to skipper the yacht in the
Whitbread Race and to plan a program
of long ocean race participation leading
up to the start of the 27,000-nautical-
mile round-the-world race in September
1993.

He is probably the most expendiced
ocean radng amputee in the world, with
a remarkable success rate in the Sydney-
Hobart in which he has 'done 10 with
two (arms) and now one with one, . .'
These include the maxi yachts G, etel
(second on handicap), Vengeance (line
honours), Sovereign (line and handicap
honours) and the 46-footer Ch@!Ie"ge 11
(winner, IMS division).

"We intend to charter a yacht to
compete in this year's Fastnet Race in
England, and back in Australia we will
sail the 66-footer Freight Train in the
MMI 3 Ports sailing-marathon running
event run by Middle Harbour Yacht
Club in October, with the sailors being
joined by a team of disabled runners, "
he revealed.

Thornpson said the Dolphin Project
were considering having their new
Vhitbread 60 (W60) designed and built
in Australia. Scott Jutson had already
done design work for a W60 and build-
ing quotes were being sought from
yacht builders Ken lago in Melbourne
and John MCConaghy in Sydney. Well-
know Sydney-based professional rigger
Don Buckley is being considered as
shore manager of the project, with a
team of four.

"We hope to start building the W60
within three months and be ready for

.
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PHIL Thornpso" "ses his o"e am effective!y
in helping hoist the spin""*e, aboard Amazon
in rece"t Digital Winter H", 60"r Race in
Syd"ey. (^c - D@"id Cl@re)
who can dive over board to the rescue
immediately in the event of a man
overboard situation. We have Peter Bet-
ry, an asthmatic but who is a title
swimmer and is involved with the Royal
Life Saving Assodation.

"The crew mix is going to be vital to

son explalried. "An essential part of the
plan is that they must be sailors who,
despite their disability, are capable of
ocean radng under tough conditions.

"For example, each yacht in the next
Whitbread will have to have on deck on
every watch throughout the race a speci-
fled 'swimmer' wearing thermal gear

SCOTT Julso"', foie" 16, the "ew Mir
bread 60 yacht which Thornpso" hopes to have
b"fit 16, the neat ro""d-thaworld r@ce i"
1993-94 and sail with a disabled crew ""der the
British-based Do!phi" Ci, rum""Jig"tio" Pro-
jCCt.

' , ,ff, ,,,, _ ,nner^y ''''

sailing by early 1992, " an enthusiastic
Thornpson told OFFSHORE. "We will
fomow the example of Whitbread Race
winner Peter Blake in taking the boat
and crew down amongst the ice south of
Tasmania for some really rugged train-
ing and crew assessment.

Am yachts and crews competing in the
1993-94 Whitbread Round the World
Race will have to participate in specified
long-distance qualifying races including
a New York to London race in early
1993.

According to the Whitbread Rule
Council which has been charged with
the management of the Whitbread Rule,
its objectives are clear. The Whitbread
60 should be faster, more seaworthy,

.
^9, .,
.

,
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nicer to sail, require a smaller crew and
cost less than an equivalent 10R yacht.
in addition, competition in the class
should be close and success depends
primaly on the skill of the crew at sea.

For further information on the DoI-
phiri Circumnavigation Project for the
1993-94 Whitbread Round the World
Race, contact:
Australia: Philip Thornpson, 43 Benne-
long Road, Cremorne, NSW 2090.
United Kingdom: David Damton, 15
East Hill Close, Waning ton, Fareham,
Hampshire P0168SE.
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"The best engineered and finished stock yacht
I've ever Sailed" Bob Ross - Australian sailing

The Denter 36 cws. A perfect synthesis between speed and safety. Its revolutionary central Winch System produces a

sheeting method with which all sail manoeuvres can be carried out from the cockpit. Below deck - modern design,
soft lighting, matching decor. A spacious galley, luxurious saloon and two separate double cabins fore and aft.

The latest from Dehler - fast, safe yachts designed by Van der Stadt, who went right back to basics and
rethought the rules, using up to the minute German technology.

All yachts hand lay-up moulded, under supervision of Germanischer Lloyd.

For more information contact Campbell Pennefather in Sydney (02) 9568355, Fax 954 0976

Distributed by Dehler Australia PCy Ltd, PO Box 7286 North Sydney 2059.

WHAT 7HE PAPERS SAYABOU7
OFHLER YACHTS . . .

". . , no other companyapproachesDeh-
Ier's standard of fairness of hull and
deck mouldings or the quality of the
sub-mouldings . . . "

Yachtlng World Rally
'Dehler are today bu"ding production
yachts that are setting the standard for
other European bu"ders.

Yachting Monthly

". . . 'beautlfu"y engineered' rather
than 'bufft' . . ."

Yachtlng World
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34

36 db

36 cws

37 cws

39 cws
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into effect from the coming offshore
season as a result of dedsions by the
Australian Yachting Federation and the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia.

The AYE council, at its late April
meeting in Sydney, decided to come
into line with the rest of the world in
accepting the 'grandfathering' clause on
exotics for yachts to be accepted for
racing under IMS handicapping . .

The CYCA has extended its dedsion
to allow advertising on spinnakers in all
its races for the coming season to include
the IMS handicap category. This fbl-
lows an earlier decision to introduce
Category E (Event Classification and
Advertising) of the AYE prescriptions to
IYRU Rule 26 (Advertising) to the 10R
and PHS categories.

The AYF decision on exotics ends a

period of confusion in this part of the
world, where Australia was out-of-step
with other nations which allowed yachts
built using exotic materials, such as
carbon fibre, beforeJanuary I, 1990, to
be accepted for IMS racing.

This, of course, hinges on them meet-
ing the 'spint and intent' rules of the
IMS as far as accommodation and other

F 99

factors go. However, exotics are specifi-
cany banned from use in the interior
fittings and joinery of the accommoda-

3

tion.

The change will allow 'grand prix'
yachts such as former Admiral's Cup
team yachts Sag"cio"s I. ', Madeli"e's
D""ghter and I"trig"e to be modified and
rated for IMS racing if the owners so
desire. However, they will have to fully
comply with the spirit and intent rules as
cruiser/racers.

it may also open up Australian ocean
races to more New Zealand yachts such
as F"t", e Shock which last year raced in
the Jupiters Sydney-Gold Coast Race
under Performance Handicap because in
Australia it was not eligible for IMS.

The decision of the CYCA to extend

Category E to its IMS category, as well
as 10R and PHS, has bean welcomed by
owners of yachts who have received
some sponsorship for their racing cam-
palgns and have raced their yachts under

VICTORYjb, Be"ete"" Fitst 53, Yellow and Blue SoAGEA, in the SPIQ"err France r@ce
in Errope recently ""den^^ed the 74ci"g ability of Be"ete"" yachts. (Pic - Benete@"-photo G.
Martin-Raget)

..^,""//

as the Rothm""s protest in the last
Sydney-Hobart which gave that yacht
and its sponsors overwhelming public-
ity yet exduded the battlers from flying
a sponsor's spinnaker in the Sydney-
Hobart orin the King of the Derwent. "

The first major CYCA ocean race in
which fullscale advertising on sails will
be permitted will be in the 1991 Jupiters
Gold Coast Classic starting on August
3. However, Middle Harbour Yacht
Club has allowed advertising on spin-
nakers for the past couple of Caltex
Sydney-Mooloolaba races and the Royal
Prince A1fred Yacht Club also has
allowed spinnakers in its Pittwater-
Coffs Harbour races.

The real significance will be in the
1991 Southern Cross Cup series where
the introduction of Category E should
be an important factor in gaining inter-
national teams for the six-race series as
well as generally boosting entries for the
Sydney-Hobart.

Explaining the CYCA decision, sail-

sponsorship names.
"It will enable us to give our sponsors

a much better return for their invest-
merit by being able to use spinnakers
with an advertising logo, one owner
added. "It will put an end to such fiascos

^,^
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Ing committee chairman Leigh Minehan
said a representative number of owners
of IMS yacht owners had been can-
vassed for their viewpoints. The result
was fairly evenly divided between those
strongly opposed and those equally
strong in support of the move to extend
Category E to include IMS yachts.

"We looked at various options such as
applying Category E only to major races
and not to club races, but this would
have placed an added burden of cost on

"Whatever decision we made would
not please everyone, but in view of the
fact that the RPAYC and MHYC had
already decided to extend Category E to
their IMS fleets, we felt a decision had to
be made. Otherwise the CYCA would

be out of step with the other offshore
racing clubs in NSW, " Minehan said.

"We don't believe the decision will
see an influx of big bucks into coinpeti-
tion under the IMS handicapping categ-
ory, " he added.

- Peter Campbe"

owners.



Museum Seeks Owners
of Kgthlee" Gillett

E Australian National Maritime
Museum would like to hear from

former owners of the Colin Archer style
gaff ketch Kathleen Gillett, built for
Sydney artist Jack Earl in the 1930s and
sailed by him in the first Sydney-Hobart
yacht race in 1945. Earl later sailed
K@chiee" Cinett around the world, in the
second Australian yacht circumnaviga-
tion

Curator of the Museum's Leisure

exhibition, Dama F1etcher, is resear-
ching the yacht's history and developing
a display about it. A Bicentennial gift to
the Museum from Norway (where Col-
in Archer developed his noted double-
ended designs for fishing and pilot
boas), K@th!ee" Gillett will be exhibited
when the Museum opens in Darling
Harbour next year.

"We have a very comprehensive pic-
THE KIWIS are tomihg in stye"g!h for Ihe 1991 IMPi!ers C1@$51'c Sydney-Gold Coast r@ce inture of the ketch untilJack Earl sold it in Aug"$1, accordihg to New Zealand sources. Chris Packer, who owns Starlight Ex ress, winnerthe early 1950s to a Sydney stamp of this year's XXXX Arisett Hami!!on Island Race Week, is sendihg the yacht across Ihe 'T'sma"dealer, who took it up the Queensland again, as is Jan Margin with Future Shock whith he campa^!"ed here last year. A 11/17d 61' boarcoast to Torres Strait, " said curator fom NZ 1'5 expected to be Emotional Rescue, another Dripids0" 55, owned and ski errd bDama F1etcher. "We know little of the I'"terna, ion"! yachtsm@" Cmham Woodrqffe, a former Ame, I'c"'s Cup, Admi}al's CM andhistory of ownership since then. " Southern Cross Cup camp@I^"e, . With Ihe notice of rate now available, Ihe CYCA ex ects a

Among details that have surfaced is a strong lordlyeel, wi'Ih Peter Walker's Stei'"man 67, Amazon, which took line honours I'" Ihi^
period in New Guinea when the yacht year's C@ilex Sydney-Mooloo!riba race, and George Snow's Farr 66, Brindabella, am on the b^'

boats.was owned by a plantation owner,
thought to be called Fawcett Kay, who nard. it was brought back to Sydney by Readers can contact Dama F1etcher at
sold it to a crocodile hunter, Declan solo sailor Ian Kiernan and has been the Australian National Maritime
O'Donnel. K@, hlee" Cinet! was brought undergoing restoration at Halvorsen's Museum, GPO Box 5131 Sydney NSW
to Sydney for the 1967 Sydney-Hobartto y ney or t e 67 y ney-Ho art yard, Bobbin Head, Sydney, funded by 2001, telephone (02) 5527777 or fax (02)
race by a Rabaul businessman, Reg the Norwegian Government's Bicenten- 5522318.
Stevenson. nial gift

in 1987 the yacht, by now in poor
condition, was tracked to Guam by
Sydney yachtsman, journalist and
Museum Council member Bruce Stan-

COMMODORES of the mayor Sydney y"c!11 clubs me! for Iheirjirst annual luncheon at the
CF"king Yacht Club of AUS!intra recently where Ihey were the guests of Commodore Les
MCClea", pic!"red here with other Commodores, left to 71^ht, Robert Lawlet (Sydney Am ale"r
S"il, fig Cl"b), M, 'ch@el Bl, w (RAN S"in"g Associ"Ii, "), Les M, Cle"" (CYCA), I, h"
All"", 0" (R, y"I Prince AUM Yacht Cl"b), D, "g T"11y (Roy"I P, i", e Edwa, d Y", ht 61"b),
Kei'th Tiemey (Middle Harbour Yacht Club) and Norman Longworth (Royal Sydney Yachl
Squadron). (^c - Dripid Claye)

"I would like to hear from anyone
who remembers the ketch during the
1950s through to the 1980s, " said Ms
F1etcher.

Kenwood Cup
Plans For 1992

ENWOOD Cup 1992 - conducted
by the Royal Hawaiian Ocean Rac-

ing Club, the 1992 Kenwood Cup will
virtually consist of three events all run
concurrently. These events and dates
are: the Kenwood Cup (August 14), the
recently revived Two Ton Cup World
Champion^hip, q. 1y 26 to Angust 14)
and the International 50 Foot World

Championship Series GUIy 29 to August
3)

The proposed 10R classes of racing
are 'A' - 50 to 70 foot raters, 'B' for the
International 50 footers, 'C' for the two
ton class and 'D' for the one ton class
with ratings accepted from 3000 to 32
or 33

The IMS fleet is expected to be split
into two classes. The final cut-off point
is still to be determined, however, it is
currently proposed as one class of 40'
LOA and below, with the other class for
over 40' LOA.

Any yachts owner interested in
obtaining further information on this
regatta including accommodation, air-
fares, shipping should contact the
ORCA office telephone (02)on

3278560 or by fax on (02) 3278/90
ORCA TECHNICAL COMMIT-

TEE - Grant Simmer, ScottJutson, Bob
Fraser and Ian Burns, members of the
ORCA Technical Committee hav
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been busy over the past three months
working on a number of issues that
affect the future of both IMS and 10R
fleets in Australia.

Grant Simmer and Scott Jutson, rep-
resenting ORCA, attended the AYE
Offshore Committee Meeting in April
this year. As a result of that meeting,
ORCA have been asked to prepare two
submissions to the International Tech-
nical Committee:

I. Indusion of the shroud angle correc-
tion to the IMS speed predictions;
2. Rules for stanchion construction in

light of the recent problems with use of
titanium.

More recently, ORCA has mailed out
to all 10R, IMS andJOG yacht owners a
questionnaire. This document has been
designed to establish the level and direc-
tion of activity in ocean racing in AUS-
tralia, in addition to encouraging yacht
owners to become more aware of the
dedsion-making process in Australian
yachting. The results of the question-
naire will be made available to the public
in the next issue of OFFSHORE.

- TruceyJoh"sto"e

^^

IMS Summer Points

To Veteran Big Sthott
NCE again the results of the
CYCA's summer pointscore have

shown that well-sailed older designed
10R boats can continue to be most
competitive under IMS handicapping.

The IMS overall pointscore saw a
summer success for Big Schott, skippered
by Peter Bush, from the J35, Hanpi@
(Tom Johnston), with third place going
to another veteran, Witchdoctor, sailed by
the Rum Consortium.

Big Sthott was built in the Us some 15
years ago as a then-rated Two Tonner
designed by Doug Peterson. She raced
in an early Clipper Cup for Australia
Not only did she win the 1990-91 IMS
pointscore overall, but she still managed
to take out 10R Division I for the season
with seven wins in her division.

H@"pia won the Division U IMS
pointscore with a remarkable 15 firsts
overall and 13 division wins, while
Impeccable qohn Walker) won Division
U 10R.

The overall 10R Blue Water Chain-
pion, as reported in the last issue of
OFFSHORE, was Ray Stone's Kings
Cross Sydney, which won from two
other Middle Harbour Yacht Club

yachts, Impecc@61e qohn Walker) and
Star Ferry qohn Conroy). All three are
older boats which have been updated
and were well sailed throughout the

Kings Cross won several prestigious
long ocean races including the Ron
Robertson Memorial Trophy, the
Tradewinds Trophy and the Woollahra
Cup, and was a member of the winning
MHYC team for the Commodore's

Trophy, along with Impeccab!e and Star

season.
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VETERAN ocean racer Big Schott, owned and skippered by Peter B"sh, which won the
CYCA's q@^hore pointscorefo, IMS-handicapped y@chts last season. Big Schott represents one of
the indriy original 10R-roted boats which h"ve been s"cces$1i, 11y adapted to IMS. (Pic - D@"id
Claye)

Ferry Oohn Con, oy).
Division 111 sawJohn Messenger's It's

a Hit dominate the 10R results, while
the IMS pointscore went to John Law-
Ier's Morning Tide.

Division IV, which in duded the JOG
yachts, resulted in a tie between Redback
(Danid Elli. tt) and C"of" (A1f Hanco. k),

with Redback getting the top trophy on a
countback.

in the Short Haul division, there was
also a tie, between Kaiy" (Owen Tho-
mas) and Chem"@ qohn Keelty) with
K@iy" winning on a countback from
Chem"a, which won a Sydney-Hobart
race back in the 1950s.



Mai or Changes to
HF/SSE Frequencies

N July I, at one minute past most and recall them easily -just as you
midnight, Co-ordinated Universal do now.

However, at some point, you willTime (10.01 hours EST), sweeping
changes will take place in the way need to have the new frequencies pro-
maritime frequencies are allocated to the grammed into your transceiver for opti-
single-sideband (HF/SSB) radio service mum use of the important SSB service.
throughout the world. The changes All this means is that a new microchip
fomow the introduction of the Global win have to be installed to replace the
Maritime Distress and Safety System one with the old frequency. it may mean
(GMDSS) and also provide for new having to take the set to your local
technologies while expanding current marine electronics supplier or it may be
applications. possible to make the adjustment on

board.The changes involve new frequencies
Either way, the simple swap will takefor distress, calling and working,

SSB transceiver into the nexttogether with extensive amendments to your
the range of maritime Radphone fre- generation, with more channels on

which to talk and overall, a greaterquencies.
it means that crystal-locked HF radios degree of international maritime safety.

will require new crystals and some The changes will reduce the frequency
synthesised sets may need repro- spectrum allowed to manual Morse code
gramming. Some sets may even become (the only loser) and an increase for new
obsolete. However, yacht owners who technologies such as digital selective
have bought user-programmable sets calling, voice (radiotelephony) and nar-
(where you preset a desired frequency row-band direct printing.
much as on your car radio) and that Distress and Safety frequencies from
means most marine radios sold within July I will be: 2182kHz
the past two years, will be able to key in 4125kHz (Chn 421)

6215kHz (Chn 606)the new frequencies that you will use the

8291kHz (Chn 833)
12290kHz (Chn 1221)
16420kHz (Chn 1621).

The frequency 6125kHz is a change
from the existing frequency of
6215.5kHz. The frequencies 8291kHz,
12290kHz and 16420kHz are additional
channels allocated to the Distress and
Safety Service.

The replanning of the maritime coin-
in unications band has also resulted in
changes to channels allocated to the
Radiotelephone and Radiotelegram Ser-
vices. The frequencies for working
OTC Maritime Communications Sta-
tions, as from July I, will be:
2201kHz
4426/4/34kHz
6507/6206kHz
8176kHz.

HARD SAILS

USA
PrY LTD

OW AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIA
- So WHY PAY 40% MORE?

Fully imported from a Top Overseas Sail Loft -
backed by the best U. S. and Australian CAD/CAM
and Laser Cutting Technology.
QUALITY, LONG LASTING SAILS FOR OFF-
SHORE OR LOCAL WEEKEND CRUISING
AND INSHORE RACING.

You pay for just as much Toughness/Racing
Gadgetry as you want. BUT WELL BELOW
LOCAL LIST PRICES.

How - WITH NO QUALITY SACRIFICE?

Ask Philip Seymour (Mng. Dir. ) for the answers.
We also special ise in Racing Sails for Hood 23s,
J. 24s and CAV 28s.

Phone/Fax

(02) 988 4272

Full details of the new Radphone
frequencies are listed in a free leaflet
available from the Sailing Offices of the
CYCA and other major clubs, from
local OTC Maritime Stations, or by
calling (02) 2873030 or (008) 269977
Toll Free.

Users of Very High Frequency (VHF)
radioes are not affected by these
changes. For them the Distress and
Safety Survice continues on Channels 16
and 67.

^

Iue Streak is No. I in the sail batten markeiln Australia with over 80% of

the market share. This has been achieved by working closely wiih
sailmakers on continuous product development, utilizing stale of the art

- Peter Campbe"

pullrusion technology and an undeadng commitment 10 quality
performarice. I00'K, A dim made, Blue Streak has enviable sailing
pedigree to its batten range. Take for example the innovative and technicalIy
advanced 18' Skiff - the Sydney Harbour Racer with the
world-wide reputstion. Blue S eak has been the choice of
18' Skiff Champions for over a
decade. This race winning
experience is not just confined to
development classes. it's a
feature of every batten
Blue Streak manufaciures

Combe your salineker for a
FREE 11 colour 4 page
guide ' I, co*, e"
So, 00.10" Ea. I an
share in the Blue Streak

Advantage inc

. ..
.

.

RO. Box 359

St. Ives, NSW 2075.

.
^

.

Distributors

NSW. Blue Streak (02) 820 1266
VIC. W. ME. (03) 583,281
QLD. D. M. W. (07) 893,055
SA. Glasscrafl Marine (08) 2233055

FREE

",\ ~~.

J, , *.*':, E, *,: , ,
..~. ..

WA. Phil Hams Sails (09) 3863094
TAS. Peter Johnston (002) 345238
NZ. Boyd & Me Master, AUGkland 599488

Barlon Marlne, Welling ton 7255/8
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By Cordo" M"rsh"11

-Ia.

.11

b.
A^

S* S'
Oe

CORDON Mcrsh"11 is extr"ordi""tary aye!I q""lined to COMme"t o" the s"^. ject of ocean r"ci"g ""d rele"""t
$4fety matters, fog"ing " aye"ith of both tech"it"I""dpr"ctic"Iexperie"ce in 61"e water r"ci"g. He kgs more th""

"" ordi"cry i"sight i"to the witim"te <ff'ects of the 10R r"Ie o" y"cht desjg", bei"g "" r"ter""tio""I Y"cht
Meds"rer ""d ChiofMecs"rerfor New So"th 1,741es.

His pin"eeri"g workfor the Sailing Committee of the Cr"isi"g Yorkt Cl"b of A"strung in testi"g the sinbility
of moder" oce"" r"cers (thro"gh thephysic"jincli""tio" ofy"chts) w"s finstr"me"toif" sh"?i"g some sectio"s of

the existting rOR r"Ie. For the PCSt decade he h"s writte" inc"y speci"list "rtic!es o" tech"it"i'spects ofy"cht
desjg" c"of co"str"ctto" ""d fogs commented bro"dly 0" $4fety iss"us.

H""ing completed "o less th"" 16 Syd"ey-Hob"rt races ""dp"rticip"tedi" "ittwatly e"ery cousinl""d CSS" e
r"ce o" the A"str"it"" c"Ie"d"r, i" which he has bee" "" "","rd. ", tm"i"g inc"ig"tor, Cordo" is well ""lined to

coinme"t o" qff'shore r"of"21rom his own pr"ctic"I experience.
Cordo" is cm Ho"or"ry Life Member of the Cr"isi"g Y"cht Cl"b of A"str"fig, h"s ser"ed o" its Bo"rd of

Directorsfor the past 17 ye"rs, i"cl"di"g se"erglsti"ts CS Re"r Commodore of the Cl"b. He CISo ser"ed i" the
dem""ding position ofHob"rt Rare Director o" se"erul occ"sio"s.
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10R Iv^^IK 111

HE flagging popularity of the
International Offshore Rule (10R)

first became apparent to those capable of
'stepping back from the waves so as to
see the ocean' about six years ago, and
since then it has deteriorated markedIy

it affected New Zealand before AUS-
tralia and yet the Kiwis are reported to
have the highest per capita yacht own-
ership in the world. The first signs came
when Ian Gibbs, one of the stalwarts of
NZ ocean racing, wrote to the CYCA
after one of the tougher Sydney-Hobart

"Will the CYCA Mse itsRaces

tvl"e"ce to get Ms back to r@cmg in more
wholesome yachts?"

We have failed his request, and after
owning six or seven 10R Spy"221eb"b-
bier, Ian now races in an Etchells. in
1989, NZ failed for the first time to field
a team in the Southern Cross Cup, and
latest information is that they have
nothing for the coming Admiral's Cup,
and are searching for three yachts to
charter.

On the local scene, a straw in the
wind can be seen in the fact that the two
yachts which are arguably the most
competitive in our fleets, Gary Ap-
pieby's Sagacio"s (last year's Sydney-
Hobart winner) and Peter Kurts' M@de-
lines D""ghter (from our last Admiral's
Cup Team) are now both over four
years old. A further indication of drastic
reduction of popularity is marked by the
fact that since Max Ryan's yacht Cyclone
was launched late in 1989, not one new

in the whole of North America in the
past 12 months, only 14 10R yachts
have been added to the 10R list and

reports from Europe indicate that gener-
al racing to the 10R has all but ceased,
and that the only active competition is
found amongst specialised groups of
level raters such as half and one Ton.
ners. Finally, a death knell has been
sounded by the 50-foot Class Associa-
tion, a last stronghold of 10R MKlll,
when last month they voted to abandon
the 10R system.

There have to be reasons for this
situation, but the biggest problem seems
to have been the blind refusal on the part
of some 10R owners to admit that a
problem exists. No doubt their high
investment in a shrinking market has
contributed to this.

The time has come, however, when
even these owners are beginning to see
the realities, and we should thus be able
to have a rational evaluation of the
situation without becoming overly
emotional.

Before going into detail as to how the
10R MKlll has failed to meet the desires
of the general community of ocean
racing yachtsmen, let us examine Just
two of the goals of the Rule as pro-
pounded in its 'Rule Management

the problems?" If answers are found, we
could then proceed to other areas of
perceived failure within the rule.

I submit that answers cannot be found
to these two problems within the ex-
is ting framework of MKlll, mainly be-
cause they have been allowed to develop
for far too long. Yet the resulting yachts
make a mockery of 'ocean racing' as it
was before the 10R became over-

developed. Thus, something should be
done.

it surely becomes obvious that to
attempt to modify the rule as it presently
exists would be fruitless, and I suggest
that it would be better to leave it as it is,
'stabilised', as the Council quaintly de-
scribes its present status, for those few
remaining adherents to enjoy. in the
meantime we should begin to formulate
a new rule, MKIV, profiting from the
bitter experiences of MKlll. Such a rule
could run concurrently with MKlll, for,
as you will see, it will cater for a
distinctly different type of racing from
that presently conducted.

A Word of Warning Before
Proceeding Further. . .

it will be unproductive for those who
still feel that the 10R MKlll is successful

rule to becomeas an ocean racing
involved in its modification into a new
MKIV. Their efforts would be best

directed to changing MKlll along the
lines that it has developed . . . exciting
day-sailers, skiff-like, and suited to en-
closed or protected waters for their
racing.

This will allow those who wish to
return to 'ocean' racing in the truest
sense of the word, to proceed without
conflict. Otherwise, the inevitable coin-
promises will cause us to produce
another 'Camel'

Let us for the present agree that there
is room for two 'development' rules,

competitive 10R yacht has been me a-
sured in NSW, yet more than 150 IMS
yachts have become certificated in the
same period.

Policy'.
"The COM"ci! will man@ge the rule . . .

to permit the development of seaworthy
qft3ho, e racing yachts. " (The first policy
statement of the rule. )

developments which will . . . red"ce the
suit@bi!ity of yachts for cruising. "

There are many other rule polities

"The COM"cil will act to disco"rage

which could be quoted for examination
but surely the reader agrees that in these
two important statements the Council
has failed miserably.

Assuming that we agree that failure
has occu ed in these two vital areas, one
should ask "What can be done to correct

TEN years ago, the i"ci-
dence dynefii!"re in well
prepared yachts was neg-
jigible compared to that of

todry. (Pic - Lets"
Arbl@sled
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"10R Mklllyachts are now difficult, even dangerous, to srii'! wi'thout af"11 crew complement. . ." writes 10R authority Cordon Marshall - us Ihi*
spectacular broach of Sydney Heads illustrates all 100 well. (Pic - Inn Grant)

one for restricted conditions, the present Therein is one of the prime failures of
MKlll Rule, and the other for full blown MKlll yachts; their uselessness after a
ocean racing, the proposed MKIV Rule. very short life
if we can agree on this approach, we will
certainly come up with a vastly different The Faults . . . and the
rule, and with vastly different yachts SolutionsYachtsmen can then have the choice

Seaworthinessas to how they invest their capital, and
The first of the 10R's goals, sea-leisure time, in the pursuit of their

chosen sport worthiness, covers a host of characteris-
Note: The foregoing should not be tics, and many of them are absent from

the modern coinpctitive 10R MKlllpermitted to confuse those yachtsmen
who have so enthusiastically embraced yacht. Their hull strength, particularly
the IMS concept of racing. The 10Ris a up forward, 15 highly suspect to the
'development' rule in which owners extent that with the onset of hard

weather to windward, many developwho can so afford turn to designers to
skill failures, deck cracking, or rib dam-create faster yachts by ingenuity, and

thus they 'develop' yachts which will age, and others scurry to the nearest port
beat last year's models. On the other of shelter. it is not surprising that in the
hand the IMS is a 'handicap' rule which most recent Sydney-Hobart Race, the
alms at quantifying the potential speed retirement rate amongst 10R yachts was
of each yacht and allocating it a number twice that of the IMS yachts, and it
so that all with the samemay race
chance of winning he who sails best

should win the race. (That at least, is its
aim. )

With a good MKIV rule, 'last year's'
development models which may then be
outdated, would become ideal as IMS
contestants. They would merely have to
get their hulls measured and perhaps
make some modifications to their
accommodations. Present 10R MKlll

left-overs are of little use to anyone - ask
those who sell themare trying to
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whilst the regulations may be adequate
for cruising yachts, they are seriously
deficient for ocean racing yachts. (Ocean
Racers are inclined to want to keep
sailing to the finish line, notwithstand-
Ing the worsening weather. The cruising
yacht turns around, or reduces gear and
slows down, or heads for shelter. )

As a starter, the 'slamming' loads
assumed in the present ABS rule should
at least be trebled for ocean racing yachts
sailing in Category O, I and 2 races. The
co-operation of the ABS should be
sought without any Implied criticism of
their formulation of the present rule. but
requesting a new set of standards of
design for 'ocean racing yachts' as dis-
tinct from yachts generally. Our need
for a trebling of slamming loads in the
calculations should be made quite clear,
together with other assooated increases
which may be brought on, as they see
fit

Centre of Gravity Factor
This aberration within the 10R rating

calculation gives a bonus to yachts
which are 'tender'. Since its inception it
has been weighted wrongly and has
encouraged designers to utilise it to its
maximum. This in turn has favoured

wide beams and crew induced stability
to counter the loss of speed caused by
the resulting tender ness. For many

Australian submissions to theyears,

Council have sought to modify the CGF

wasn't a 'hard' race. Yet you would
think that with their relative youth, their
generally higher cost and their ability to
attract the highest class of crewmen,
they should have created a reversed
situation of retirement rate

This uncovers a problem scarcely ever
discussed by yachtsmen, and rarely by
designers. The CYCA has embraced
the ABS scantling rule because it is the
first and only one which has offered
some degree of control of yacht hull
integrity. it has become obvious howev-
er, using the oceans as our test tank, that

Off, hor, _ Iun, /July 1991 - 17



and I have personally written several
memos to the AYE suggesting a phasing
back of the CGF effect. This has been to

no avail and current competitive 10R
yachts all disclose minimum CGF in
their rating certificates, that is, they are
at the absolute limit of tender ness as

permitted under the rule. Rather than
arrest the trend to wide unballasted

yachts, the Council seems to have been
preoccupied with the rule policy state-

Protert the ual"e of the mayoritymerit

of the existing 10Rjleetfrom rapid o6501es-
cente. . . " Had they given as much
attention to the other management poli-
cy statements, then this obviously retro-
grade development trend could have
been halted.

A new MKIV rule will not tippy-toe
around this problem, but will delete the
CGF adjustment totally from the rating
calculation.

A confirmation that the mathematical
errors within a rating rule can cause bad
trends is seen from the following. . . in
the past three or four years my biggest
single preoccupation as an International
Measurer has been the reineasuring of
10R yachts after they have had win-
dows cut in their keels (then filled with
foam) or after the removal of the bot-
toms of keels to have them replaced
with wooden shoes. Under the IMS
Rule however, in the past six months, I
have been called to reineasure 10R
yachts, which, in conversion to IMS
handicapping, have had bulbs fitted to
the bottoms of their keels Sanity Is
prevailing at last! !

Crew Induced Stability
This characteristic of MKlll yachts,

commonly termed 'crewperching', is
one of the most obvious developments
over the past five or six years which has
separated the modern 10R yachts from

the upper wire. (Ask yourself, . . . How
does this fit the Rule Management Poli-
cy . . . "s"it@hility of yachtsfor cruising?")

MKlll yachts are now difficult, even
dangerous, to sail without a full crew
complement prepared to adopt the per-
ching mode. Skippers are demanding

"No more than one crewman be-

low at any one time".
This is an exhilarating way to sail

around a 20-mile triangle in bright
sunshinejust outside a port of shelter, or
in enclosed or protected waters. But we
are talking about 'ocean racing' . . . that
means 'out at sea', perhaps for days on
end . . . maybe you will run into bad
weather . . . it is 300 miles to Hobart, or
100 miles to Fastnet Rock . . . How are

the crewperchers after even the first
night? . . . This is all so ridiculous it
barely warrants debate, but present 10R
owners at Regatta level had made it
perfectly clear that they prefer short
races which don't extend overnight.

There can be no possible doubt . . . a
MKIV Rule will carry an uriambiguous

next paragraph will show you other-
wise. )

The sorry conclusion to the story is
that only two of the six reached Hobart,
one did not get as far as Sydney Heads,
another only got 10 miles south of
Sydney and the other two finished up in
Eden . . . and history will record that
this was not a 'hard' race.

Such is the quality of the cream of
Victoria's 10R MKlll ocean racing fleet.
(Not that their fleet is likely to differ
from those of other states. ) They were,
as we are beginning to show, not ocean

but daysailers, and for tworacers, .

of the six in particular, it was a very
short day.

But this is only part of the sorry story.

Spindly Rigs
This particular phenomenon has be-

come very apparent in modern leading
edge 10R MKlll yachts in recent years'
It has developed to such an extreme that
one needs to understand its evolution
before contemplating its correction.

The size and weight of 10R rigs, 15
years ago, was predicated almost solely
on their wind resistance and their con-
tribution to the heeling effect. Since the
centre of gravity factor in the handicap
calculations CTazily discouraged stiff
heeling characteristics, they were gener-
ally wholesome in design, and rig failure
whilst racing was quite a rarity. As
competitive differences between 10R
yachts became less, designers turned to
'pitching moment' to achieve small per-
formance gains. it had long been appa-
rent that yachts which 'chopped wood'
when going to windward were slower
than those which didn't.

Lightening the 'ends' of the yacht
gave an immediate reduction of the
pitching tendency and thus the use of
new construction al techniques in bows
and sterns to achieve this goal and, more
recently, the use of exotic in aerials in
thse areas, for the same reasons. But,
from the point of view of 'pitching', the
mast and keel were also 'ends', and so
they eventually came under scrutiny,
after the easy gains available in hull ends
was exhausted

At first this was a somewhat straight-
forward engineering design exercise,
but later it developed into a situation
where competitive pressures down on
the water took over, and the evolution
of the 'spindly' rig gathered momen-
turn. It is now at a stage where it is quite
absurd.

Let me quote a typical example of
how this can get out of hand

About 18 months ago an Australian
team had to be selected to defend the
Southern Cross Cup. The total rating
requirement of the team was such that
four or five of our leading edge 10R
yachts, almost identical in design, were
competing for two of the three berths. it
had become apparent that these yachts
could sail against each other for miles on
end without gaining or losing a second

The pressures wereon each other

on. (These yachts already had spindly
rigs and matching keels resulting from
design evolution. )

prohibition on 'crewperching'. it will
additionally and unashamedly ban more
than a given proportion of crew who are
permitted beyond cockpits to windward

the pure concept of ocean racers . . . to
daysailers. When it first emerged as a
problem, the Council set a crew count
to limit the number of 'perchers'. This

"Only as onhowever was done
interim measure ""til a CGF correction was
introduced".

Such a correction never occurred, but
in the meantime the 'size' of individual
crewmen grew alarming Iy until the
'crew number' had to be changed to a
'total crew weight'. Meantime, desig-
ners were producing hulls which in-
corporated the assumption that all the
crew would be on the gunwale when
going to windward. Hull shapes and
keel weights reflected this design charac-
tenstic. Conventional naval architects
(as distinct from 10R MKlll designers)
drew attention to the remarkable stabil-
ty of these yachts . . . when they are
upside-down. Crewperching and ex-
treme beam go hand in hand, and
characterise this unfortunate design
trend within 10R MKlll

This situation got worse, when, with
the passage of rime the Council wilted
under pressure and permitted bodies to
project beyond lifelines. Previously, all
had to be inside. The crew now sit on

the gunwale, legs over the side, torso
inside the lower wire, but body outside

"M"ybe the designers will then
give us y"chts which will allow

those of the crew not actively
involved in sailing the yacht, to

go below gridget some rest. These
will be the crews who will get
their yachts sof'aty to then, ,ish

line. . . "

unless actively involved in deckwork,
and absolutely no bodies outside life-
lines. Maybe the designers will then give
us yachts which will allow those of the
crew not actively involved in sailing the
yacht, to go below and get some rest.
These will be the crews who will get
their yachts safely to the finish line even
though the weather has, in the mean-
time, turned rough

Having disposed of 'crewperching'
for ocean racing, the following observa-
non is pertinent. Only a few months ago
a series of races was conducted by the
CYCA of which the Sydney-Hobart
Race was one. it attracted six of the
latest 10R MKlll yachts from MeI-
bourne. They all duly arrived, . . . but
surprising Iy, none by sea, they were all
transported the 500 miles by road to
Sydney. Casual queries evoked the
answer . . . "It's the cheapest way to get
here! "

Of course it's the cheapest . . . a full,
competent crew would have been re-
quired for the delivery run, such is their
design, but, more importantly, their
fragility suggests they might not have
even reached Sydney. (If you think that
this is an unfair presumption, then the
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One owncr bitcs the bullet and ordcrs

a rcplacement rig SIX kilos lighter than
that which he had been it 15using

installed in the yacht, a 24-kilo window
is cut in the keel, and the total rcduction
of weight, 30 kilos, is put into thc
yacht's bilges. (There is already IV2
tonnes therc. ) Measuremcnt procedures
arc gone through, and the yacht is found
to float as be forc. it also 'Inclines'

identically . . . thus thcre is no change in
rating

The yacht then trials agaiiT amongst
the group of similar aspirants Prc-

sto, it 15 two seconds a mile faster than
before

The reasons for thc improvcment are
known to thc others, so there is an
obvious and immediate response. One
even goes a little further, he also replaces
all of his rod ImnTrigging. going
smaller, and thus a bigger weight rcduc-
tion. (Don't lose sight of thc fact that an
exercise such as this might cost thc
owner $50,000. )

Cutting a long story short, when the
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trials are conducted, one yacht is so
supcnor to thc others that it does not
cvci} necd to sail in thc last qualifying
race, and whilst it thus incurs a DNS, it
easily in akcs thc team

From here on, you will liecd to be thc
Judge as to whether or not it was only
coincidental that wheiT the Cup Races
were conducted, one of these yachts
failed to finish in thrcc of the six races

due to rig failure, and in one case the
failure occurred before the starting gun,
with the breeze at only 12 knots. You
can Imagine how thc poor owner felt
He could hardly be blamed for feeling
that the 'technocrats' had let him down

Yet, when you put this general situation
to the 'technocracts' they claim that it is
usually owncr driven. Either way, there
15 one thing of which you can be sure

the sport of ocean racing is the
loser

h goes without saying that the AUS-
tralian Team did not win the SCC Cup

(Note: Whcn this story of rig failure is
read by those InvolVCd, some arc sure to

* a^, I

SPINDL Y rigs Ihi's

particularphenome"on
has become very apparent
in modern leadihg edge
10R MMIlyachtsin
recent years - @11en ruin-
ing a good day's racing
(Pic - Letsa Arb!aster)

claim small changes to some of the facts
This may be so . . . not many were keen
to explain to inc how things went so
radically wrong. There can, however,
be no denying the results . . . they are all
published. )

The foregoing example of rig failure
Is not an Isolated case or an exception to
the norm. There havc been innumerable
similar Incidents. Try your own mein-
ory of top class yachts, which in the past
year in in aJor races have had their masts
go 'all wobbly' and have limped off the
course to the nearest port of shelter or
back to the starting venue I can
recall several

One in particularis worthy of specific
mention because of the potential of a
disaster in its case. Several weeks ago
saw the 480-mile race from Sydney to
Mooloolaba start in a pleasant 15 knot

30 miles up the coursenor easter

and the mast of Wild Thing, Victoria's
latest wonder boat, fresh from setting an
elapsed time record in the recent Tasma-
nian West Coast Race. snaps in the

,,,,,,,, _ ,nn, ,.,, 19'' ~ ''



middle, leaving the top half hanging by
the entrails of its halyards

How would she have faired ifit had
happened three months earlier with a
leeshore off Tasmania's notorious, unin-
habited West Coast, historically known
as the square riggers graveyard?

Ten years ago, the incidence of rig
failure in well prepared yachts
negligible compared to that of today
. . . this is not progress, something has
gone seriously wrong!!
A Scantlings Rule For Rigs

Whilst researching the SCC rig deba-
cle and other rig failures, an amazing
fact emerged from two very reliable
sources. One of these was the designer
of some of the rigs in the team yachts,

navaland the other was a young
architect who is very close to the local
scene. Both advised that the safety factor
currently used in the design of rigs in
this league of yacht racing was 1.1 to I.
This I find to be almost unbelievable,
but it does offer a clue as to why we are
getting all the failures, and suggests a
solution to the problem

Firstly, some conventional engineer-
ing philosophies . . . The use of the
term 'Safety Factor' is often avoided
because it may imply that the structure
is capable of carrying much greater loads
than is intended. viz. a safety factor of 4
to I does not mean that the structure

will stand loads of four times those that
are anticipated.

The safety factor is meant to cover
other circumstances, of which the fol-
lowing are some examples.
a. That the load is not constant or may
be subject to shock application.
b. That the loads may reverse, to coin-
pression becomes tension.
c. That the load may be frequently
repeated.
d. That stress concentrations may occur

was

(with abrupt changes of section such as
where a rigging wire enters a terminal).
e. Where notch effects exist (every entry
or exit box in a mast creates a notch
effect as does every bolt hole).
f. The possibility of corrosion of parts of
the structure.

There are many more, and each one
should be considered in the final allow-
an CG of load as compared to the yield
point of the material in the item in
question.

in the case of a yacht, the load in the

The question is probably best
answered when we decide what is the

expectation of a rig's integrity in a
category O, I or 2 race, and to do that
perhaps we should re-read the official
definition of say, a Category I Ocean
Race . . . "A race of 10"g distance and well
qj3hore, in ""protected w@ters, where yachts
must be completely seff-sqmcie"t for ex-
tended periods of time, capable of withstand-
ing heavy storms @"d prep@red to meet on
emergency witho"t the expectation of o"wide
assist@"ce. "

Let me suggest that if a true ocean
racer was caught in a storm in Bass
Strait, and was thrown on its side
(mast in water) it would be reasonable to
have a very high expectation that she
would shake herself free of the water

and return upright . . . with the rig still
standing.

This, of course, is not presently the
case, and, as we can easily show, rigs in
current MKlll yachts fail in a 12-knot
breeze without such additional coin-

PIications as a knockdown. Self regula-
tion in an environment of the pressures
of winning races has been shown to be
ineffective and thus a scantling rule is
essential. it should not restrict the desig-
ner beyond quoting what proportion of
yield strength is permitted in all of the

THREE h""dyed miles to Hob@rt, or 100 miles to F@$1"et Rock

rig is calculated from the maximum
righting moment that the combination
of hull and keel develops, but there is no
chance that after allowing for some of
the circumstances previously listed, that
this factor is only I. I to I . . . it is bound
to be more like 3 to I, so it is not
surprising that rigs fall out of modern
10R yachts when they go ocean racing.

how are the crewperchers die, even theftst night at sea

parts of the rig structure. to 'Stress at
maximum righting moment shall not
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exceed one third of the published yield
strength of the material used in any
component of the rig'

Whether or not the number is one

third is something about which we can
do some more research, but the purpose

-̂.

requirement and supply a supporting
statement.

Pitching Moment
This characteristic of yachts is prob-

ably the only one which, until now, has
defied quantifying, notwithstanding the
silicon chip and MIT. However, word is
out that this will not last much longer.
The UsYRU, through its activity with
the Velocity Prediction Program of the
IMS has announced that they are on the
verge of accurately defining the speed
advantages of lowering a yacht's pitch-
ing tendency.

in the meantime, the effect of reduced
pitching moment is very evident in the
design of modern 10R MKlll yachts.

its successful application has only one
advantage, but a number of negative
side effects.

The positive effect of reduced pitch-
ing moment is that it causes a small
speed gain in choppy water, primarily
when going to windward. Whilst ever
this is an unmeasured gain it will be
pursued to its ultimate in the environ-
merit of high competition, particularly
in the international league.

The negative side effects are:
a. The high cost of the use of exotic
fibres in the construction of the ends of

the yacht's canoe body, the sole reason
for doing so being to locally reduce
weight and thus reduce pitching inertia.
b. The encouragement of the use of
spinaly rigs to reduce pitching inertia.
This should, however, become control-

^CROIOGIC GPS and

of this chapter is to establish the basis of
the principles to be adopted.

Qualification of rigs could be simply
verified by requiring an independent
certified naval architect check the cal-
CUIations in accordance with the Rule's
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INDICATIVE 91the decline in 10R in Austinli" is the fact that for thenrst time ever un trials
were held to select Austin!Ih's teamfor the Admire!'s GNP - there were un yachts to contest the
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led with the application of wholesome
rig scantlings, a subJect dealt with earlier
in this article

of the use of'c. The encouragement
lighter than normal keels (often with
false wooden bottoms or with large
foam windows. )
d. The light keel effect in (c) encourages
'crewperching', but this has been dealt
with earlier, and would be prohibited in
a MKIV Rule.

e. A noticeably short and violent fore
and aft motion in a seaway hitherto not
evident in yachts. This motion has
proven to be energy-sapping to crew-
men, and, on occasions, dangerous for
those working in the ends of the yacht
(They tend to be tossed ore) What has
not been generally acknowledged is that
the athwartship motion Is also affected
similarly, and whilst this is not so
Important in daysailing, in ocean racing,
in bad weather, this can be serious in the
extreme. it would be timely to remind,
that in the days when all sea voyages
were made under sail, it was common
practice to haul weights high Into the
rigging to Increase inertia in bad weather
to reduce the possibility of the vessel
being thrown on its side by rogue wave
action. Optimismg pitching moment via
masts and keels achieves just the OPPo-
site. it is thus unattractive and, in the
extreme, dangerous in ocean racers
f. A huge growth of internal ballast in
the centre of the yacht which now
assumes the role of a cargo vessel,
shipping lead ingots around race

The of this ballastquantitycourses

approximates the total of the weight
savings achieved at great expense in the
yacht's ends, its spindly rig, and its
Clayton's keel

Surely it must be obvious that, except
for the presently unmeasured gain, there
would be no reason for these excesses
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little less dramatically, beyond 107, a
heavily punitive rating adjustment could
be applied
Conclusion

I showed a draft of this article to one

of the cynics of the fleet. His response
"You'll have us all racing in

Swans

How could you be so lucky! ! !
Wouldn't it be wonderful to walk

your Club's marina and find it filled
with a range of different sized Swans

No. that is not themtent of the new
MKIV Rule

If the Rule's Management Policies are
implemented properly, the resulting
yachts will be built much more substan-
tially, you won't get that 'up to the
ankles feeling' when you walk on the
deck, and the paid hand won't rush to
tell you where NOT to jump when you
wish to come aboard (in case you go
through). The beams will be less, the
freeboards will be higher and the rigs
will be wholesome. The yachts will be
stiffer because we will have cancelled the

crazy CGF calculation which encour-
aged tender ness

The accommodations will be spartan,
but they will be useable because crews
will spend some of their time eating and
sleeping below. Headrooms will be
comfortable because designers will
know that the yacht will get converted
to IMS when it becomes out-designed
(and who wants to put a chainsaw
through the coach house?). Also, you
may occasionally see the yacht out
sailing on non-race days with the owner
and some friends or family on board
because it won't require gorillas or
technocrats to keep it upright or its mast
standing

Finally, you will find that the yacht
gets delivered to its next race venue by
water, because it only takes two or three
crewmen to sail it, and that it will rarely,
if ever, retire from a race due to bad
weather or damage

in seeking a MKIV Rule, we really
don't need a new one, the old rule is
satisfactory, but its original policies,
with only slight modification, must be
strictly enforced. For this to happen,
many of the 'weightings' within the

calculations will need to bepresent
changed, and allowances such as CGF
will have to be cancelled

The Council failed to implement the
original policies, so who takes over to
apply them properly in MKIV?

If only we can answer that question,
we can profit from the experiences of a
MKlll Rule which went wrong, and get
back to 'ocean' racing again under a
'Devclopment' rule, but in wholesome
ocean-going yachts

Finally, there 15 still room within the
sport of yachting for a tightly adminis-
tered 'development' rule for OCEAN
racing, notwithstanding the success of
IMS 'handicap' racing

'The views expressed in this article are
not necessarily those of the Publisher of
OFFSHORE or the Cruising Yacht
Club of Australia
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it would be nice to assume that MIT

will come up with a means of accurately
measuring pitching moment so that, as
in the case of righting moment, a factor
can be apphed to tile rating calculation
to account for its effect

In theory, when this happens, the
need for light ends, Calyton's keels, and
spindly rigs will vanish, but experience
tells me that it won't be as simple as
that

For starters, present advice 15 that the
device to accurately measure pitching
moment Is too expensive to contemplate
it being used in the normal, worldwide,
measuring process. This may mean that
the single machine will be used to
measure a large number of yachts in
order to accumulate enough data to

of evaluatingapply another
pitching moment . . . say, by examin-
ing the amount of centre ballast, and
correlating it to inertia

in the meantime it 15 surely agreed
that in a new MKIV Rule the optimismg
of pitching moment should be discour-
aged. Its advantage is only singular, and
small, whereas Its disadvantages
many, and even adversely affect safety
We have already taken some steps to-
wards this discouragement
crewperching, and the application of rig
scantlings. The banning of the use of
those exotics of extremely high cost is
another partial control that has bcen
applied in other Rules and could be
seriously considered

Finally, a limit on the total of internal
weight (ballast, anchors, chains, engine
and any unusual weights) could be
contemplated. Normally these items
amount to Soy. or 69'" of the yacht's
displacement, but in a modern 10R
MKlll yacht it is commonly up to 309',
of its displacement. Perhaps at a total of
10%, a ban should comeinto force, or, a
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HE fastest solo circumnavigation
of the world ever by an Australian

yachtsman - Kanga Birtles in larka"
Yacht B"tiders. A second overall in Class
2 by Don MCIntyre in B"tterc"p despite
last leg rig problems. And yet another
brilliant sailing effort in an outmoded
yacht by David Adams in Innkeeper.

The efforts of these Australians in the
1990-91 BOC Challenge solo around

down in thethe world race will go
history of the race and of Australian
yachting as great feats of endurance,
seamanship and sailing skills under the
toughest possible conditions.

All three deserve the fullest recogni-
tion throughout Australian yachting and
nomination for our highest awards to
the sport. All three began with limited
^ponsorship, pledging their own sav-
ings, even their homes and businesses,
to compete for Australia in an event that
must rank as the Everest of ocean yacht
racing.

The French won both Class I and
Class 11, but with heavily-sponsored,
purpose-built yachts that had shore-
based back-up facilities at every port-ofL
call, as well as weather forecasting ser-
vices throughout the event! The AUStra-
nans only got some weather forecasting
in or near Australian waters and on the
final two legs, and this proved a vital
factor in the overall result.

The Great Race had many of the
dramas and heroics of past BOC Chal-
Ienges, the savage gales, the loss of a
yacht and the courageous saving of the
skipper, the perils of icebergs, the frus-
trations of the doldrums, extraordinary
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down wind sailing speeds, but above all
the remarkable examples or human en-
durance and seamanship of all who
competed in and successfully completed
the world's toughest solo sailing event.

in the final leg from Punta del Este to
Newport, Rhode Island, Frenchman
Christophe Auguin, sailing Growpe
Scet", turned the tables on fellow-
countryman A1ain Gautier in Generali
Co"corde to lead the fleet home - again in
record-breaking time. Gro"p Scet"'s time
for the final 6000 miles was 23 days 14
hours 11 minutes 22 seconds.

The French yacht's total time for the
27,000 mile voyage was 120 days 22
hours 36 minutes 35 seconds - almost
two weeks faster than it took Philippe
Jeantot aboard Credit Agricole four years
ago.

However, overall victory for Auguin
hinged on the performance of rival
Gautier. He needed to finish more than
215 hours ahead of Genemli Co"corde to
claim victory and the $Us 100,000
prizemoney. At the time Groupe Scet@
crossed the finish line off Newport the
Argos satellite tracking system placed
Gener@it Concorde's time of arrival as
some 225 hours later.

What had looked likely to be a cliffL
hanger result, ended with Gautier being
becalmed still 100 mites from the finish
as the time limit ran out. Generali
Concorde had also suffered sail damage
which slowed her down over the final
few hundred miles.

LEG

Speaking by radio to race headquar-
ters in Newport, Gautier said: "I'm very
disappointed, of course. But that's life.

fine win. I'mIt's verya very, very
pleased for Christophe. "

So the $100,000 first prize and the
winner's trophy, the new solid-silver
BOC Challenge Trophy designed and
made in London by Garrads, the Royal
jewellers, went to 31-year-old Christ-
ophe Auguin, a professional yachtsman.
Born in Normandy, he only narrowly
failed to secure what would have coin-

PIeted a 'triple crown' - the breaking of
the 120-day record for the race

The two Frenchmen were followed in
the winner of the past two BOC Chal-
Ienges, another Frenchmen, Philippe
Jeantot in Credrt Agricole IP with the
first Australian, David Adams, sailing
into an exceptionally good fourth place
in Innkeeper, a yacht generally regarded
as unsuitable for sailing solo around the
world and not expected to perform well
in the final leg from Punta del Este to
Newport.

Innkeeper's time for the final stage was
29 days 2 hours 29 minutes 50 seconds;
his time for voyage being 136 days 4
hours 42 minutes 20 seconds and, until
fellow Australian Kanga Bittles
finished, an Australian record - 20 days
faster than Ian Kiernan in the 1986-87

BOC Challenge.
When Birtles finished the race with a

leg time of 30 days 18 hours 34 minutes
24 seconds, for a total time of 135 days
21 hours 38 minutes 47 seconds, it not
only gave him a seven-hour overall edge
over Adams to take fifth place overall,
but it also in turn again bettered the
Australian record for a solo circum-

navigation.

By Peter C"mrbe"

The two Australians, Birtles, 48, a
boat-builder from Nowra on the NSW
South Coast, and Adams, 35, a MeI-
bourne born and reared merchant
marine officer and professional yachts-
man who now lives at Fairlight in
Sydney, turned in two remarkable per-
formances to finish respectively in fifth
and sixth places overall in Class I.

Birtles, sailing the John King-
designed 60-footer he had built himself
at his larkan Yachts near Nowra, had
held a narrow lead over Adams' Inn-
keeper since Cape Town. Innkeeper, a
Ken Steinman 60-footer designed to be

24 - Off, hole - luridlvly 1991

sailed by a crew of 15, was loaned to
Adams by Caloundra couple Leigh and
Ronnie Outtrim to contest the BOC
Challenge. While Adams got spon-
sorship from several companies, Birtles
and his company funded his campaign.

Together with his wife, Caroline,
Adams had been working toward coin-
peting in the BOC Challenge for the
past six years. When they could not raise
the necessary sponsorship to build a
boat, the Outtrims offered to lend them
innkeeper. Although Adams received
partial sponsorship from An gas Brut
Champagne, MMI Insurance, Cool
Carriers shipping and State Street,
Adams said: "1'11 never do it again under
these conditions. Once we give the boat
back, we'll have no house, no car, no
boat, no jobs, nothing. '

However, on a more optimistic note,
the tall Australian added: "I'd love to do
the race again. I really think there's
unfinished business - but I'm patriotic
and wouldn't do it without an AUStra-
nan sponsor. "

Talking about his boat, Adams said
that Innkeeper was a good, fast boat.
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"There's nothing wrong with the AUS-
tralian yacht designs or technology but
we also need to look at the advances
being made in Europe

"The boats which finished first,
second and third in this race were doing
speeds three knots faster thail they were
four years ago - that's a remarkable leap
forward in yacht design and tech-
nology "

Kanga BITtles had held a narrow lead
over David Adams since Cape Town
where he finished the first leg in sixth
place. Adams, delayed by breakages and
calms, was ninth, four days 15 hours
behind his fellow Australian. Although
Adams' performance had improved to
be fifth in Sydney and third in Punta del
Este - Birtles was seventh and ninth -

Innkeeper still trailed larknn beginning
the final leg.

Birtles held a 47-hour advantage over
Adams when the fleet left Punte del Este
and while Adams whittled this away
with a sterling performance in sailing
through the doldrums, his effort could
not bridge the big gap left from the first
leg across the Atlantic to Cape Town.

A day after he completed the 27,000-
nautical-miles in record time for an

Australian, Birdes admitted he was still
overawed by this and his overall fifth in
the race. "It takes a bit to sink in - it feels
great to finish, especially since the last
leg was light and very slow. I didn't
have any trouble with the boat, in fact, I
think I had the least problems of all the
fleet throughout the race

"I guess that's because the people who
build these boats did a good job, " he
joked. 'larkan was a fabulous boat to
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THEfo"r Austinl!tins who started In the 1990-91 BOC Challenge solo-, Dund-the-world race, 141
to ri^ht: Dauid Addms (Innkeeper), Don MCI"Iyre (Buttercup), John Biddlecombe (Interox
Crusader) and Kang@ Bi'rtles qarkan). All b"t Bidd!ecombe completed the 27,000 Hauli'cal Mile

sail - I have built a lot of boats in my
time and done a lot of sailing. For me,
the BOC Challenge was a culmination
of both of these, " the bearded boat-
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winner, another Frenchman, Yves
Dupasquier, in the radical lightweight
50-footer, Servantl, , which had at total
elapsed time of 141 days 14 hours 49

builder added minutes 27 seconds. Servant JP won all

Australia's third great result in the four stages, the only yacht with an
BOC Challenge came when Don MCIn- unbeaten track record

tyre finally crossed the line after a But MCIntyre, 35, who owns a

frustrating final leg in which he suffered marine equipment business in Sydney
scvere rigging and sail damagc to Butter- and also lives at Fairlight, was ecstatic
cup in the final week as he neared with his result. "it was a classic race. We
Newport. Despite losing time on the realised early on that we could not catch
final leg, MCIntyre became the top Yves and Servant IP. As the race de-
Australian placegetter in the BOC Chal- veloped an incredible relationship built
Ienge, taking second place overall in between 10sh Hall, Jack Boye and me.
Class H to the tearaway French yacht "I couldn't have done the race with-Servant IP

out the support of my wife, Margie. IMCIntyre began the race after salling was having a good time. She had to gothe family home to build his Adams/ back and clear up the mess.Radford-designed 50-footer and, unable "SIX hours after my 360-degree rollto gain any funding, called the boat was my sorts time. The shock of theSponsor Wanted. He turned in two excel- experience then got to me
gs an Jus a ore eaving y ney ,, I'm read to start th h

receive ;ponsors ip Tom a in aJq' ,,,, hi . The wildlife I d h
the birds and therace was greatyacht Buttercup. He certainly did his

whales . . . I'm keen to do it again butsponsors proud, battling through the icy back in Class U again - it's about agales of the Southern Ocean around
quarter of the cost of Class I. "Cape Horn and up the coast of South

America to hold third place overall and MCIntyre praised his boat, designed
finally, place second after a great three- by Joe Adams and Graham Radford. "It
way duel with competitor 10sh Hall was designed for the previous race and it
(UK) and lark Boye (USA). had the Class U winner's time in that

MCIntyre's time with Buttercup was race. I'm 10ath to sell but I've got to -
153 days, 12 hours, 21 minutes, 20 we've got to get home and pay some
seconds compared with the Class 11 bills, " he added
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YAMAHA OSAKA

U S TRALIA N short-handed

sailors again turned in outstanding
performances in the second Yamaha
Osaka Cup two-handed race from MeI-
boutne to Japan, winning Racing Class
C and the Cruising Class, and placing
third in the Racing Class A, Racing
Class B, Racing Class C and the Cruis-
ing Class.

in fact, the final result of Racing Class
A is still subject to a protest by the
Australian yacht, Fry'i Logitech, against
the two Japanese yachts which placed
first and second, Nakiri Daio and Lucky
G L"ppy. The Australians' protest was
over the pre-race decision to allow these
yachts to race with retractable prop-
ellers, and was not due to be decided
until inid-May.

Fuji Logitech, sailed by Geelong
father-and-son team, Ron and Murray
Spence, finished third in the fleet and
third in Racing Class A behind the two
Japanese purpose-built, 16-metre light-
weights.

Nakiri' Daio, which won the inaugural
race from Melbourne to Osaka, gained a
winning break when its crew, Hideo
Sugai and New Zealander Ross Field,
hung in on the tail of a typhoon to break
away from rivals Lucky and L"ppy,
another Japanese-Kiwi combination
sailed by Yasuyuki Hakomori and veter-
an New Zealander Ray Hasler. The
Bruce Farr-designed SIoop broke its
own record with a time of 28 days 6
hours 39 minutes 10 seconds, finishing
20 hours ahead of L"dry a L"ppy.

The outstanding Australian effort
came from veteran Australian master
manner and short-handed sailor Peter
Mounsey who sailed his 12-metre cutter
Flying Fish to victory in the Rating Class
C. Flying Fish was the fourth yacht to
complete the 5,500 nautical mile
voyage, beating many larger yachts to
Japan, in duding all but three of the
Racing Class A.

Mounsey's victory in this marathon
two-handed race CUIminates a long

in solo andcareer of ocean racing
two-handed events by the 63-year-old

C SAKA RA

yachtsman who lives on the Sunshine
Coast of Queensland and is a member of
Mooloolaba Yacht Club. When not at
sea in yachts or making delivery
voyages, he breeds horses and grows
avocados on his property

Flying Fish was designed and built by
his sailing partner, 10n Sayer, 31, also
from Mooloolaba. The fast, fractional-
rigged cutter had an elapsed time of 32
days 22 hours 34 minutes 5 seconds for
the 5,500 nautical miles.

Ashore, Mounsey said: "Our win is
greatly due to the two Japanese girls
aboard Raika who were pushing us all
the time. " in the final 100 nautical miles,
R"iki got within 10 miles of Flying Fish
and at the finish the two young Japanese
women sailors, Kaori Matsunaga (27)
and Kyoto Imakiire (26) crossed the line
just over an hour behind the Australian
boat.

AUSTRALIAN winner of Racing Class C in the Yamaha Osaka Cup Melbourne 10/@pan
two-handed race, Flying Fish, sailed by Peter MOM"sey and 10n Saye, from Mooloolab@,
Q"ee"skind. (Pit - Mike Sabey)

S

FROM MooLOOLABA
The women, both experienced short-

handed and solo ocean sailors, were one
of two all-women crews in the 40-boat
fleet which set sail from Melbourne, the
other boat, Marina City Club, having
rudder problems early in the race. it was
towed into Townsville and although the
women later continued on to Osaka, the
yacht was disqualified for receiving our
side assistance

From an entry of 69 boats, 41 finally
made it to the start, but two yachts
retired the day the fleet set sail from
Portsea after a passage race from Port
Melbourne following a spectacular
farewell by the sister port city to Osaka.
Unlike the inaugural Melbourne-Osaka
race, the fleet had a good passage up the
Australian East Coast and through the
Coral Sea although several yachts had
some problems, including AISt"r, skip-
pered by 'Old Man of the Sea' A1by
Burgin who, at the age of 75, was sailing
his second race to Osaka. But A1by still
made it to Osaka, although well down
on his first race third place

An extremely poor media informa-
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non service from the Port of Melbourne
Authority made it difficult to obtain
progressive news of the race and many
good news stories went unrecorded in
the daily media. After good pre-race
media coverage in Melbourne, the
Yamaha Osaka Cup became an 'out-ofL
sight - out-ofLmind' event as far as the
PR department of the Port of Me I-
hourne Authority was concerned. Only
by accident, for example, did the media
find out that an Australian yacht had
sunk near Guam

Nicholas (36) and Nicola (32) Bret-
tingham-Moore, an experienced cruis-
ing couple from Tasmania, were forced
to take to their liferaft as their 12-metre

SOHtheni D^four went down after losing
its rudder in an impact with a semi-
submerged container. They had less
than 30 minutes to contact the Us Coast
Guard in Guam and take with them both
their EPIRB and the Argos satellite
beacon some 270 nautical miles south-
east of Guam

A Coast Guard aircraft then homed in
on the EPIRB distress signal and then



directed the Coast Guard cutter

Ascote"g"e to the location of the raft.
This was the second time the Bretting-
ham-Moores had competed in the MeI-
bourne to Osaka race and recently had
been working on a boat at the
Mediterranean island of Majorca.

Fortunately, this was the only serious
incident throughout what is certainly a
great race that deserved a better daily
media coverage - but to get that the
information must be made available to
the media!

Fa ther- a rid-s o n co in bina tion s

obviously worked well this race, with
Bill Oxley and son Will winning the
Cruising Class in their Sydney-based
Swan 53, K"ors, and cutting a day off the
previous record. Designed by German
Frers and built by Nautor Swan in
Finland, Knots must have been the ulti-
mate yacht to race/cruise nonstop for
5,500 miles.

Other Australians to do well were:
. Mark Michel and Mick Formosa from

Sydney who placed third in the Racing
B Class in Amberq"e;
. Annold Tickle and Tony Vick from
Airlie Beach in Queensland, who sailed
Kid"@pped into fourth place in the Rac-
ing C Class;
. John Peers and Robert Bradberry
from Melbourne, who took third in the
Cruising Class with BCh100 11.

Hard-luck story of the race came from
A1by Burgin. The veteran sailor and his
crew, Cole Butter worth, another Lake
Macquarie sailor but less than half the
age of the 75-year-old Burgin, were well
placed when they were hit by a wild
squalljust east of Frederick Reef. AISta,
broke its forest ay and damaged its mast,
with Burgin forced to shelter behind an
island off the Papua New Guinea coast
to carry out urgent repairs before car-
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GEELONG-owned Fuji Logitech whith
lather""d-son comb^^@tio" Ro" and M", r@y
Spe"ce sailed into th, 7d pi@ce in the Yamah@
Osaka C"p race from Me!bowme to Japan.
Left: Winner of the 5,500 rid"tic@! Mile
two-h@"ded ,@ce was Japan's Nakiri Daio,
which also won the inc"g"rel rate to OS"k@.

rying on to Japan. AIStar finally crossed
the line to finish seventh in the Racing A
Class.

in 63 years of sailing, Burgin has
logged more than 300,000 sea miles of
racing and cruising and has won almost
every race on the Australian East Coast,
including the Sydney-Hobart, the Lord
Howe Island Race, the Brisbane to
Gladstone, and TransTasman solo races
in 1986 and 1990.

in 1988 the CYCA named him as the
OFFSHORE Veteran Ocean Yachtsman
of the Year.
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At last! A specially
formulated range of marine
products to cover every
need.

Caltex purpose-
formulated AQUA TEC
marine oils and greases

Premium protectio
for your boat'

maximise performance
and provide superior
protection ,against rust and
corrosion for the engine
and equipment of vessels
large and small.

AQUA TEC high-
technology formulations
contain no environment-

ally damaging CFC's;
what's more, their
packaging is as
innovative as the

products themselves

Checkthe
AQUATEC
range:

RUNABOUTS

Premium Super
Outboard Motor Oil.

For 2-strokes of any
horsepower; meets the
severe requirements of
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the National Marine
Manufacturers Association

performance classification
TC-W^I" Because most
outboard users prefer to
mix their own 2-stroke fuel,
the I litre container features

a non-drip measuring cup.

^

Premium Marine

Petrol/Diesel Engine Oil.
High Performance oil

for severe duty operation in
4-stroke petrol, turbo and
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and maximum performance
engine and equipment.

POWER BOATS

non-turbo diesels;
maximises engine life, filter
service and oil change
intervals. Controls sludge,
varnish and carbon

deposits to maintain cleaner
pistons and to resist ring
ticking.

High Water Resistance
Graphite Grease.

For use where good
water resistance is required;
deal for plain bearings
rid slides.

Prem'urn All Purpose
Grease.

Resists moisture and

salt water; ideal for engine
grease points and boat
trailer wheel bearings.

CRUISERS

,,,,_ _, D^;*,^. --4 #

Suitable for high speed, high
temperature applications.

Premium Gear Oils;
Electric/Manual

A light gear oil for
electric shift, medium oil for
manual. Contains rust

preventatives to protect
bearings and gears. With
free easy-fill adaptor.
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Premium Threadtex
Zinc Base.

Excellent adhesion,
water resistance and anti-

seize properties; helps
prevent seizure of bolts,
thread joints, shackles and
turnbuckles. Exceptionally
resistant to heat and will

even prevent seizure of high
temperature manifold bolts.
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Drying and Penetrating
Spray Oil.

A water-displacing,
corrosion preventing fluid
for drying out damp or wet

Ignition systems;
also a pene-
trating oil to
loosen rusted
or corroded

parts and to
protect metal
surfaces.

oroducts you can trust in a storm

Premium Marine

Degreaser.
A quick spray to

remove grease and oil

Protective Grease Spray
Sprays as a fine mist

that rapidly turns into a thick
protective lithium grease
lubricant; spray enables
access to difficult to reach

crevices; the grease helps
prevent fresh and saltwater
corrosion in winches,
blocks, linkages, splines
and cable rollers
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Naturally, AQUA TEC
products come in the sizes

you need. And prefer



ANSETT XXXX HAMILTON ISLAND RACE WEEK
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By Peter Cc", pbe"

"It is a regatta coinparable with all the
major race weeks in the Us, but with an
unique Australian identity which cannotmuch rain (and even then it was warm),

adrenalin-pumping downhill surfing be matched, " added Taylor, clutching a
chined XXXX after he and other me in-spinnaker runs, spectacular broaches,

big boats in tacking duels under tower- bers of SINS (Society of International
ing rocky islands, at least a couple of Nautical Scribes) scored a last-race
crew members over board, only a couple fourth in the Beneteau, Cord"""semi 11,
of protests, and final overan results with Australian Sailing editor Bob Ross

at the balm.decided on the final day.
To get the real feeling (bruised bumsHamilton Island's 1991 XXXX

and all) of Race Week, every one of theArisett Race Week will be remembered
visiting scribes did actually go sailingfor all the action, the close rating, but
aboard a variety of boats with Robmost of all for the great comraderie

among crews as they gathered in and Mundle skippering his own catamaran,
around the Barefoot Bar to argue out Pit@glow (nee Cardm""diepjgeo"s) in the
how the won and lost. Multihulls divisions. I sailed on the railhow they won and lost.

of Phoenix, the 144 racer/cruiser ad-"A week of superb racing under ideal
judged the Boat of the Year in the Us,tradewind conditions, " was the sum-

mary of the well known Us editor and with Stephen Everett notching up a
yachting journalist KGith Taylor who close second in the IMS division.

The two notable achicvcmcnts ofsailed in Race Week.

BRINDABELLA, Geol:ge S"ow's Far, 66, powers to windward to take 11he horno", s again at
XXXX Arset, H@inn, 0" Island R@ce Week. The big boat 201 theg"" in all six races b"t diff not
Jare so well ""der her IMS handic@p. (Pfc - Da"id Cl@re)

HAT a great Race Week! Great
winds, sparkling sunshine, not
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Race WCCk must be the splendid saning
of Chris Packer and his Kiwis aboard
Starlight Express in winning the IMS
division and overall Race Week Chain-
pion, and the lift in the strength and
standard of local participation.

in fact, two of the division winners
were Far North Queensland boats -
Hamilton Island Yacht Club's Cobb" 11
taking out the Cruising division and the
Calms Yacht Club's catamaran, S"in-
me, salt, winning the Multihull division -
both with last-race victories.

The victory by St@, light Express is the
first time a New Zealand yacht has been
declared the Hamilton Island XXXX
Arisett Race Week Champion in the
eight years since Keith Williams intro-
duced Race Week with the sponsorship
of XXXX brewers and Arisett
Australia.

The other division winner was the
Enjott 10.5, High Anxiety, from the
Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club in
Sydney - and it was a New Zealand
design!
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OFFSHORE'sphoto.
grapher Da"id Cl", e,
capt", es the actio" @"d
the atmosphere at Hamil-
ton 1314"d's 1991
XXXX Arsett Race
Week. ABOVE: The

feetgets ""der way in a
fresh truthwi"a, with
Hamilto" island resort ^"

the backgro""d.
system.ABO I. 'E RIGHT: The

OSe, s crowd onto the That certainly seemed to be the reasonpose, s crowd onto the
bows of tm"sport ship at for the remarkable ongoing success of
the Whitehaven Banch the Davidson 55 which won four of the

six races at Hamilton Island in the IMSPorty. LEFT: Chain-
io" Yacht of Race division which this year replaced 10R aspio" Yacht of Race

Week, New Zealand's the in^jor handicapping class. She placedWeek, New Zealand's
Starlight Express, second in the last race and lost first place
Chn's Packer's D"vidso" in the third over a controversial startlirie
55. incident and protest.

As I said, what a great week it was -
made possible by the close involvement
of Hamilton Island resort, the orgaritsa-
tion of the Hamilton Island Yacht Club
and the generous sponsorship support of
XXXX and Arisett Australia along with
Mount Gay Rum.

The outstanding victory by Starlight
Express proves that well-sailed, well-
geared ocean racers no longer fade away
- they change keels and sails, and keep
on witmirig under the IMS handicapping
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HA ILTO

A new owner, with the dete, mination
and skill of former Perth sailor Chris

Packer, now a New Zealand deer far-
mer, obviously helps. Packer is an
experienced ocean racing yachtsmari,
having represented Australia aboard
Police Car in the winning team at the
1979 Adjntral's Cup in England.

St@,!jght Express, which returned to
after aAuckland a racingyear ago

sojourn in Australia, has been owned by
Packer for the past year. He campaigned
the 55-footer in the 1990 Kenwood Cup
in Hawaii after fitting a new keel with a
bulb and a new rudder and since then the

boat has been given a new, bigger rig.
B, inchbe!to, the Farr 66 owned and

skippered by Canberra-based George
Snow, took line honours in every race
but was not able to match the handicaps
of her competitors. She did, however,
win race three following the protest
room penalty for Starlight Express.

The protest, over an alleged starting
line collision, involved the until. then
unbeaten Starlight Express and the West
Australian-owned 10.3 metre SIoop
Ryo, "i 11, and took two hearings totalI-
ing eight hours to resolve.

A protest committee hearing initially
found that the protest lodged by Ryomi
11 against Starlight Express was invalid
because its hail was not specific enough
as to the claimed breach of the rules and
the identity of the yacht hailed.

Subsequently, acting on information
tendered at the protest hearing that a
breach of the racing rules may have
occurred - in effect, a collision - the
Race Committee took action against
both yachts under IYRU Rule 702. in
the end the Race Committee penalised
the provisional race winner St@, light
Express by adding 15 minutes to the
55-footer's elapsed time for its part in
the collision. This dropped the NZ
yacht from first to 10th on corrected
time.

Ryomi 11, received a penalty of two
minutes, dropping it from 11th to 12th
on corrected time.

After hearing extensive evidence from
the two yachts involved and other coin-
petitig boats, the Race Committee found
that:

Conti""ed
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Is R'SO The Performance Handicap division
was not decided until the sixth race in a
three-way duel between Peter Hayes'
Enjott 10.5, High Anxiety, from Syd-
ney's Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club,
Rick Harding's Sterling Silver from the
Whitsunday Sailing Club at Airlie
Beach, and Kim Winiams' Rock '" Roll
from Middle Harbour Yacht Club.

After four races, the two Sydney
boats were equal on the pointscore but a
mediocre fifth race by Rock '" Roll saw
High Anxiety grab a one-point advan-
tage with the two finishing a place apart
in the last race with Stem"g Silver
placing third. But it was still a point
short of catching High A"xiety which
had sailed an exceptionally good series,
despite a first race drama in which
bowman Mark Hayes (18) was set flying
off the foredeck when the spinnaker pole
topping lift let go in a broach.

Fastest boat in the Performance divi-
sion was Victoria's record-breaking
Wild Thing, skippered by Grant Whar-
ington, which in several races gave both
B, inchbe!I@ and Starlight Express a real
run for their line honours money. Her
down wind runs under her masthead
pink spinnaker certainly added colour to
the fleet.

While saning consistendy throughout
Race Week, Wild Thihg lost third place
overall with a last-race ninth on cor-
rected time.

The Cruising division was equally
hard-fought, with crews of these more
comfortable craft racing as competitive-
Iy as the IMS and pHF racers. Among
the Cruising yachts was well known
former ocean racer Patrice 111, now
being taken on an extended cruising/
racing voyage north from Adelaide
which will take in the Darwin to

Ambon race in July.
Going into the finish race, the veteran

Patn'ce 111, skippered by Ron Silk, was
sharing the pointscore lead with the
North Queensland yacht, Cobb" 11,
skippered by Simon Stephenson from
Bowen. But Cobb@ 11 won the final race
from Partice 111 to take the trophy.
,, amilton bland XXXX An. etc Race Week
1991
IRIS Divi. icing

I Starlight Express, Chris Packer, RNYS, NZ,
Davidson 55, I-I-10-1-1-2 = 498pts. 2 Phoe"it,
Stephen & Cyndy Event, RQYS, Qld, 144,
3-3-6-2-2-3 = 488pts. 3 0", side, , Ross Petrins,
RQYS, Qld, Farr 11.6, 4.6-3+4.1 = 483pts.
4 Ne"er a D"11 Moment, Colin Witson, Kiama CYC,
NSW, larkan 42, 2-4-5-5.3.4 = 482pts.
5 Bn'"dabell", George Snow, CCYC, Farr 66.5.5-I-
45.8 = 481pts.
Perton, "rice Handicap Divi. ions
I High Atticty, Peter hayes, RPAYC, NSW, Enjott
105.2-1.84-3.7 = 485pts. 2 Stern"g Silver, Rick
Harding, Vimsunday SC, Qld. Ernort 124.3-3-12-
7-I-3 = 484pts. 3 Rock '" Roll, Kim Williams,
MHYC, NSW, Swarbrick 38. 1-62-2-11-8 =
482prs. 4 Witd Thing, Grant Wharington, Morning-
ton YC, Vic, Inglis 47.42-3-8.2.9 = 481pts.
Cr"1.1ng Divi. ions
I Cobb" 11, Simon Stephenson, Hamilton Island
YC, Qld, South Coast Magnum 85.9-1-1-7-2-I,
491p, s. 2 Partice In, Ron Silk, Cruising YC OF SA,
SA, Sparkman & Stephens 47, 2-12+1-3-2 =
489prs. 3 Circa FreerIyle, Cary Johnson, Hamilton
island YC, North Shore 46. 1-2+2-NF-5 =
485p, s.
MulchullDivi. ions
I S"""err"it, Mark PCScott, Cairns Yacht Club,
Cairns, Qld, Crowrher/PCScott 32 catamaran. 2.1-
6.7.5.1 = 486pts.

ROCKSTAR, the Pitto, ion 457'00te, showed
lots of spi"""her at H@,"fro" island R@re
Week. (Pit - DCvid C!@, e)

.~!?

ahead on handicap but a torn spinnaker
and several down wind lapses squati-
dered this advantage.

in a day of heavy weather sailing in
rough seas, the Addaide 47-footer Pat-
rice 111 lost bowman Andrew ae Bruin
overboard but good seamanship had
him back on board in less than a minute.

The only other winner in the IMS
division came in the last race when
Brisbane yachtsman Ross Perrins sailed
his Farr 11.6 0"hider, to beat Starlight
Express on corrected time. it was the
first time back at Race Week for Perrins
since he sailed his tiny SIoop, Scampi A,
into secondplace to Hitchhiker in the
inaugural regatta eight years ago. The
final race win gave O"in^e, third place
overall in the IMS division from the
consistently sailed Jarkan 42, Never a
D"11 Moment skippered by Kiama
yachtsman Colin Wilson.

. Starlight Express was at fault in the
alleged collision, as windward boat in
failing to keep clear of a boat to leeward.
. Ryo, "i U was at fault for failing to
lodge a valid protest after a collision.

Phoe"it sailed a consistent series to
thish second overall, but again could not
quite match the out-and-out speed of
Stcrljght Express in the consistently fresh
to strong south-easterly tradewinds.
The one opportunity came in race five
when a daring port tack start by owner/
skipper Steve Everett saw Phoenix
actually lead the bigger boats for the first
three miles. At the weather mark, a
rugged rocky islet, the j44 was well

HAMILTON Island's Keith Will^^ms with
Ch, is Packer who s@tied his 55,100ter from
New Zeal@"d, Starlight Express, to become
the 1991 Ch@ripio" of Hamilton island's
XXXX Arisett Race Week. (^c - D@uid
Cl", e)
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Designed by NGufor's house ridvol
orchlfecf, Germon Hers, the new 55
nos o11 the beduly, performonce Grid
reliobilify you would expect from o
Swon, yet hos been designed to
soilsfy the needs of the cruising soilor.

Unencumbered by rollng rules,
the SWGn 55 hos o voluminous hull,
shollow drofl Grid sufficient sheer Grid
freeboord for dry Grid comfortoble
cruising, yet her modern bulb keel,
fosf Her's underbody and 10rge soil
oreo ensure unporolleled performonce.

She hos o spocious inferior with
full heodroom throughout, room for
oncillory cruising equipment Grid
Qinple stowoge spoce, while her deep
bilges o110w generous fuel Grid wofer
tonkoge for long disfonce cruising.

The two inferior 10youls, one for
fomily cruising, the other with
oddifionol skipper's cobin forword,
include deep lockers Grid shelves in
every cobin, full length honging
lockers, provision for the instollotion of
tv. Grid enterloinmenf systems, even o
woshing mochine con be
accommodofed. The wolk-in engine
room provides eosy servicing of the
generolor, electricol equipment Grid
116 hp diesel.

\

\

\

*

On deck, commitment to cruising
continues - o vost centre cockpit
offers comfort, security Grid generous
stowoge oreos. The recessed onchor
windloss, spoclous 10zorefle Grid 10rge
choin and fender lockers medn o sofe

Sale. once. :

A. IC FCCMe, SWGn Mome (Singopore) Pie. Ltd. 38 Duxfon Rodd, Singopo, e 0208, Tel: 2243969.
Fox: 2248248. Au. train, NGulor AUSlrollo. Tronsoceon Yocht Soles Ply Ltd. . 20 Mews Rodd,
Fremontle, Western AUSlrali0 6160. Tel: (d9) 430 5212. Fox: (09) 430 5217. 'Japan, The Salon Co
Ltd. . 20360so Del Pico. 3-3-4 Sendogoyo. Shibuyho-Ku, Toyk0 151. Tel: (03) 4785021, Telex:
242^165 NGulor J.

grid uricluflered deck. The efficient rig
is designed for short-honded soillng
with most controls led bock 10 the

cockpit Grid fedlures most-mounted
holyord winches for eosy operoflon.

Sale, one'. worldwld. :

Conodo . Denmork . Fronce/Monoco . Germony . Hollond . 1101y . Sweden/NOMoy .
Swlfzerlond . UK . USA

OY NAUTOR AB - A Subsidiory of Kymmene Corporation

^AU'co^,^

by NAUTOR Ab, P. 0. Box 10,
68601 Pietarsaari, Finland
Tel: +35867601111 Talex: 7547 Nauto SF
Telefax: +3586767364
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CAPE 31 SICape, in actio" d"nhg Q^fro, e's boat test- yes, it's the s@me boat with different co!q"73 on port. @"d starboard topsides. Boat is well @ @"re
CS it powers to wi"day"rd or Jou"", i"d, with 411 h""g rudder giving positive steering. (^CS - D""id Cl@re)

HERE are some yachts which, by
instinct or by long experience, I can

tall are going to be great boats to sail as
soon as I step aboard. A look at them on
the water under sail beforehand helps, of

5
If

course.

Such a yacht is the Cape 31. One
named SIC"pe, sailing in the CYCA's
winter series on Sydney Harbour, cer-
tainty caught my eye as it swept past to

too
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windward of my 27-footer. A report on
OFFSHORE's news desk of the recent

JOG racin^, referring to SIC"pe's six
successive line honours wins, told of its
performance record.

Stepping aboard alongside the Green-
wich Sailing Club on Sydney's Lane
Cove and sailing it for several hours in
the tricky winds of Upper Sydney Har-
bour, confirmed my view that here is an

racer/cruiser that fulfils most of the

needs of the Australian family yachts-
man, in particular one who has been
used to sailing high-performance yachts
and skiffs.

Not that you need to be an ex-skime
or have a super-crew to sailthe Cape 31.
it is very much an exhilarating boat to
be raced inshore or offshore with an

experienced crew, yet at the same time it



can be sailed by two or three people in
twilight or in day or weekend cruising.
But it Is essentially a racer/cruiser - in
that order.

Obviously, I am not the only yachts-
man who thinks this way. The Cape 31
has been named NSW Yacht of the Year

by the Boating Industry Association and
nominated for the National awards due

to be announced shortly.
BAC Yachts, headed by Andrew

Bristow, and UK-based Australian nav-
al architect and international yachtsman
Andrew Cape, who designed the Cape
31, are right on the ball with this boat. A
careful study of the range of sailing done
by the majority of Australian yacht
owners showed Bristow and Cape that
the preference of Australians is to race in
short inshore or offshore races on Satur-

days and in the twilights. Cruising was
secondary, but they did enjoy a Sunday
out with family and friends, at the most
a long weekend aboard

The Cape 31 is a winner around the
race track - in club short offshore races

and medium distance overnight events
it is a delight to sail, with the response of
a skiff and all-round performance that
would make it about the fastest 31-

footer on the water. Importantly, in
these changing times, it has been de-
signed and built to ABS (American
Bureau of Shipping) standards, and con-
forms to the 'spirit and intent' of the
IMS handicap category.

The hi-tech foam sandwich construc-
tion reduces the hull weight to almost
half of a conventionalIy constructed
yacht of this size. Hand laying has
allowed the strengthening of high stress
areas. The result is a light, fast and
strong hull that has already proven itself
in heavy weather offshore conditions

Racing crew is six (for serious club
pointscores inshore and offshore) but
the Cape 31 has sufficient nat deck area
to accommodate at least 10 people in
comfort for twilight racing or heading
off to a barbeque or picnic
Construction

As design of the Cape 31 progressed,
BAC Yachts carried out tests on several
materials for the hull and deck, finally
deciding that Termanto foam, E glass
and vinylester resin was the best way to
achieve a strong, light and cost-effective
method of construction

The core materials are vacuum bag-
ged onto the laminates to ensure maxi-
mum adhesion and strength with mini-
mum weight. For the internal fit-out,

,

o

veneered balsa has been used most effec-

tively.
However, one of the most Innovative

aspects of the construction of the Cape
31 is the keel and the construction which

surrounds it. in the pounding area, from
just for'ard of the mast to just art the
keel, the normal core has been substi-
tuted for a thicker, higher density mate-
rial

Adjacent to the keel area, the core
material is removed and replaced with
layers of solid glass which feather out
across the hull. This enables the keel

plate to be recessed into the hull and
bolted through 20mm of solid glass,
thus ensuring that the integrity of the
keel floors and ring frames are main-
tained.

The keel itself is fabricated from 316
stainless steel, creating a hollow aircraft
wing shape. The ballast bulb is bolted to
the bottom of this

This design allows the keel to be
narrow but at the same time, extremely
strong. The other advantage to this

o

iru ^

,

inforced wrap-around stanchions to give
Impact resistance.

Unlike most production yachts, the
hull comes out of the mould in its
natural state, with a high quality
polyurethane paint being sprayed after
construction is complete resulting in an
undamaged surface and allowing the
buyer the maximum choice of hull and
deck colours

SICape, which is painted red on one
side, green on the other, has raced more
than 1200 nautical miles in the past 10
months, yet still looks brand new. Nor
has there been any gear failure in hull or
gear in that time
On The Water

Conditions: Breeze: 6-10 knots with
some sharper gusts. Seas: Flat harbour
conditions. Sails: Main and NO I genoa,
Masthead spinnaker.
Under Power

The compact 10hp Bukh diesel was an
ideal power unit for the light displace-
merit Cape 31, pushing the boat at a
steady seven knots in the nat water
conditions of the test sail. Set low in the
hull, the engine weight adds to the
yacht's stability.

With its deep rudder, hung right aft,
the Cape 31 was very responsive to the
tiller and was effortless to manoeuvre in
and out of the CYCA marina

The Bukh diesel was also extremely
quiet, barely noticeable on deck and
certainly not noisy below. But then it is
a motor that has been specifically de-
signed for boat use.

The Cape 31 has the Bukh saildrive
system which minimises drag
Under Sail

The directions given by BAC Yachts
to designer Andrew Cape, an Australian
naval architect based at Lymington in
the south of England, was to create a
yacht which was perfectly suited to the
Australian way of sailing and the local
conditions.

Cape went . looking for something
different to the standard production
yacht we have seen built in Australia
over the past decade or more. "It be-
came obvious to me that the average
Australian enjoyed racing more than
cruising and spent a minimum of time
down belowin a yacht of this size, " says
Cape in a Designer's Comments on the
Cape 31. "I believe this was a unique
condition and if a buyer wanted other-
wise there are plenty of imports to
choose from. "

Cape goes on to describe the design as
more a racer/cruiser than a cruiser/racer.
Quite right, because he has conceived a
hull that is light displacement and has
not been distorted to suit 10R or JOG
rules. Yet the Cape 31 meets IMS
requirements and more significantly,
has been built to ABS standards of
construction - something that
imported yachts do not meet.

The Cape 31 is a delight to sail
aboard, either as a crew member or as

.

CLEANdeckl@your @1the Cape 31. Note the
two large storage lockers 71^fit 41i. Engine
controls are in starboard locker. (PIC - David
Cl@, e)

B^,,.<;,.,,., . , , ,

construction is that only eight bolts have
to be undone to remove the keel to
transport the Cape 31 on a large boat
trailer. The balanced rudder, with roller
bearings, is of fibreglass.

Another construction feature is the

wrap-over solid glass gunwale and re-
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the driver. On the helm in the light, late
afternoon breeze of around 6-8 knots,
with some sharp gusts at times, it was
like sailing a big skiff.

Going to windward, the Cape 31
pointed exceptionally high, tacked
quickly and barely lost boatspeed as she
accelerated out of the tacks. in 8-10
knots on flat water she quickly wound
up to 6.3 knots - faster than most boats
of her size.

in the sharp gusts coming down from
the hills surrounding the Upper Har-
bour, it was best to feather slightly and,
if necessary, ease the traveller. in fact, it
is essential that the mainsheet hand sails
the boat virtually in unison with the
helmsman to achieve maximum per-
formance to windward.

The helm itself was particularly well
balanced, the position of the helmsman
just aji of the traveller being comfort-
able and allowing him good vision to
windward and leeward. There was sum-
cient room to step behind the low boom
when going about instead of ducking,
thus maintaining good vision and steer-
ing control through a tack - vital in
close-quarter racing

Off the wind, the Cape 31 is sensa-

^I

tional. Although a fractional rig, she has
been set up like many modern light-
weights to carry a masthead spinnaker as
well as a conventional IMS spinnaker.

ABOVE: Cockpit and hatchway of Cape 31,
showing simple and functional layout. BE-
Low: Accommodation meets IMS require-
merits with b""ks fortyd and 41i. (PICS -
D"vid Claye)

The acceleration was dramatic, the log
quickly clocking up to eight knots in
about six knots of breeze. The crew told
me that they had clocked 16 knots
running in flat water while offshore
were able to maintain a constant 10
knots down wind in a fresh breeze

As with going to windward, the Cape
31 is a delight to steer down wind and
easily controllable, even with the big
masthead kite. in a potential broaching
situation, a sharp tug on the tiller will
see the deep, right aft-hung rudder bite
and she will pull her away instantly,
maintaining stability and speed. Caught
by a sharp gustjust after setting the big
spinnaker and with my initial slow
reaction (and a couple of the crew on the
foredeck), we managed one good
broach, but faster action by the crew in
easing gear had us 'back on our feet' in
seconds.

Since being launched a year ago, the
first Cape 31, SIC"pe, has been sailing in
short offshore races with the CYCA,
RSYS and MHYC, as well as in the JOG
fleets, taking line honours in between 15
and 20 races, including nine successive
JOG races. Although not designed to
the JOG rule, the Cape 31 is currently
the fastest boat in that fleet.

However, Andrew Bristow plans to
campaign SIC"pe in IMS racing next
summer season. The Cape 31 meets all
IMS requirements and is also built to
ABS structural rules.

Rig
As mentioned, the Cape 31 is a

modern fractional high-aspect rig with
the option of carrying an IMS rated

control at all times.

The mainsheet system is a simple
direct purchase with a fine trimming
system which the helmsman can also
easily operate when sailing with a small
crew. However, the actual traveller car
adjustment system was awkward to
operate.

There are only four Banent winches,
two primary winches on the cockpit
coamings, and two secondary winches
on the coach-house top which are used
for halyards and the spinnaker brace.
Winches are not needed for the running
backstays which return along the side of
the cockpit under the traveller where the
mainsheet hand can easily work andjam
off.

All halyards lead back along the top of
the coach-house and through most
effective jammers. Two vangs lead
around the side decks for easy access.

One innovative and impressive aspect
of the deck layout was the strength of
the stanchions which wrap around the
gunwale which, added to a wrap-over
solid glass gunwale minimises damage
to the hull and deck in the event of a
collision.

Aft of the helmsman are two large
bins for sheets and braces,stowage

fenders, buoyancy vests, etc.
Below Decks

As with the deck, the layout below of
this racer/cruiser is simple but adequate
for the likely use of the Cape 31, yet
meets all the accommodation require-
merits of the IMS rule.

in effect, it comprises three coinpart-
merits, comprising sleeping accom-
inodation for four to six people. At the
centre is the main cabin with the engine
located under the companionway.

To port us a two-burner metho stove
and sink, to starboard a deep ice-box,
with the nat top also serving as the chart
table. The port tank is under portside
seat, the fuel under the navigator's seat
For'ard is a table with two-three seat
settees either side.

The for'ard compartment comprises
the enclosed head and a shower, with a
cosy double berth right for'ard. The
main sleeping accommodation is in two
double berths under the cockpit which
are surprisingIy not claustrophobic with
small cockpit windows

Large windows in the sides of the
coach-house make below decks on the
Cape 31 light and airy and although
there is not quite standing room for a tall
person, it is easy to move around.
Conclusion

The proof of the pudding is in the
eating and the Cape 31, in the form of
Andrew Bristow's own boat, SIC"pe,
has certainly lived up to the expectations
of both designer and builder since her
launching just on a year ago.

She is currently the fastest boat racing
in the JOG combined fleets racing in
NSW, and has been a regular winner in
the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron's
short offshore races. in fact, throughout

\

spinnaker or a masthead spinnaker. The
boat comes with a dacron/MyIar main-
sail which is fully battened, while the
NO I and N0 3 headsails are KGvlar/
My Iar. The excellent sails for the test
boat have been designed and cut by
former Olympic medallist, current
Olympic coach and top Etchells sailor
Ian Brown, at his One Design loft in
Sydney. Total working sail area is 51
square metres.

The mast and rigging, while empha-
sising lightness, flexibility and simplic-
ity, has been computer designed to meet
the high stresses encountered in heavy
weather, offshore racing. Made by Peel-
grane with Dyform rigging, the light-
weight mast section has been sleeved to
the second spreader giving ample flex-
ibility. Although fitted with running
backstays the dependence on this is not
so vital with sweptback spreaders.
However, ajumper strut has been added
to take the extra mast-top strain of the
masthead spinnaker
On Deck

With its 3.19-metre beam, with most
of this extending right aft, and a rela-
tively small coach-house, the Cape 31
has a massive nat deck area for a boat of
this size - space for up to 10 people to
relax in the sunshine on a picnic cruise or
a summer twilight race. At the same
time, it makes for easy crew movement.

Simplidty is the keynote of the deck
layout, with the wide cockpit running
right aft to the transom. The helmsman
sitsjust aft of the cockpit-width traveller
- with the mainsheet hand just for'ard.
The tiller is a specially-designed alloy

solid, easy-to-grip extensionwith a
with the balanced rudder onwhich,

roller bearings, gives excellent steering
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means that. when you're ready

THE BOATBUILDER'S EPOXY

NAVSTAR AUTOHELM - Call 008 029948 toll free for details of your nearest dealer

SYSTEMT 11

""..,. e. ..,"

Pox-ECOP is an epoxy resin containing minute copper flakes. Extensive testing in the USA has proven that it resists
marine growrl'I almost indefinitely, even in very warm, highly polluted waters.

Pox-BCOP is hard enough to be scrubbed or water blasted without diminishing its antifouling properties. it can be buffed
to a very smooth finish and is unaffected by exposure to air.

Pox-BCOP is non-Ieaching and does not harm the fragile marine environment.

Pox-BCOP can be rolled or sprayed onto existing hulls or used as a below water gelcoat replacement on new hulls, thus
resisting fouling and osmosis in one stroke.

Pox-BCOP works out cheaper than conventional antifouling methods. One application should last as long as your boat!
Given the cost of regular haulingout and repainting, Pox-ECOP should pay fortselfwidiin 18 months.

Take advantage of our excellent literature, service and technical advice.
PO Box 6, Realand Bay, Qld. 4-165

Phi (07) 2068085 F^x, (07) 829 0017

MAKE YOUR NEXT
ANTIFOULING

Y UR LAST!
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the summer she took line honours in

between 15 and 20 races, including
twilights

in the highly competitive CYCA
winter harbour racing she has regularly
beaten well-performanced 10R Half
Tonners off the stick and has had at least
a couple of outright wins in Division C.

Other than the JOG racing (the Cape
31 was not designed to this rule) all of
SICape's racing has been under perform-
ance (arbitrary handicapping). Bristow
plans to compete under IMS racing this
coming summer and it will be interest-
ing to see how the yacht performs under
this real assessment of a boat's perform-

iru ^I

ance.

The Cape 31 is one of the few
production yachts on the Australian
market that has been designed and built

of what theto an accurate concept
Australian yacht owner and his family
see as their optimum racer/cruiser yacht
- a boat to race and take out for picnic
day cruises or a weekend away

Here is a modern-designed and built-
fast, fun-co-sail racer which wins races
inshore and offshore under all condi-

tions. The Cape 31 is a boat that is stable
and comfortable to race with a crew of

five or six, yet can be raced in twilights
or cruised with two or three people or
have a dozen or so people aboard for a
day in the sun

More importantly, the high technol-
ogy available to the boat-building
industry has been utilised within a

that hascost-effective provenrange
trouble-free.

The owners of a Cape 31 will enjoy
every bit of their sailing - and that's
what the sport is all about, enjgying
yourself on the water. And there's no
greater enjoyment than being on a
winner!

Details

Designer: Andrew Cape
Manufacturer: BAC Yachts

8 Odette Road

Dural, NSW 2158
Ph: (02) 651 1061
Fax: (02) 651 2962

Sails: One Design (Ian Brown)
Winches: Barient
Electrics:

Design Measurements
9.40mLOA
3.19mBeam
200mDraft

2000kgDisplacement
485kgBallast

51sqmSail area

Built to ABS Standards and IMS re-

quirements.

Prices

Stage I - Bare hull and deck 001ned)
with no interior fittings other than
bulkheads; rudder and keel (not attached
to hull) - $35,000.
Stage 2 - Finished boat, ready to sail
away - including complete interior fit-
out, complete deck lay-out and fittings;
fully rigged mast and boom with run-

Specifications
Hull & Deck: E-glass and vinylester
resin over Termanto foam core, hull
sprayed with high quality polyurethane
paint
Internal fit-out: Veneered balsa

Keel: Fabricated stainless steel creating
hollow aircraft wing shape with bal-
lasted bulb bolted to bottom of keel
Rudder: Shaft SIS on roller bearings
Engine: Bukh 10hp diesel with saildrive
leg
Prop: Folding
Spars: Peelgrane

SECUMAR:

innatable Lifejackets including 16L SOLAS.

TAFT:

SOLAS, Coastal Lifejackets and PFD Type I.

A

V

IDLASTIMO:

Lifebuoys and Buoyant Lines.

PAINS-WESSEX SCHERMULY:
Distress Signals and Lights.

rimg backstays; 10hp Bukh diesel en-
gine, etc; six racing sails including fully
battened main, three Kevlar/MyIar

IMS spinnaker. Hull, deck and interior
painted in colours to owner's choice -

headsails, one masthead spinnaker, one

$100,000.

M. .S. S. AUST ALIAP YLl

5 Be. "mont Place, PHONE: (02) 8994747
FAX: (02) 8994515Castle Hill2154

Australian Sales. "d Service Agency, or SECUMAR

$223'
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So n a Ine

adjo/Cassette

ARK Baker Pty Ltd have
announced the release of the

SOUND MARINE range of mannised
AMIFM Stereo Radio/Cassette with re-

movable in-dash mounting and totally
waterproof speakers, with 25 watts
RMS per channel output

The major benefits to boat owners
are:

. Waterproof speakers that can be in-
stalled in the cockpit without the con-
cern of salt or foul weatherspray
damaging the speakers
. Removable AMIFM Radio/Cassette,
that can be removed from the dashboard
simply by lifting a handle and pulling it
from its custom designed cradle.
. Installation kit Is complete with rear
strap and stainless steel screws for all
mountings and all in-dash housing with
smoke grey acrylic fold up flap to keep
spray and water away from the Radio/
Cassette.

.

Powered by a dry lithium battery
with a five-year life, it can be turned off
to conserve energy if this is required. it
will burn at .75 candela for a minimum
eight hours.

Further information: Pains Wessex

(Australia) Pty Ltd, 467 Riversdale
Road, Camberwell, Vic. Phone: (03)
8133377. Fax: (03) 8132993.

LifeJackets
Safety Lights

HE Iaklite, a new safety light sup-
erseding older types of lifejacket

lights, has been released by Pains-
Wessex (Australia). The light is pre-
fitted at the highest part of the jacket
with a bar lock strap or threaded
through webbing and left ready for
Instant action

Unlike former models it is not water-
activated which obviates the need for the

victim to be in the water before the light
will come on. Also, the water-activity
light will go out immediately it the
victim 15 lucky enough to find wreckage
and drag himself from the water. in fact,
with such a light, the victim is obliged
to be either in the water or in the dark

^ I I ' ^ I
This is how it's done. Remove all but

one of the drive screws from the

periphery of the boss, fix a clamp to one
of the blades and pass a sturdy line
through it from one side of the boat to
the other and lightly tension it

The last screw is then removed and
the whole blade assembly is withdrawn
and suspended on the tensioned line
The pinion is then withdrawn out of its
PIine and indexed in the direction of the
shaft rotation to increase the pitch or, in
the opposite direction, to decrease the
pitch, by I VB degrees per tooth

The suspended blade assembly is then
replaced, with identification marks
aligned, and the screws replaced

JBC Yacht Engineering Pry Ltd will
undertake to fit a new Hydralign pro-
peller and should the initial pitch set-up
prove unsatisfactory will alter the pitch
to suit the optimum combination of
motor and hull.

Further information: IBC Yacht En-
gineering Pty Ltd, 4/1 Bradley Avenue,
Milsons Point, NSW 2061. Phone:
9575/23.

New Yacht Time
Watch From Seiko

T a rough guess, at least 50 per cent
of yacht racing skippers in AUStra-

Iia have used the Seiko Sports 100 yacht
timer watch to start in thousands of
races over the past decade. it has proved
to be one of the best yacht timers ever
designed, as well as being an excellent
general purpose digital watch.

Seiko haveJust released a replacement
yacht timer, which it describes as the
most advanced watch yet for the coin
petitive yachtsman. The Seiko Men's
Analogue Sports-Tech 150 Yacht Timer
has a large clear face, with bright easy-
to-read markings and a tough but flexi-
ble watchband.

Water resistant, and able to endure the
toughest racing conditions, this watch
has sweep hands which set according to
the timing required - 15, 10 and 5-
minute countdowns with an added 6-

minute countdown for match-racing
Retailing for a recommended price of

$575, the Seiko Analogue Yacht Time is
available from all leading jewellers, de-
partment stores and duty free outlets

Innovation with

Feathering Prop

F10-Mate Water
From Jabsco

UYING a water pressure system
for a boat as a complete package is

more economical than buying the indi-
vidual components, as well as saving
time on installation

Such a unit is the new Jabsco PAR
F10-Mate, a pressure controlled pump
which can serve up to four VB inch
outlets smoothly and reliably.

The F10-Mate system combines a high
level of control with an all-in-one pack-
age, comprising pump, accumulator
tank, heavy duty pressure switch and
pressure gauge, easy to Instal. No spe-
cial fittings or special plumbing is
needed

The built-in accumulator tanks ensure
better control of the water temperature
and smoother and quieter water now -

HILE feathering propellors are
not a recent Innovation, the Hyd-

sleeping crew members are not dis-
turbed by the pump whenever someone
wants a glass of water

Further information: Jabsco White
International, 88 Bourke Road, Alex-
andria, NSW 2015. Phone: 6988233

raulic design introduces several Innova-
tive features, including the simplicity of
altering the pitch of the blades under.
This can be done by anyone with the
ability to use SCUBA diving equip-
merit
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International Marine Industries (IMl),
a leading Us manufacturer and distributor
of marine products throughout the world
has purchased the winch business of
Barlow Marine.

The new company, IMI Barient Australia
will provide a platform for the introduction of
the world's most renowned marine products in
deck hardware, gallery products and
electronics along with a substantial
commitment to the Australian marine
manufacturing industry.
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These products which make up the IMl
Barient Performance Team of products and
accessories include Adler/Barbour
refrigeration, Combi marine stereos, Crosby
refrigeration, Francespar spars, ISOmat spars,
Kenyon stoves, IMI Barient hatches and
pontights, Spareraft (USA, Ulq and Vigil
radars, lorens and electronics.

For further information on the performance
team of both power and sail products call Peter
Shipway, Bob Stuart or Brian Baker at IMl
Barient on (02) 6379333.
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Headboard Car
From onstan

The ST50 Navcenter literally puts
you in the picture with a clear, visual
display of where your boat is on an
electronic C Map. it also provides on-
screen display of speed over the ground,
speed through the water, depth and true
wind speed

The unit is designed to interface with
all of the Autohelm Sea-Talk navigation
instruments as well as any of the highly-
acclaimed Autohelm Sea Talk auto-
pilots. When linked to an Autohelm
autopilot the skipper can control the
boat's course from the ST50 Navcenter
keypad

Despite its sophistication, the ST50
Navcentre Is easy to use with a simple
keypad with one button dedicated to
one function

To plot a course, the skipper inserts a
small C-Map cartridge into the Navcen-
rer covering the area the boat is about to
navigate. The chart display enables a
course to be set as a series of designated
waypoints

A track button enables the skipper to
not only position and select the course
on the electronic map, but also modify
the course at any time. At any time, the
operator can scroll, pan or zoom in on
any particular feature of the chart, such
as channel marks, reefs or headlands

A trackball moves the cursor around
the screen to verify these navigation
features and as it moves its longitude/
latitude, range and bearing from the
boats current position is displayed on
the screen's notepad.

Further information: Navstar Auto-

helm 4/28-32 Roseberry Street, Bal-
gowlah, NSW 2093. Phone: 008
029948. Fax : (02) 9494766

ONSTAN International have re-

leased their new range of Ronstan
RCB batten, Iuff and hardboard car
systems - the result of product Involve-
merit and development work carried out
in conyunction with leading sail and spar
makers

The new recirculating ball bearing
cars offer effortless sail hoisting and
dropping in the most adverse conditions
and have been designed spedfically to
run free under the varied Iuff, Ieach and

loads associatedbatten compression
with fully battened mains

The cars are suitable for virtually any
size yacht from 9-metre (30-foot) LOA
upwards. New features include a
mechanical multi-axis linkage between
batten end and car; a single pivot attach-
merit of headboard to cars; connection
of halyard directly to the headboard
rather than the car.

Further information: Ronstan Inter-

national (03) 598 9588

Autohelm ST50
Navcenter

in I' ^ I^
specting skin fittings, removing ropes/
plastic bags/fishing lines from the keel/
rudder/prop or engine coolant intake
while on passage, scrubbing the bottom
in a remote anchorage

For the racing yachtsman, it would be
an asset for pre-race hulls checks, secur-
ing a folding prop, sealing skin fittings
and between race, cleaning the hull
bottom

Further Information: Kamerling Pty
Ltd, 418 Military Road, CTemorne,
NSW, 2090. Phone: (02) 9538522. Fax:
(02) 9588963

ours err, aster s

Micrologic GPS

MAGINE being able to complete
offshore passages without touching a

chart, or even the helm. This inighr
sound far fetched, but it is completely
possible now with the new Autohelm
ST50 Navcenter, now on the Australian
market

The Autohelm ST50 Navcenter is a

total navigation system that combines
electronic chart plotter and hi-tech coin-
puter processing of navigation informa-

HE Micrologic Explorer has for
years been regarded as one of the

easiest LOTan to operate. Now it's avail-
able with the worldwide signal availabil-
ity and high precision of GPS

The Explorer, available in Australia
from Coursemaster Autopilots, pro-
vides navigation data anywhere on earth
and accurately responds to your boat's
changes in position and speed in less
than two seconds. A powerful 32 bit
computer and advanced linear receiver
assure maximum performance and re-
liability

The Explorer receiver performance
includes continuous carrier phaser rack

tion

SWE A - Shallow
Water Iving

problem most yacht owners face at
some time is how to effectiveIy

dive below their boat to clear a fouled

propellor, replace anodes, carry out
general underwater repairs and Just
scrub the bottom

A professional diver is not always
available, particularly on extended

cruises, and few owners want to carry
SCUBA diving equipment, or, for that
matter, are qualified to use it.

SWEBA - shallow water breathing
apparatus - has been designed for just
this sort of application, allowing you to
breathe safely underwater to a max-
jinum depth of two metres (the average
yacht draws 1.2 metres) without expen-
sive SCUBA diving equipment

Developed in Britain, SWEBA has
been adapted for Australian require-
merits and given rigorous testing by the
Water Police and by the Australian
Diving Federation which is presently
putting together a course, tailored to
SAWEBA, for use by diving schools
throughout Australia

For the cruising yachtsman the advan-
tages of SWEBA include replacing
anodes, checking rudder hangings, in-
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for five satellites with a position accura-
cy of 50 metres and a speed accuracy of
O. I knot.

The complete navigational outputs
include 20/30 position fixing, latitude,
longitude and altitude; local time with
day, month and year accurate to one
second. The operator sets approximate
time once, and the time is then corrected
by satellite accuracy to one second.

Distance and speed can be displayed in
nautical miles and knots, statute miles
and inph, or kilometres and kph. Dis-
plays respond accurately to changes in
position and speed in less than two

.

seconds

Up to 100 waypoints can be entered
and retained in memory by a lithium
battery with a 10-year life while adv-
anced new protection circuits make it
virtually impossible to lose memory by
starting the engine or from power tran-
SIents caused by other equipment.

Further information: Coursemaster
Autopilots Pty Ltd, 7 Smith Street,
Chatswood, NSW 2067. Phone: (02)
4177097. Fax: (02) 4177557.
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John Curieo Wins
AUSt Masters

OHN Curieo, Queensland's Little

major trophy to his Impressive mantel-
piece collection with his win with Rain-
bow Coast in the Australian Masters Title

in Albany, WA in April.
Immense interest surrounded the re-

gatta which was raced in 'done' Farr 36s
over a three-race series.

Many representatives of Australia's
greatest yachting talent of yesteryear,
Sir James Hardy, Rolly Tasker, ETed
Neill, Ken Be ashel, Mike F1etcher, Noel
Robbins, Ken Berkeley and Lou Abra-
hams were drawn into tactical combat

with Curieo for this inaugural series.

Curieo, winner of International yach-
tings most supreme award, an Olympic
Gold medal at the Munich Games in

1972, values his hard-won reputation
and as usual headed to Albany with a
complete preparation. He had spent
several practice sessions including inid-

his skill matchweek testing racing
against Peter Hollis, backed by Etchells
class rating in RQYS Club events.

This is typical of Curieo - he has
always been intent with preparation to
fire his best shots.

No doubt some old memories in past
clashes with 'Gentleman Jim' Hardy in
days long gone by, fired a special
competitive nature Into the champion
when headed for the West. Hardy had
defeated Curieo in the 1965 World 505
title in Adelaide after the Queenslander
had won the Australian series. Hardy
was also favoured as the preferred
helmsman for So"them Cross at the
America's Cup after Curieo had moved
to West Australia

The Queensland gold medalist bowed
out of that abortive America's Cup
challenge won by Courageous 4-0 with
his personal pride intact.

That same pride was evident in his
Masters preparation

He proved he has lost little of his
helming skill claiming advantages out of
hotly contested mark roundings and
clear wind starts to take the title with a

commanding 3-I-I race score. As ex-
pected, he faced up to his rivals with the
same will to win which carried him to

the Dragon Class Olympic Gold Medal
19 years previously

"Those practice hours on Water100
Bay were important, but the warm-up
races in wild winds at Albany, sorted
out my staying power, " Curieo said

But Curieo, affectionateIy known as
the Little Master, proved his wealth of
experience was all fired up to record a
deserved win over Ken Berkeley and
Ken Be ashel. Sir James Hardy, AUStra-
Iia's Olympic Yachting Coach Mike
F1etcher, and former America's Cup
skipper Noel Robbins con^leted a uni-
que tie for fourth place.

11 ~ ^IMl ^ ^I I I
and Campbell Telford, with heat results
of 2-2-6-12-14, from Michael Coxon
2-4-7-8-29, Andy Allsep I-4-7-13-44,
Ian Brown 2-4-5-16-20 and Colin
Be ashe1 3-6-6-9-35.

Bertrand's win followed his fourth in
the Etchells worlds in Fremantle in

January, Victoria's Super Group regatta
in February, and the state Etchells title in
March.

He is now thinking of campaigning
for the world 124 championships to be
sailed off Royal Brighton in early 1992

- Ed Feathersto"

John Bertrand's
Etchells Title

MERICA'S Cup winning skipper,
John Bertrand, showed he is back

to his best when he won the Toyota
Australian Etchells championship in a
world-class fleet off Royal Brighton
Yacht Club.

The 57-yacht fleet was peppered with
former Olympic, world, national and
state champions, and Port Phillip Bay
turned on a range of testing conditions
ranging from gear-busting 30-knotters
to drifters, with the April series shor-
tened to best-four-offive races

Bertrand and his crew, Bill Browne
and Ernie Lawrence, stamped their seal
on the series with wins in the first two
heats, then a second in heat three after
they match-raced Sydney's ian Brown
and buried him to fifth placing.

Bertrand picked up a seven-point
break over Brown, the bronze medal
winner at the 1976 Montreal Olympics
and a former national Etchells chain-
pion, with the heat won by Sandring-
ham's Andy Allsep and his crew of Peter
Newman and John Gash, and Victorian
Yachting Council executive director
Campbell Rose third

Melbourne skipper Steven Bond and
his crew, Malcolm Hart and Barclay
Nettlefold, won heat four after picking a
25-degree windshift and lifting four
places to pip Sydney's Michael Coxon
and Colin Be ashel.

Bertrand was buried in 20th position
after the race started, with Brown back
in 30th, but both skippers fought their
way back through the fleet to finish in
eighth and 16th positions, with the
overall points tally at Bertrand 17, Cox-
on 38, Allsep 40, Brown 43, Be ashel
44.1.

Melbourne's John Savage, twice
world Etchells champion, won heat 5 by
a massive 8 minutes 55 seconds in fickle
breezes, with Bertrand discarding his
25th placing to win the series.

Runner-up was Melbourne's Ian (Bar-
ney) Walker, crewed by brothers Don

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

enegade's Sixth Win
In Premier's Cup

OB Francis sailed his Holland 40
Renegade to a well-deserved victory

in the Premier's Cup Regatta conducted
by the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia

his sixth victory in the prestigious
event sailed off Adelaide

Francis won the Inaugural Premier's
Cup in Rebel and scored two further
wins with that yacht. He won the
trophy twice with Renegade and added
this year's trophy to the collection with
six wins under two different handicap
systems, this year's event being under
IMS handicaps.

The weekend-long series was fiercely
withcontested this pre-regattayear

favourite Dictator (Dick Fidock) taking
third place and Mano Minuzzo's Wild
Thing slipping Into second spot. De-
fonding champion, Sillto" Chi^, skip-
pered by Ray Brown, finished the series
a close fourth.

The Premier's Cup Trophy event,
sponsored this year by Quin Marine Pty
Ltd, Steinlager and Coca-Cola, has tra-
ditionally been a handicap rating series
and this year was decided under IMS for
the first time. IMS is now the most

popular handicapping system in South
Australia.
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Other trophies valued at more than
$2000 were donated for the series by
Quinn Marine

Results:

Premier's Cup: I. Renegade (Bob Fran-
cis) placings 3-I-I = 57 pts; 2. Wild Fitst
(Mano Minuzz0) I-6-2 = 14.7; 3. Dicta-
107 (Dick Fidock) 2-5-3 = 18.7; 4. Silicon
Chip (Ray Brown) 4-2-6 = 22.7; 5. Kiw"
(L. Suga, s) 5-3-4 = 23.7

Division I: More War Games (David
Urry). Division 2: First Class (Ross
Haldane). Division 3: Qin Ska"thi^Mal-
colm Ashton). Half Ton division: ESC"-
pade (Rick Hallidy). Trailable: E, 11ry
(Paul F1ahety). Noelex division: ParedI^e
(Trevor Skinner). Etchells: Eq 1st
Screami', I Seamen (A. Short) and Wark", in
(Dayid He"shall)
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PROPELLERS

These propellers are machined & fitted to your
shaft and ac^'us red under water or required) to
ensure the optimum operation of your motor.

,
,

Manufactured by. . .

AC TE GNEE IN

I Bradly Ave. , Milsons Point

P o e( 2)9575/23

CUSTOM FITTINGS DESIGNED
& MANUFACTURED

S TA INL ESS S TEEL & A L UMIN/UM
FABRICA 710N AND WELDING
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SALES & SERVICE

I'D, FF"rmir, ,^r, .^5
An!'DEI, 5',"511,0011ier, !,,,!
11,0, eel^'Gie, ,,,^,!,,,'11/011^
BARti, "for, ,'W, ER

eorgeo ac

Steeden - Manager
S I E LIFERAFT SERVICING
1135 PRIME DRIVE
SEVEN HILLS 2147
Phone: Bus- 6244303 AH- 6363605 Fax- 6244634

Here is what ' PRACTICAL SAILOR'

magazine had to say about
ANDERSEN when compared to
BARIENT, BARLOW and LEWMAR
(Maxwel! did not want the r w riches
tested. )

"The ANDERSEN winches were impress, lye
in Ihat Ihey ran with the smootherI mono". "

"in ovenll eMcie"cry jesting. Ihe
ANDERSEN28STcame @"faheadof

compareble modets. "

"A uniquefo, lureofANDERSENwi"thesis
Ih. , Ihey are offered on!v wi!h stainless sirel
drams. "

S. I. E. LIFERAFT
SER V/C/NG

A DiV S ON OF SURV VAL a NDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT PTY LTD

work-hardens the metal. resulting in a
stronger. lighter drum

Most drums are heavy cast bronze
with abrasive surtaces for grip. With
age they wear smooth. eventually
becoming ineffective but chewing
your halyards to shreds in the
process. The ANDERSEN drum is
r bbed. eliminating excessive halyard
wear and providing effective grip for
the life of the winch

ANDERSENS self-jailer held ALL

diameter lines with less slippage and
friction than the others. A result made

possible by our unique spring loaded
jaws with composite covered teeth
ANDERSENS off-centre spindle
allows us to in more gearing into
smaller housings making our winch
the smoothest operator with more pull

If you want to know more about
ANDERSEN talk to one of our staff at
INTERMARK

00ANDERSENh, s the best drums"ribce. "

h@"s the line well "ith minimum wear and

rear. "dsh@"Id be the musid"roble. "

"The finish on mori winches wears wiih use:

re don I in^k Ih, , "ill happen wi, h
ANDERSENS ribbed hatsh. "

"ANDERSEN was the on11 one with a two

rear ". rra"ti. "

"Wellkedj"slabo"Ie, er. , foal"re offhe
ANDERSEN. "

Here Is why ' PRACTICAL SAILOR'
was so Impressed with ANDERSEN
winches

Unlike most. winch drums
ANDERSENS drum Is drop-forged
316 Stainless SIeeLDrop-forging

I would like to know more about
ANDERSEN WINCHES
Name

Address

Post or Fax this coupon to
Fax 8915637 Phone 393,817
INTERMARK AUSTRALIA LIMITED
P O Box 170
East Brisbane. Old Australia 4169
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Qin One subject that gets little airing is
windage and, more specifically, crew
windage. How much should we worry
about it?

A1: Crew windage forms part of a
larger drag package known as parasitic
drag. This is the sum of all the elements
slowing the boat down when the appa-
rent wind is forward of the beam. This,
combined with hull resistance (friction
drag, wave making, etc), is counteracted
by drive force of the sails which is either
pure drag down wind (ie. pushing the
boat) or, at the other extreme, a lift/drag
combination up wind. So up wind, the
crew is slowing the boat down if they
are sitting in the breeze and down wind
they are helping masmuch as they can
act as unrated sail area

How much should you worry about
this up wind? The IMS VPP has a
parasitic drag component but the crew is
not factored in as far as I can tell, so you
are unmeasured drag and therefore part
of the 'are we serious or not?' equation.

Net result is a reduction in effectiveThe following example applies to our
9.5-metre IMS design which carries six drive force of 6.2%. If you double true

wind speed the apparent increases to
The boat is sailing in 8 knots true 19.8 knots and the wind pressure on the

crew Increases to 17.28kg. Forwardwind, 12 knots apparent, and 26 degrees
apparent wind angle. Four crew on the drive force is now 171kg so the net

reduction is 10.1%rail, two facing inward. Total exposed
These are clearly significant numbersarea of the crew, considering blanketing

Practical limits exist in improving crewof some members behind others, is 2.1
windage but for those who want to takesquare metres. Total wind pressure on

the crew is 6.35kg (using Wp = area X this seriously I would suggest the fol-
V02 x .021) the forward drive force of lowing:
the sails is 102kg (calculated by the I. Ask crew to consider the feel of the

wind on them and its effect. Ask themvPP).

CREW wind@gelorms part of a lange, drag parkage known as painsitit drag whith c@" all slow
down a yacht to windi, dad.

crew:

to try to shelter behind the person in
front when they are not active;
2. in light situations up wind when the
crew is off the rail have them shelter low

in the cockpit or below deck;
3. Wear close fitting clothes - cyclist and
downhill skiers set the pace here;
4. Do the opposite of I-3 when sailing
down wind. Our same six crew is equal
to five square metres of sail area if they
all stand;
5. Now consider why no one worries
about this and act accordingly.
Q2: At the beginning of last season I had
my older style full keel yacht rated for
IMS competition. in some ways I am
impressed with the system, in others

Specifically, in longernot

offshore I seem to be in with a chance. I

sail to my target speeds and occasionally
manage a place. However, inshore I do
not stand a chance. Any suggestions?
A2: Velocity prediction programs such
as the IMS are improving all the time in
their ability to predict straightline speed
in smooth water. Where a boat such as

yours could suffer on a short course is in
the greater number of tacks required. A
long keel yacht will lose more boat
speed and accelerate more slowly than a
more performance-oriented configura-
tion. The VPP cannot determine the
number of tacks in a race nor can it

determine the relative performance of
different types of boats into and out of
tacks. in this sense, the IMS rule really
does encourage a 'racing' style of yacht
as opposed to a 'cruising' style of yacht.
Q3: The long ocean races on the East
Coast have used the IMS general PUT-
pose handicap (GPH) as the sole hand-
icapping figure. How does this vary
from an 10R single point handicap
figure?
A3: The GPH is similar to an 10R

rating in that it assigns a single value to
assess a yacht's performance regardless
of conditions. Unlike the 10R it is tied

to a specific wind range (10-12 knots)
and that not bea course type may
relevant to the actual race. As such it

allows for optimismg as it clearly pays
to down play the relevant light air per-
formance elements (ie, sail area to wet-
ted surface) in favour of stability and
power.

A light, low stability boat with a good
size rig will be at its best in the GPH
range and will probably suffer in a race
where conditions are substantially diffe-
rent. Alternatively, a boat that only
comes alive in a breeze should do well in
GPH races.

it goes without saying that the rule is
best served by active avoidance of the
GPH whenever possible and there is no
excuse for clubs to use it in short races.

Next year we should see a new type of
time allowance on the IMS certificate

known as 'ocean race'. It should provide
a more realistic perspective for offshore
racing. I will discuss its composition in
more detail in future columns.

with Scott Jutson

SCOFFjUTSON
* NEW DESIGN

o PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

. ABS STRUCTURAL CONSULTANT

Scurr IUTSON YACHT DESIGN FFY. LTD
23 GRANDVIEW GROVE. SEAFORTH NSW 2092

FAX: 02942392pH: o294 1512

races
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HE 28th Match for the Amer-
it"'s C"p is "0", less th"" 12

ino"ths qft', the Lowis I, '"it to" Ch"I-
Ie"ge elfmi"atto"s st"rt in J""""ry,
a"d inst ino"th the i"""g"r"I World
Ch"inno"ship for the "e", r"ter-
""tio"at Amenc"'s C"p CICSs
(tACC) ","s coiled q. ff' S"" Diego
with "fine y"chts represe"it"g ch"I-
Ie"ge sy"dic"tes from rt"Iy, New

HALLENGE Australia, the first
Australian yacht to be built as a

contender for the 1992 America's Cup,
is nearing completion in Sydney for an
end-OFJuly launching

After initial sailing off Sydney, the
24metre super SIoop will be shipped to
the United States, starting sailing trials
off San Diego in November. The Amer-
ica's Cup regatta opens on January 10
with challenger and defender trials lead-
ing up to the 28th Cup Match in May
1992

Designed and built to the concept of
the new International America's Cup
Class (IACC), the hull of Challenge
AMst, "tin was completed by the end of
April, with work starting immediately
on the moulding of the deck. The hull
and deck bonding was expected to be
completed by inid-May

Replacing the old international 12-
metre class, the new IACC yachts will
introduce a new era of exciting and
spectacular match-racing for the Amer-
ica's Cup, sailed over demanding new
courses. The big 5100ps are 20 per cent
longer and 30 per cent lighter but will
carry 40 per cent more sail area than the
12-metres used in Cup races from 1958
to 1987.

Challenge Australia syndicate chair-
man Syd Fischer said that the design and
construction of the first Australian

IACC yacht was the result of two years
of professional team work to produce a
yacht that would be a most viable
contender for the America's Cup

"We are confident that we have a

yacht capable of not only being the
challenger from the 10 contenders, but
also of bringing back the Cup to AUStra-
Iia in 1992, " said Fischer, who himself
has the of threeexperience previous
America's Cup campaigns as well as a
long career as one of Australia's out-
standing International yachtsmen

Challenge Austintia has been designed
by Challenge Naval Architects in Syd-
ney, headed by Dr Peter van 00ssanen,
and is being built at Mona Vale, Sydney,
under the direction of John MCCo-
naghy

Van 00ssanen is renowned for his

partnership with the late Ben Lexcen in
the design of the Cup-winning winged
keel of AMstra!i@ Urn 1983. MCConaghy
is regarded as one of the best boat-

hi-techbuilders in the world using
exotic materials and advanced construc-
tion methods.

Zeal""d, Spain, Fr@"ce ""d Jcpc",
PI"s the two Us d<fe"ce sy"dic"tes,
t", ai"g PCrt i" the spect"c"jar re-
24tt@.

Z" A"str"jin, the two chalk"ge
sy"dic"tes, Syd Fischer's Ch"lie"ge
A"str"it" ""d rat" M"rr"y's Spirit
of A"str"lid, cre well ""der flu"y in
their prep"ratio"s, CS Editor Peter
C"mrbel! reports.

HALFSCALE version

of the new International
America's Cup Class
(IACC) y"this wh, th
Syd Fisther's
CHALLENGE
AUSTRALIA

syndicate is using to test
specialised spin"akinfo,
the new America's Cup
course. (PIC- David
Claye) BELOW
B"ilde, John
MCCo"@ghy at work in
his Mona Pale plant
(PIG - M"x Pre, ,)

Outlining the design and construction
of the hull of Challenge Austinli", van
00ssanen said he had tank-tested 25
large-scale models as well as using the
two halfLscale sailing yachts before
arriving at the final hull shape design of
Challenge AMstmliti

The models were all tested in The
Netherlands where van 00ssanen and
the late Ben Lexcen tested the revolu-

tionary wing keel of AUStrnl^h 11
Twelve of the models were used in a

systematic series of assessing basic hulls
designed to the IACC rule; five were
used to assess aspects of the IACC rule
in respect to bow and stern shapes; the
final seven were seven specific models
used to determine the final shape of the
hull, centre of buoyancy and prismatic
co-efficient, among other things.

Challenge Australia has used 4.0-
metre, one-sixth scale, models for its
tank testing, giving what van 00ssanen
described as a 'significant advantage'
over those syndicate carrying out tank
testing in smaller facilities.

"Australian syndicates were given
permission to use overseas tank testing
facilities because of the lack of sufficient-

Iy large facilities in Australia, " the desig-
ner added. "We chose to do the work in
The Netherlands where I worked on the

A"strait" 11 winged keel. "
Van 00ssanen said he planned "one

Announcement of the advanced state
of the Challenge Australia syndicate's
boat came on the eve of the inaugural
world championship for the IACC to be
sailed on the 1992 America's Cup course
area off San Diego

Chairman Fischer was in San Diego
for the inaugural International Amer-
ica's Cup Class world championships,
starting May I. Challenge syndicates
from New Zealand, Japan, Italy, Spain
and France will be contesting the IACC
worlds, along with the two Us defence
syndicates headed by Dennis Conner
and Bill Koch
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PA UL CA YA RD,
inaugural world
th"hipi'on in Ihe new
International Ameri'c@ 's

Cup Class, sailihg U
Moro di Venezia 111 to

victory at San Diego

or two" further tank tests of the appen-
dages of Challenge AUStr"11^, one in July
and a final one in October.

Describing construction of the hull of
Challenge Austinli@, van 00ssanen said
the hull had been constructed using the

method with resinprepreg p re-
impregnated carbon fibre over Nomex
foam, laid over a wooden male plug,
and finally 'cooked' in an oven. The
plug had been fared to produce a smooth
inside to the hull and after release the

outside had needed only negligible
work.

"We are very happy with our design
and with the quality of the finished hull
- the weight was within a few kilograms
of our calculated weight, " van 00s-
sanen added, although declining to give
any indication of the weight.

"However, we will carefully assess
the opposition at the world chain-
pionships and we still plan two final
tank-test programmes on the yacht's
appendages (keel and rudder)."

Van 00ssanen said the hull had been

built to the linear specifications allowed
under the IACC rule, with the yacht
having a length overall of 24.0 metres, a
maximum beam of 5.5 metres, and a

from 1.5 metresfreeboard ranging
for'ard to 1.25 metres admidships and
1.2 metres aft.

"There will be subtle differences be-

tween the hulls built by the various
syndicates, but basically the hulls of the
new IACC yachts will look similar,
with some variation in the actual shape
of the bows, " van 00ssanen added

"The significant differences will be in
the sail area/displacement ratio, the wet-
ted surface area, and in the type and
shape of the appendages. "

Van 00ssanen said quite a few desig-
ners had done considerable research

work on forward rudders, along the
lines of that used on the 12-metre, USA,
in the 1987 America's Cup in Fremantle
Others were looking at the canard keel

"With the pledges of support in cash
and kind we are now about three-
quarters of the way towards our goal of
a $14 million budget for the challenge. "

The support for Murray's syndicate
announced at the fund-raising dinner
included $100,000 from Am ways and
many individual and corporate pledges
of $25,000 to the Darling Harbour
Yacht Club challenge.

Murray is probably the last of the 10
America's Cup challengers to start
building, with the challenger series set
to start off San Diego in January 1992
However, he is confident that by de-
laying his final design work and con-
struction of his challenge through the
Darling Harbour Yacht Club, he can
capitalise on the mistakes of other inter-
national challengers

First work on Spyvit of ANSIr"lid is on
the deck and individual components
such as winch and steering pedestals,
with the construction of the plug for the
hull next to begin at MCConaghy's yard
at Mona Vale in Sydney

As the Australians moved ahead with
their building, in San Diego Sir MIChael
Faye's New Zealand syndicate launched
its third IACC yacht and Dennis Conner
launched his first potential defender -
Conner also plans to build three IACC
yachts

arrangement - a twin keel in tandem
concept

"Uke all challengers, our final design
of the appendages will be a closely kept
secret, " added the naval architect who
combined with Ben Lexcen to produce
the Cup-winning winged keel of AUStra-
tin 11

Challenge Austintin is due to be Iaun-
ched by late July and will begin sailing
trials on Sydney Harbour and off the
Heads almost immediately. The yacht
will be shipped to San Diego in October
and will begin sailing trials on the 1992
America's Cup waters by November.

.

.

,y

A1N Murray has started the building
in Sydney of his Split of Austinlih

.
.

challenger for the 1992 America's Cup at
San Diego. The new international
America's Cup Class (IACC) SIoop is
being built by John MCConaghy who
has almost finished the moulding of
Australia's other challenger, Syd Fis-
cher's Chnlle, 12e AUSiralih

Murray, the Australian designer and
skipper who lost the Cup to Dennis
Conner in Australia's 1987 defence of

the Cup at Fremantle, has pushed ahead
with construction of thc boat after rais-

Ing $3 million in a spectacularly success
fund-raising night in Sydney

"The challenge is now confirmed, "
syndicate spokesman Rob Mundle said

that workpreparatoryIn announcing
had started on the hull of Spirit of
ANSt, tilia. "Ian has been making steady
progress for some time now, but the
fundraiser really put him over the top

t

AN Diego - n Moro d^' Penezi" 111
(ITA-15) of Italy is the first Inter-

.

national America's Cup Class (IACC)
World Champion after winning the final
match in the 1991 IACC World Chain-

pionshiP.
Skipper Paul Cayard led from the

start and never relinquished his lead to
New Zealand (NZL-12) with Rod Davis
at the helm. ITA-15 won the San Diego
Cup, the World Championship perpe-
tual trophy presented by host San Diego
Yacht Club and the San Diego Unified
Port District.

New Zealand, the winner of the five
fleet races and the Chandler Hovey
Memorial Trophy, finished second
overall in the World Championship
series sailed May 4-11 off Point Loina.
The World Championship, which
attracted nine boats from six nations,
was the first competition for the new
International America's Cup Class.

in the final match, which was broad-
cast live in the United States on ESPN,
ITA-15 and NZL-12 engaged in aggres-
SIve pre-start manoeuvres during the 10
minutes preceding the starting gun.
NZL-12 raised a protest flag in a near
overlap situation, but the umpire on-
the-water flew a green nag, which
means no penalty

ITA-15 emerged with the controlling
position, forcing New Zealand to tack
away. ITA-15 hit the line with better
boat speed and sailed up the left side of
the course. By the first mark, ITA-15
led by 42 secQnds

^
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During the second leg, ITA-15 sent a
crew member up the mast to tape a
mainsail batten below the firstJust
spreader. By the second mark, NZL-12
had closed the gap to 26 seconds, but
that was as close as the New Zealanders

got to the Italians. Cayard stretched the
lead to 50 seconds by the third mark
The winning margin was I minute, 7.9
seconds.

The Italians enjoyed a double victory
with n Moro d^' ,"e"ezi" I (ITA-I)

99

winning the consolation match for third
place in the series. Skippered by John
KOIius, ITA-15's stable mate led Nippon
UpN-6) of I"pan around th" 22.6-mile

JPN-6 was trailing ITA-I by 45
seconds when the Japanese blew out a
spinnaker at the fourth mark. The rip-
ped spinnaker twisted around the bow
of the boat and the crew discovered part
of it wrapped around the keel on leg six.
JPN-6 went head-to-wind to straighten
out the problems. By the sixth mark,
JPN-6 was 5 minutes, 20 seconds behind
ITA-I. The final winning margin was 5
minutes, 10 seconds.

The teams will continue to train in
San Diego in preparation for the
XXVlllth Defence of the America's
Cup, which begins with the Defender
and Challenger Selection Series January
10,1992, and condudes in May with the
America's Cup Match, a best-ofLseven

course

it MORO DI VENEZIA 1111/1'es her massive masihead spin"aker - not only the 'overdrive'
power of the boat bur also a powerful rid"erri'$1hg tool under America's Cup rules

series

,, ARI"E E"Gl"ES

BUK" Is SAFETY
When you choose Bukh Diesel
you have protected yourself as
well as you possibly can.
Bukh has been approved by
national authorities the world over
for use in lifeboats and life

capsules. This is the best
recommendation you can get.
Bukh Diesel has exclusive 2 years
warranty.
Bukh engines are born and bred
as marine diesels. They are not
converted tractor or industrial

engines. They are built for a tough
life in the salt water environment.

Choose between the traditional
stern tube installation or Bukh's
safe "Saildrive".

Horsepower range
10,18,24,36 and 48.

KttDI S ^ us AllA, Y, 11 ,
4/181 TAREN POINTROAD,

TAREN POINT, N. S. W. 2229 AUSTRALIA

PHI0 ' 2 -00 I FAX: (02) 56,004
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REMEMBER, often it is " 82 shackle th@t breaks causing $2,000 worih of damage to your yacht
(^c - Pete, C"hipbell)

ON ('The Admiral') B"chiey is "" expert
in setting "p, mat"tomi"g ""d coiling 411

VER had a good sailing day turn
into a shambles because some vital

r. "

typus of foamfr"in ,,, tai3 to roR and rMs
yachts. This "rticle i"trod"ces "s to the ofte"
o"er!oohed cre" of pre"e"tort"e mat"tern""ce cmd
prep"ratio".

or not so vital piece of equipment has
board is dis-foiled? Everyone on

appointed, blame is often directed at
someone and the owner is usually faced
with getting the problem sorted out
often before the next weekend. The
common complaint 15 that whatever
broke shouldn't have because it was
only blowing 10 knots or we were just
sailing along and it broke or stopped
working.

Like it or not, the problem is a bit
closer to home, in fact staring you in the
mirror! Your boat, or the one you sail
on, is just a piece of machinery, with
lots of parts that need looking after and
you must make sure it is done.

Boats are just like cars, they need
regular care and maintenance. Some are
much more complicated than others,
but with a bit of attention and TLC you
can be assured of less problems.

Being involved in boat preparation
and maintenance for many years I have
become acutely aware of this need.
Many times I've been asked to look at a
mast that has fallen over the side because
one of the shrouds has broken, to
discover that the rigging is six or seven
years old!

in recent years, careful monitoring
and assessment by the insurance indus-
try and yacht riggers has shown that
boats sailed on a regular basis, need to
replace standing rigging after three to
four years, if not sooner!

If the rigging has broken strands it's
been left far too long. Racing boats
using rod rigging should have the rods
and the cold formed heads carefully
examined using ultra-sound equipment,
prefer ably every season or so. This can
detect early signs of fatigue or defects in

sure you have manufacturers drawings
for each winch size on board. Reinem-

ber, if someone on the boat has same
understanding of a particular part of the
boat, it can be very handy when you are
out sailing miles from your nearest
professional

another areaElectrical systems are
where the environment plays havoc.
Ask any sailor who's sailed with instru-
merits and you will hear they have not
worked at some time or another. The

basic hardware is usually very clever, in
fact amazing to most of us, but what
does that matter if it doesn't work! So,
often when you get the service man
down a major part of the problemis salt
water Invasion.

We are all guilty of cutting wires for
one reason or another then rejoining
them the best way we can, only to find
after a while things aren't working. Salt
water and moisture have crept metres up
into the cable and has corroded the wire

from the inside. Wires on boats should,
where possible, be continuous from
source to destination.

One major point I must make Is that,
like any project, boats and their sys-
tesms must be well planned from the
outset to make sure the best choice of

equipment is made. The most successful
way to achieve this is using input from
designers, suppliers and boat outfitters
with all adjtional input given serious
consideration.

it you are getting your boat ready for
next season, start now, slowly but
surely go over every item to make sure
everything is working properly, isn't
worn or bent and is the right choice for
its job. Remember, often it is a $2
shackle that breaks causing $2000 worth
of damage!

With this introduction in mind I will,
over coming issues, be looking at speci-
tic areas of hardware and equipment
with a view to their selection and

ongoing maintenance. Meanwhile, start
looking over your boat, or the one you
sail on, to make sure you don't have too
many bad days. Although as all sailors
know there are only good days and
better days!

Don Buckley and his wffe Fib"@ King
operates through their company, Lainotrek
Pty Ltd, 39 Water Reserve Road, North
Baleowl"h NS W 2093. Ph: (02) 907 0644
For, (02) 907 0633 M, an, , (018)
446245. Don has been involved in the

setting up and rigging of all classes of boats
for over 20 years and works as an in daye"-
dent cons"!runt. He specialises in optimisa-
lion, preparation and prey'ect management,
layo"I design and fitting out, hydra"it,
repairs and installation while other services
include composite rigging import

the rigging and prevent very expensive
mast losses not to mention crew Injury

If your boat is more than a few years
old, it's a good idea to speak to your
insurer because you may find you are
expected to maintain and replace the
rigging on a regular basis

If something was to break you may be
held financially responsible particularly
if the rigging was old or inadequately
maintained. Be fair, most components
of yachts are exposed to an enormous
variety of stresses and must be checked
regularly for signs of wear and break-
down

The basic problem for the humble
yacht is the highly destructive environ-
merit it is expected to perform in. As we
all know, salt water, moisture and sun,
are very damaging agents, multiplied
when it comes to boats

Consider the winch which cost you a
fortune; you discover that it's not turn-
ing or doesn't seem to hold any more.
Frequently all that's happened is salt
water has washed around irisidc, dried
out to leave salt crystals which have
mixed with the winch grease and very
quickly jammed up the whole mechan-
Ism. This process is not really anyones
fault, you probably washed the boat as
best you could, the manufacturer built
drain holes into the base, everyone has
done their bit but the environment, as is

often the case in yachting, gains the
upper hand.

this type ofThe only solution for
winch problem is a very regular strip
down, clean and check. it you own the
boat, nominate one of your crew to take
charge of the winches if you feel you can
trust them. If not, have them serviced
by someone who knows what they are
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sign above the notice board in the
Sailing Office of the Cruising

Yacht Club in Sydney reads: 'The Only
Reason for the CYCA's Existence is

Sailing'
The CYCA was formed back in 1945

by sailors for sailors - and to organise
and conduct ocean events forracing
yacht owners and their crews

After nearly 50 years existence as one
of the premier ocean racing clubs in the
world, that is still essentially the role of
the CYCA. Admittedly it is a fine sodal
club, it has expanded its role in racing to
cover highly successful harbour racing,
but that traditional position in offshore
yacht racing at a club, national and
international level remains paramount

Thus, the Sailing Office is the heart of
the CYCA. it is where the decisions of

the Sailing Committee and the Event
Management Committees are put Into
practice and where all yacht racing, both
offshore and inshore, is co-ordinated.
This covers everything - planning sea-
son programs, producing notices of race
and sailing instructions, organising
handicap ratings, ensuring that safety
certificates are up to date and that yacht
owners and their key crew members are
kept up to date on all aspects of yachting
racing

CYCA Sailing Secretary is Bob Bre-
nac, a widely experienced ocean racing
yachtsman himself and an authority on
the many aspects of the 10R and IMS
handicapping categories under which
yachts race offshore with the CYCA
His senior assistant is Elaine Gazzard,
also with a long experience in yacht race
management, with the added input of
extensive computer know-how.

Working with them are the voluntary
committees of Club Members who
carry out the often onerous tasks of

'I'^(I, t's
that the
CYCA
is ^ 11

(I, boltt!

These are listed in the AYF handbook

The CYCA has a safety committee
manned by volunteers who will come
and inspect the yacht to ensure you have
all the equipment needed and issue a
safety certificate which must be revali-
dated each year

Different levels of safety certificates
are issued according the yacht owner's
racing plans.

Category I is needed for long offshore
races such as the Sydney-Hobart and the
Westpac Sydney-New Caledonia races

Category 2 for long ocean races along
or not far removed from shorelines,
such as overnight races and Jupiters
Sydney-Gold Coast race

Category 4 is needed for short
offshore races and Category 7 for Win-
ter and Twilight harbour races.

Most yacht races are sailed under
handicaps, based on each yacht's rating,
a computer assessment of its potential
performance

For the Digital Winter series and
Twilight races, the handicaps are de-
rived from the estimated or known past
performance of each yacht. These are
Arbitrary handicaps and are adjusted
each week and aim to allow new and

cxperienced sailors to all have an OPPor-
tunity to get . a place throughout the
scrics.

safety inspections and actual race opera-
tions on the water, with the Sailing
Committee as the central policy body.

Many members of the CYCA and

throughout Australia are probably uria-
ware of just what is needed to efficiently
organise and conduct yacht racing.

35-footer which you want to race both
inshore (twilight and winter races) and
offshore, and also compete in somc long
races as the Jupiters Gold Coast Class
and perhaps even a Sydney-Hobart.

First, the yacht would have to bc
measured and rated. To do this the
Sailing Office would put you ill touch
with the State governing body, the
Yachting Association of NSW. The YA
will ask thc owner to coniplctc all
Application for Measurement alld
arrange for a qualified nicasurcr to

contact the owner and arrange a tinic
and PIacc for thc yacht to undergo
measurement for cithcr all 10R or IMS

rating, possibly both in some cases
Once thc measurement is completed the
Australian Yachting FCdcration, thc
National authority, will issue an 10R or
IMS Rating Certificate which is valid for
rating worldwide
Safety Inspections

Once the yacht has been rated you
then have to start gathering the relevant
safety equipment needed to satisfy the
category for the races you want to do.

indeed most other in;\jor yacht clubs

So what would happen if you walk
into the CYCA Sailing Office and tell
Bob Brenac that you have a brand new

Rating Certificates
The summer offshore races, in aJor

races and regattas use the yachts' Rating
Certificates and thus the handicaps are
fixed by nlcasurement rather than arbit-
rary or performance. The two rating
systcnis prescntly in use are 10R and
IMS

In both cases, measurement of hull,
rig, sails and notation are taken. With
10R, only specific points on the hull are
used. Under IMS, the hull must be
measured with a sophisticated machine
which then enables the complete shape
of the yacht to be determined

The notation, rig and sail measure-
merits are very similar for both systems

The basic difference between the two
measurement systems is the way these
measurements are used to establish just
how much faster or slower one yacht
SHOULD BE than another.
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10R Formula
The 10R is a formula into which all

the measurements are fed, the result
giving cach yacht a rated length (R). The
higher the rated length, the faster they
should be and when R is then translated
into a time correction factor (TCF), a
yacht with a high value for R (ie is high
TCF) gives time to a yacht with a lower
TCF

The exact amount of time each yacht
receives from (or gives to) every other
yacht is determined by the time taken
for each boat to complete the course
Each yacht's elapsed tinie is multiplied
by its TCF which then gives every
competitor a Corrected Time. There-
fore, the yacht with the lowest Cor
rected Time wins the race
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The Race Team
Volunteers man the start boats and

help plot the courses for each race. The
Sailing Committee provides Race Direc-
tors who also work on a volunteer basis

in conjunction with the Sailing Office
while others assist in protest committees
which are needed to solve disputcs
during racing

haveThe race computer programs
been developed within the CYCA over
many years and are among the most
efficient in the world. As each yacht
finishes a race Its finishing time Is
entered into the computer. From this
single entry, the computer then calcu-
lates corrected time, each yacht's cor
rected place, the points won for the race
as well as total points for a series or
regatta

in longer races, other information is
available from each boat's position in the
fleet. in the Sydney-Hobart race each
yacht's latitude and longitudc 15 trans-
mitted via the radio relay vesscl at
regular intervals to the Race Control at
the CYCA. This is fed into Digital
Equipment Corporations computer sys-
tern which has the software programs
developed by the CYCA and processes
each schedule to produce reports which
can be accessed by enquiry screens and
printed in had copy for use by the media
and other interested parties

Volunteers are also Involved in taking
the radio schedules on the start boats and
relay vessels and assist the sailing office
greatly. The CYCA also provides a
telephone recorded message service for
all races run by the CYC during the year
as well as a special information office
manned by volunteers during the Syd-

.

,
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IMS Handicapping
The IMS, on the other hand, is a true

handicap system. it is the most tech-
nically advanced method of predicting
the speed of a yacht for varying wind
strengths and relative angles to the
course being sailed. Each yacht's
measurements are fed Into a computer
which is programmed to predict the
boat's performance.

Because the IMS was developed in the

,

,

,.

I

^

USA, the performance predictions are in
the time on distance format, Ie, the

CYCA sailing chice
Sailing Secret"ry Bob
Bye"at and hit assi'slant,
Elai"e G@22ard, check
the handitapsfor Ihe
Digital Winter Series -
currently artratti"g reford
feels. (At- Peter

predicted time in seconds for the yacht
to travel one mile

For example, a big fast yacht may
have a Time Allowance of say 450
second per mile with a smaller, slower
boat coming out at perhaps 750 seconds
per mile. In this case, the larger boat
concedes 300 seconds (or five minutes)
for every mile of the course

ney-Hobart where enquiries regarding
each yacht's progress Is available from a
terminal connected to the main coin-

puter
A great deal of time in the sailing

office Is spent preparing documentation
for all CYCA racing such as Notices of
Race and Sailing Instructions which are
required under the international Yacht
Racing Rules. Preparation of these
documents begins many months before
an event

Regattas which are planned for 1991
and 1992 are many and varied. The 1991
Digital Winter Series started on April 14
for all types of yachts. This is a harbour
series run every Sunday for 16 weeks
using handicap starts

On August 3 there is the Jupiters Gold
Coast Race which has grown to be one
of the most popular races on the East
Coast of Australia

September I will see the start of the
Westpac New Caledonia Race which is
held every second year for those who
wish to enjoy the delights of longer
distance passage racing

The CYCA summer program begins
in Spring with the short offshore races
held every Saturday and a longer race
once a month from September to April

The 1991 Southern Cross Cup and
Sydney-Hobart Race regattas will run
from December 14-31. The Southern
Cross Cup is a teams event where teams
compete from each State of Australia as
well as overseas. This CUIminates in the
Sydney-Hobart Yacht race in which
individual yachts can also compete

it you would like any Information
mentionedabout of theany racing

please contact the club on (02) 3639731
and ask for the Sailing office

Campbe!I)
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Harmton Towers

At 65 square metres these are
the largest hotel rooms in the
Pacific and feature twin queen
size beds, contortable lounge
area and generous bathroom. An
have Iar e balconies with

specta ar views over Catseye
Beach and the Coral Sea.

^

--~,-

eve!^g you need for a perfect
bonday - gr'eat weather, loads of
tabulous activities and

excursions and gr. eat Diglitiife.
The ,lining is up to you. Choose

from ei^It therned restaurants,coffee s ops, take-away snack
bars and a fresh bread bakery.
The Great Barrier Reefis nearby
and with our jet import riglit on
^;;!::;:^,,,;^;^::^^us
accornmodationis concerned

the choice is absolutely yours!

Hamilton Island has

-,^

-,

Beina Vista
Apartments
Bena Vista mediterranean style
apamnents have two bedroonrs,
two marble bathroonus,

i^'^;'^::^^:^;^:^:^.;^^, and
mygritficent aparttnents are set
in tropical gardens with a free
fonn rock swimriiiig pool and
spa.
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Bougaiiivillaea
Lu, any beach front hotd
Toolne located tiglit on
Catseye Beach. Each
features two queen size
beds with large living
area, balcony and
bathroom.

Polynesia", Bur^ ,,' 6:'.
individual unitts with a real taste of the ";(^"d
tropics. Each containg a king size bed, ";"' ' "'bar area, bathroom and furnished ' ,,'\, '69
balcony. The location provides easy ,,' ^"' ^":e^"'access to the main resort area, beach ,, ^. 0. ,<^ ^
andharbour. ,' I^ CS" ,

H, ^1,111;TON ,,<^^#^'/'I ,,,,--<^'^^;^^ ,5. .ISLAND ,,"*^^^;"",^F"'Great B;,'~""'~ R^^/",,,~<;';^:;:'^;;'^,,,,Australia ,,'.', 9<"^!;;',::^';^,^:' ,,,.e;"to """"'din. .,^,;"'""'^^,,;V, ,, di'^^,,,$. ^!^-',,,,^^,^,$1, ^.-"' 6^ ^^,^"' ',"'^, ^;!',^;I. ,,, 0 65'
,"b!;' ^ 6:' b."
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111^tsunday Towers
Selfcontalned apartrnerits have
separate bedroom with king size
bed, diverI and errsuite. The

chin!Ig area includes a any
e;I^ipped kitchen, a six place
chixing table and living area has
two convertible divarrs or a
second king size bed.
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WESTPAC AUSTRALIA , NEW CAL D N

AMES Cook RN named it Isle of

ew Caledonia it is now called Ile des
Pins. To any yachtsmen and women
who can sail there (or even fly from
Noumea) this is an island of absolute
tranquility, one of the most beautiful
islands on earth.

Isle des Pines will be the objective of
the 'Route du Paradis' Cruise organised
by the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia
to follow the 1991 Westpac Australia to
New Caledonia ocean race, which starts
on September I with fleets sailing into
the Pacific out of Sydney and Brisbane.

The start of Australia's longest ocean

FABULOUS 'Route d"

Paredis' Cruise to the Lie of
Pines win161!0w this ye@r's

Westp@c A"stmli@ to New
C@ledo"i@ ocean race, with

theneel mooring in the Baie
des Pecke", s at No"med,

fom where they will he'dfir
the Isle of Pines - so well
portmyed on the opposite

p@ge by photographers
A"drew Woodley, Mike

Hoske" and Parrick By me.

race into the Pacific, to Noumea, capital
of New Caledonia, has been put back
until September I this year with the
CYCA confident that the south-easterly
tradewinds at that time of the year will
give the fleet a fast and comfortable
reach for most of the 1000 sea miles.

This year's New Caledonia Race is

52 - Offshore - I""erruly 1991
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bdng sponsored by Westpac, Australia's
oldest and largest banking and financial
services group. Westpac has a substan-
tial presence overseas focusing, as the
name suggests, in the Western Pacific
region. Westpac is represented in all the
inqjor centres of the Pacific, with the
bank's most recent acquisition being the
business of the Bank In dosuez in New

Calendonia and French Polynesia.

Westpac is an energetic participant in
activities designed to further coinmun-
ity development in such events as the
Westpac Australia-New Caledonia
Yacht Race with considerable input into
the event, here and in New Caledonia.

Interest in the Westpac Race to New
Caledonia is high among yachtsmen
who enjoy long-distance passage racing
and obviously among cruising yacht
owners who traditionally have used the
event as a cruise-race in company under
the safety requirements and facilities of
the CYCA. This year a Royal Australian
Navy vessel will escort the fleet across
the South Pacific as part of a routine
patrol, followed by a friendly visit to
Noumea. This is the first RAN parti-
cipation since HMAS Hawkesb"ry
escorted the inaugural CYCA fleet to
Noumea in 1953.

Among large yachts whose owners
have indicated their interest in coinpet-
ing in the Westpac Australia-New Cale-
donia Race are Amazon, line honours
winner of this year's Sydney-
Mooloolaba Race, Hamilton Island Race
Week front-runner Byinfobe!I@, and
Freight T, @in which took line honours in
last year's race from Sydney to The
Whitsundays.

Most of the yachts already entered
have indicated they will take part in the
Route du Paradis Cruise to the lie des
Pins. For sailors not competing in the
race or not joining race yachts in
Noumea, the Pacific Sailing School in
Sydney has organised special packages
for individuals or groups to fly UTA to
Noumea and sail in the 'Route du
Paradis' on charter yachts provided by
Noumea Yacht Charters. This will in-

volve flying out of Sydney on Septem-
ber 13 and returning September 20.

UTA is also organising special one-
way packages for crews flying to
Noumea to join racing yachts for the
'Route du Paradis' cruise or as return
crews to bring yachts back to Australia.

The cruise will start from Noumea on
Saturday, September 14, two weeks
after the race start from Sydney and
Brisbane and will last for seven days.
The first night will see the fleet anchored
off the Turtle Club on Ile Ouen, a short
sail from Noumea, where yachts from
Noumea Yacht Charters will join in for
the cruise in company next day to the
beautiful Baie du Proney before sailing
down to the Ile des Pins for the rest of
the cruise. Leading the fleet will be a
yachtsmen experienced in sailing in the
area with Noumea yachtsmen.

At the Ile des Pins, the fleet will
anchor off Gadji, Ugo, the spectacular
Nakankoui Reef and Baiede Kanumera -
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selected cruising areas that are not too
far apart so that there will not be a lot of
sailing between anchorages. This will
leave plenty of time for swimming,
diving and snorkelling and visiting the
charming little villages on the island.

For those who have had the OPPor-
turnty to take part in previous 'Route du
Paradis' cruises following CYCA races

42I'm5.6

to Noumea, the beauty of voyage
through the Baie du Proney and the Ile
des Pins is enduring in one's memory.
Photo=journalist Peter Stone captured
the tranquility of the island when he
wrote in Club Marine magazine:

"Looking towards the jetty at Baie de
Kuto I gaze at magnificent tall pines and
coconut palms lining the white crescent-
shaped beach lapped by crystal clear
water. Three yachts lie at anchor, each
with bikini-ed bodies baking in the sun.

"Neat timber homes, in the village of
Vao, nestle among the tall straight pines
- Am"carta Cocki - from which the

Avocadosisland got Its name. grow
wild.

"In the general store loaves of warm
French bread are piled on the counter
tended by a partially hidden women, in
a colourful. 'Mother Hubbard' dress.
She beams a welcome as I enter. "

Stone goes on to describe meeting
once again with A1bert Thomas who
runs a diving operation called Nauticlub
and of how he dined with him later "on

grilled crayfish and crusty bread, drank
light claret and forgot the troubles of the
world". Such is the Ile des Pins of today.

According to writer Peter Stone, the
diving at the Ile des Pins is among the
best in the South Pacific, the result of
remarkable changes in land and sea,
with some of the outstanding diving in
the Port de Gadji, in the north of the
island.

"Below the surface lies a fascinating
terrain " he wrote in Club Marine
magazine. "I dived through Gorgonia-
covered chasms, narrow tunnels and
into huge caves, following Tony (the
diving guide) through one of the most
magnificent dive sites in the Pacific.
This was the famous Oupere Grotto,
one of the favourite dive sites in the
Gadji area.

"Huge yellow sea-fans adorned the
walls . . . of this cathedral, which were
muminated by shafts of light streaming
from the narrow openings in the
ceiling.

Diving at Ile des Pins is not Just
under the sea. The predominantly
porous limestone of the island has led to
formation of underground caves and
tunnels which form unique freshwater
dive sites. One is Paradise Cave, or
Commune Grotto Trois, entered from
track through huge ferns and tree
orchids on the easternside of the island.
Inside the cavern is what Stone de-
scribed as "a shimmering pool of fresh-
water lapping what could be described
as a small underground beach . . . with
three tall limestone columns, stalectites
which have joined with stalagmites,
appear to be holding up the roof '.

For more information on the Westpac
Australia-New Caledonia Yacht Race
and the 'Route du Paradis' Cruise, call
Race Director A1an Brown or Elaine
Gazzard in the Sailing Office at the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia.
Phone: (02) 3639731. Fax: (02)
3639745. For information on the Pacific

Sailing School's participation, call (02)
326 2399.

A .

THE ULTl

A Large open cockpit and straight forward
deck layout

, Spacious cruising interior. sleeps 6
, Hi-tech. computer designed 119. keel and

rudder

A Hand-laid foam sandwich hull designed for
maximum speed and stability

, Sail technology to match the boat
, Exciting sailing under IMS, JOG and

performance handcaps
A Available in various stages of completion

ATEFAMILYRACER

anufact red by
Ph: (02) 651 1061. Fax: (02) 651 62
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CALTEX SYDNEY

UZULU, the smallest yacht
among the 44 boats to finish the

1991 Caltex Sydney-Mooloolaba ocean
race, is the seventh Half Tomier to win
the 480-nautical-mile autumn offshore
dassic in the past decade.

it was also N"z"I"'s second win in the
Middle Harbour Yacht Club's annual
race to Queensland waters, also winning
from a fleet of 79 yachts in 1986.

Half Tonners filled the first three

places on corrected time in the strong
10R division with N"z"I" narrowly
beating Pembe, ton 111 and P"b"c N"i-
s""ce, both boats also being past winners
of the race.

N"z"I", owned by Ed Psaltis and
Peter Ward from the CYCA, sailed
home to victory under spinnaker as a
long-awaited south-easterly front swept
up the NSW North Coast.

The change was too late for the big
boats, with line honours going to Peter
Walker's 20.75-metre Amazon in the
slowest race time since 1980.

Amazon took 82 hours 6 minutes 31
seconds to sail the course, an average of
only 5.7 knots, compared with the
am"7ing record of the original Hefoci set
in the southerly gale of 1976 - 45 hours
27 seconds.

, MooLooLABA RACE

I ^ ^.-'
<51.6

The line honours victory of AM"20"
and the 10R success of N"z"I" gave yet
another double to Australian designer
Ken Steinman pointing to his proven
skill as the creator of fast yachts for both
out-and-out speed sailing and to meet
the parameters of the 10R rule.

The dominance of small boats also

1.1

1991

WINNING crew of the Half Ton"er Nuzulu 411er the present"tio" oft, ophi^$107 the Caller
Sydney-Mooloo!@b@ ocean race. Nuzulu was skippered by Ed Psa!tis f on the Cmisihg Yacht
Cl"b of A"stm"". (^c - I@" Cm"t)

extended to the IMS division, with the
overall top place on corrected time
going to Dow Air, a Farr 37.

N"z"I", one of the famous 'Zulu
Tribe' of Steinman 30s (Pembe, ton 111
was formerly R"z"I"), finished late on
the Saturday night to displace the bigger
boats on corrected time. Until the late
south-easter, Sydney-Hobart winner
Gary Appleby had looked like winning
his final race with his One Tonner
Sagacio"s 11, which he has sold to Hobart
yachtsman John Fulgsang.

in the end, S@24cio"s 17 placed sixth in
10R overall, but won 10R Class I and
was a member of the winning NSW
team in the Caltex State of Origin
Challenge, supported by Colin Wilson's
Never a D"!I Moment in the IMS division
and Peter Hayes' High Anxiety in the
pHRS division.

it was the second victory in the race
for N"z"I", the Steinman Half Tonner
being sailed to victory in 1986 by
yachting journalists Bob Ross and Rob
Mundle.

By Peter Campbe"
SEAQUESTA tacks close into North Head as
theneel i" the Caltex Syd"ey-Moolool"ba race
heads o"t to sanfor wh@t proved to be o"e of the
slowest races ever to the S""shine Coast. (^c -
ian Grant)

The evergreen N"z"I" won the 1991
race from its sistership, Pembert0" 111
(Richard Hudson), with another Half
Tonner, the Dubois-designed P"611t
N"is""ce (Michael Grout) third overall.
Penbert0" 111 won the 1989 race while
P"61ic N"iconce won in 1984.

All three boats swept home before a
late south-easterly front to snatch vic-
tory at the end of the slowest Mooloo-
laba race in 11 years'

in a remarkable duel for 480 miles and

106 hours of sailing, N"z"I" and Pembe, -
to" 111were within sight of each other all
the way, with N"z"!" crossing the finish
line a mere seven and a half minutes in
front.

To beat the highly-ranked Pembe, to"
111 on corrected time, N"z"I" had to
finish within 30 minutes but except for
one stage midway up the NSW coast,
Psaltis and his crew were within a

couple of miles. They got their break
when Mackay, Queensland, navigator
Bob Thomas set a course to sail inside
Cook Island, giving N"z"I" a close
spinnaker reach past the Gold Coast
whereas Pembe, to" 111 was sailing square
out wider.

Pembert0" 111 skipper Richard Hudson
said that N"z"I" had an advantage in the
fresh sailing to windward for most of
the race by having a crew of six coin-
pared with only five aboard his Half
Tonner. "Both of us were always snap-
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ping at the transoms of the bigger boats
and when the sou'easter held until

throughout Saturday and Saturday night
we were in the box seat. "

N"z"I" skipper Ed Psaltis is a son of
former Cruising Yacht Club of AUStra=
ha commodore and well-known yachts-
man Bin Psaltis.

10R class one saw Sagacio"s 17 win
from Sanct"cry Cove Q"ee"5/@"d M@id
(Bob Robertson) and Vent, ,, e I (Max
Ryan) while 10R Class two went to
And"ril (David Kennedy) from Ex Ten-
sio" (Tony Dunn) and Kings Cross Syd-
itey (Ray Stone). The Half:-Tonners in-
led the three top placings in 10R class
three.

in the IMS cruiser/racer division, class
one went to Phoenix, a Us-designed and
built 144, sailed by Stephen and Cmdy
Everett, from Brisbane. The couple
bought the beautifully fitted out cruiser/
racer while based in the Us and had it

shipped to Australia.
Never @ D"11 Moment, designed by

John King and built by BOC Challenge
solo yachtsman Kanga Birtles, finished
second in IMS class one for owner/

skipper Colin Wilson from Kiama on
the NSW South Coast. Third place in
the division went to Secq"ust, , skippered
by Lee Killing worth.

The Melbourne yacht Rocksta, , a Farr
49 owned by Ron Layton, had led the
IMS fleet until becoming becalmed off
the Gold Coast and finished fourth in
class.

in IMS class two the winner was

Bruce Foye's Farr 37, Dow Air, from
Sydney, with Mooloolaba yachtsman
Ernie Saint taking second place with his
newly-bought Irisqf@r, , third going to
the Middle Harbour boat, White Pointer
(Keith Ie Coinpte).

On overall IMS results Dow Air was
first from Irisqf"it with Phoenix third
overall.

On corrected times, Amazon won the
pHRS class one from High Anxiety
(Peter Hayes) and Odds On (David
Hinchey) with Rock '" Roll (Kim Wit-
nams) winning pHRS class two from
Gro"p Therapy (Peter Wheeler) and
Bn:ght Morning Sin, (Hugh Treharne).

Three yachts received a 10 per cent of
placings penalty for exceeding the total
weight limit for their crews under the
IMS rules, but none was involved in the
top placings. Race officials weighed the
IMS crews as they reached Mooloolaba
Yacht Club.

Although 14 yachts retired from the
fleet of 58 starters, the race was relative-
Iy free of drama. Two yachts were
dismasted - front runners Bone Wild
Thing from Melbourne and the luckless
02 Fife from Lake Macquarie.

However, the 1990 10R winner,
Freight Train, hit an uricharted rock
south of Crowdy Head on the second
night at sea as she tacked close inshore.
The impact pushed the keel up through
the aluminium hull of the 62-footer and,
taking water fast, skipper Damien
Parkes headed into Foster.

After taking on extra pumps, he
successfully motor-sailed back to Syd-

^

ABOI"E: The crew of Me!60"me yacht Wild Thing pack the weather run 45 the Ing"s 47 heads
o"t to sealbr race to Moo!o01@ba - ",!fort"""rely short-fived us Wild Thing broke its mast o"Iy
fro", s die, the start. BELOW: Sagadous V on its wayjbrlast race ""der ownership of G@, y
Appleby and a first place in 10R C1@$5 I. (Pits - Danid C!", e)
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"Phoenix" Race Results

Since Launch September 1990:
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1st Division I IMS 1991

Sydney to Mooloolaba Yacht Race
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1st Overall IMS 1991

Brisbane to Gladstone Yacht Race
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2nd Overall TMS 1991

Hamilton Island Regatta
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2nd IMS Division 1991

XXXX Yachting Classic

*

1st IMS Division 1990

Hyatt Coolum Cup
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For further information contacts

Australian Agent:
Cyndy Everett
23 Seahaven Court

Raby Bay Q 4163
T"fophone (07) 821 2417
Facsimilie (07) 2864506



CALTEX
MooLooLABA

ney where the big boat immediately was
lifted out of the water for repairs

The inter club trophy contest for the
Rum Bucket ended in a tie between the

Cruising Yacht Club of Australia team
of Dow A1'r, Venture I and Amazon and
the Royal Prince A1fred Yacht Club
team of Pembert0" 111, Seaq"ust" and
High Anxiety. Fortunately, extra bottles
of 'Bundy' were provided with one
extra can of Coke

PentaComstat's Golden Voice trophy
for the best radio operator was won by
June Can field, sailing aboard Dow Air.

CONTINUED

AUSTRALIAN AIRLINES BRISBANE

To GLADSTONE RACE

' Pittwater Push"

Wins Yet Again !

^.^I\

CAR Y Appleby I'S greeted by flit wofe,
Shiney, at Mooloo!ab" 4/1er sailihg kiribmo"s
One Ton"er, Sagacious V, for the last lime -
in the Caltex Sydney-Moolool"b@ Ocean
Race. (^c - fan GranO

1991 Caltex Sydney-Mooloolaba Race,
469 nautical miles
10R Overall:
I N"z"in, E. Psaltis/P. Ward, CYCA. Steinman 30.
342-14-42.2 Pembert0" 111, R. Hudson. RPAYC,
Steinman 30. 3-02-39-04. 3 Publit Nun;""te. M
Grout. MHYC, Dubois 31. 3-03-37-08. Le, oy
Brown, W. Vieckmann. RPAYC, Davidson 34.
3-03-55-16. 5 And"ri!. D. Kennedy. RPAYC.
Dubois 36.3-05-18-00
10R Class I:

I Sagacious V, G. Appleby. CYCA, Farr 40,3-05-
34-41. 2 Saint, ""ry Cope Queensland Maid, R
Robe, rson. RQYS. Fa, , 40.3-06-17-38.3 V, "I",,
I. M. Ryan. CYCA. Frers 40,3-0619-57
10R Class 2:

I Arithril. D. Kennedy. RPAYC. Dubois 36.3-05-
18-00.2 Ex Tension, T. Dunn, RPAYC. Davidson
36. 3-06-07-59. 3 King5 Cross Sydney, R. Stone.
MHYC, Davidson 36. 3-06-21-04
10R Class 3:
I N"z"in, 2 Pemberi0" 111,3 Pullit N"is", ite
IMS Overall:

I Dow Air, B. Foye. CYCA, Farr 37. 0-18-59-15
21nsqfa", E. Saint. MYC, Farr 37. 0-21-30-03
3 Ph"eru'x, S. & C. Eve, err. RQYS. 144. 0-21-38-30
4 Ne"e, a D"11 MOMe"I. C. Wilson. KCYC. larkan
42. 0-21-594)I. 5 Wh, Ie Pointer, K. Le Coinpre.
MHYC. Kaufmann 40, 0-22-30-19
ms Classl:

I PhDe"ix, S. & C. Everett, RQYS. 144. 0-21-38-30
2 Neuer a Dull Moment, C. Wilson. KCYC, larkan
42. 0-21-59-01.3 Seaq"es!", P. Nicholson, RPAYC.
Dubois 42, 0-22-46-52
IRIS Class 2:

I Dow Air, B. Foye, CYCA, Farr 37. 0-18-59-15
21nsqf"". E. Saint. MYC, Farr 37, 0-21-30.03
3 While Pointer. K Le Coinpte. MHYC, Kaufmann
40, 0-22-30-19.
pHRS Overall:
I Rock '" Roll, K. Williams. ripAYC. Swarbrjck
11.5,3.12-47-45.2 Amazo", P. Walker, CYCA,
Steinman 67, 3-13-48-12. 3 Cm"p Thempy, P.
Wheeler. MHYC, Holland 48.3-15-2430.4 B, jghi
Morning Star, H. Treharne. MHYC. Peterson 15,
3-15-28-47. 5 High Anxieiy, P Hayes, RFAYC.
Enjott 10.5.3-16-0121.
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LEROY Brown, Warye" Wi'etkm@""'s D@"ith0" 34, wh, th won this year's Austin!Ib" Airti"es
Brisbane to Gladsto"e race, 21'uihg yet another victory to yachtsfrom Sydney's Royal Printe Aryed
Yacht Club. (^c - Ian Grunt)

S "'EY's Royal prince AimedYacht Club holds a remarkable pri-
vate mortgage on the historic Australian
Airlines B risbane-Gladstone ra ce
Courier-Mail Cup

Over the past 11 races Royal Prince
A1fred Yacht Club sailors have compiled
the very consistent I-2-3-I-I-3-I-I,
only missing out of a top three place in
1983, 1986 and 1990

Master tactical helmsman Graham

lones began the domination of Queens-
land's major ocean racing trophy with
the Half Tonner Beach Inspector, winning
the 1981 race.

He had a very strong grip on the 1982
race win with the fastest corrected time
in the big blow of 1982, only to be
relegated to second place following a
lengthy time allowance hearing which
ultimately favoured Noel Patrick's Wis-
tan. Parrick claimed time for assisting in
two rescues of disabled yachts which he
towed and escorted to safety in the lee of
Double Island Point.

Richard Hudson, recognised as AUS-
tralia's undisputed East Coast yachting
champion with results in the Sydney-
Gold Coast, Sydney-Mooloolaba and
Brisbane-Gladstone races, who served
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BRISBANE To
GLADSTONE

his apprenticeship under the 'Prince of
The Pittwater Push', Max Tunbridge
and Graham lones, sailed the winning
crews of Beach Inspector, Public N"isance
and Sendrs Witchcrq/I 11

lones, who set this remarkable Club
performance in place 10 years ago, was
also a contributing factor behind the
Laurie D avidson-designed Three-
quarter Tonner Leroy Brown winning
her second Brisbane-Gladstone Race in

three years.
Leroy Brown, the former Ch"tzpah

from Melbourne, has been good value
for owner Warren Wieckmann who

bought her in 1988.
However, while Wieckmann has en-

joyed the spoils of two Brisbane-
Gladstone races in three years he has also
had his share of bad luck. Leroy Brown
has been forced out of two Hobart races

with dismasting and crew injury, lost a
mast in the Jupiter's Race, and was
unfairly found at fault when holed by
Bobsled in the 1990 XXXX-Ansert Race
Week at Hamilton Island.

But the Davidson 34 has bounced
back with a new sailfast rig this year, her
performance in the light head winds of
the Caltex Sydney-Mooloolaba race

CONTINUED

gave a hint she was back on the pace.
She was in contention for a major place
but had limited use of the fresh sou'Gas-
ter which blew the HalfLTonners home

with a faster pace over the final 100
miles.

Wieckmann enjoys the challenge of
the Gladstone race course, "You have to
apply sensible thinking with a bonus of
luck to have success on the course, we
had a little of both which built our win. "

Wieckmann and lones had excellent
on-deck support from a strong group of
young sailors David Rolf, Andrew
MCConnaghy, David Turtin and Geoff
Kitchen, to take the 1991 title from
A1fred's club mate Pembert0" 111

(Richard Hudson/Max Tunbridge) and
Bob Robertson's Sanctuary Cove Queens-
land Maid

Defending Champion The Gambler
(ian Kenny) was on the pace until the
rudder blade fell off the shaft just north
of Mooloolaba.

Arthur Bioore's Kel Steinman-

designed pocket maxi, Hammer of
Q"ee"$1@"d, gave the Brighton-based de-
signer the East Coast Classic line hon-
ours double by taking the honour in
frustrating headwinds over the final
10-mile leg up Gladstone harbour

Steinman's Amazon proved her up-
wind sailing qualities to give owner

linePeter Walker his second major
honours after his maiden race win in the
Sydney-COEfs Harbour race.

Hammer of Queensland faced a possible
chance of a major placing on 10R but
she fell foul of the king tide ebb when
she entered Gladstone Harbour in fickle

pre-dawn winds. She took over four
hours to sail the final 10 nautical miles

and this proved critical in the final
results.

The race for minor line honours

placings featured a spirited duel between
the impressive 144, Phoenix (Steve and
Cmdy Everett), the former Ian Kieman/
Ben Lexcen-designed BOC challenger
Spirit of Sydney, and Jon Wardrill's
Darwin registered Australian Maid

Phoenix, which was well sailed in a
mixture of condition missed the honour

by 13 seconds to Spirit of Sydney, with
AUStr@jig" Maid another 10 minutes 45
seconds astern

But on adjusted times the 144 was a
clear winner to take the inqjor IMS class
Trophy ahead of Australian Maid and
Hammer of Q"ee"sinnd

The former Melbourne-Osaka race

contender, Let's Go, designed by Joe
Adams and crewed by a group of top
Balmont (NSW) sailors under A1yn
Ovenden, scored a deserved Perform-
ance Handicap class win.

She had a comfortable corrected time

advantage over the 60ft schooner Wind-
Jamme, (Lee CIOugh) with the 1975
Sydney-Hobart race winner Rampage
now racing out of Mooloolaba taking
third berth.
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MANUFACTURERS OF MARINE EQUIPMENT

Avaihble from.

NEW SOUTH WALES (02) 9494084
QUEENSLAND (07) 5723/6

VICTORIA (03) 555 0944
SOUTH AUSTRALIA (08) 471277

WESTERN AUSTRALIA (09) 3373266
Manufaclured by

NIIR WINDLASSES (AUSTR^
100 BROWNS ROAD KINGSTON

TASMANIA 7050 AUSTRALIA

TELEPHONE (002) 295188
FAX (002) 292631
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MMI3 Ports Race
on in October

ACHT crews like something diffb-
rent in which to compete and

certainly the MMI 3 Ports Race offers
this, judging by the large fleet which
competed last year. Conducted by Mid-
dle Harbour Yacht Club, this combined
sailing and running event has the largest
competitor entry list of any similar
event in the world

This year's 3 Ports Race will be held
over the weekend of October 26 and 27

The sailing courses will cover Sydney
Harbour, Port Hacking and Broken Bay
while the running legs will be Manly to
MOSman, through the Royal National
Park at Sutherland and in the Brisbane
Waters National Park near Gosford.

Yachts seeking runners, or runners
looking for yachts, should contact
MHYC sailing secretary Jim Orrell on
(02) 969 1244. The notice of race will be
available from early June.

by Peter Hemery, secretary-manager of
the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron and a
former well-known international

yachtsman.
Third place went to Strife" Marie, a

well-known ocean racer of the 1950s and
'60s and winner on corrected time of the

1951 Sydney-Hobart when owned and
skippered by Tom Williamson. She is
now owned by B. and L. Wherry as a
comfortable cruising yacht.

Other past Hobart race winners to
the Great Veterans Racecompete In

were Chem"" (1959) and Sinndra (1958
and 1960).

The CYCA's Digital Winter Point-
score this year has attracted more than
120 entries, the racing this year being
split into seven divisions with the Stein-
man 69, Amazon, heading the fleet

Racing continues each Sunday
through to the end of July.

- Peter Ccmpbell

Classic Sat"tic Wins
CYCA Veterans Race

HE classic Sparkman & Stephens-
designed Saidcia took out this year's

CYCA Great Veterans Race on Sydney
Harbour, an annual event that Is a
feature of the opening of the Digital
Winter Series. Entrants were yachts
which figured in Sydney-Hobart races
from 1945 through to the early 1970s.

Built in 1962, Saidci" is a 12.2-metre
timber SIoop which sailed in her first
Hobart the same year, her crew includ-
ingjack and Mick Earl. She competed in
eight Hobarts, placing fifth in 1964 and
third in 1969.

Kept in superb conditions, her var-
nished coachhouse glistening in the
autumn sunshine, Saidci@ is now owned
by David Lovell. She won the Great
Veterans Race on handicap by a mere 27
seconds from F@re Thee Well, skippered

Olympic triangle courses. Their racing
starts on August 6

This year Southport Yacht Club is
looking towards record fleet entries
with the strong possibility of New
Zealand yacht F"tyre Shock returning,
bringing with her some of the other
larger yachts rating in Auckland. There
is a likely showdown between Fur"re
Shock and NSW yacht Amazon, the Kel
Steinman-designed pocket maxi which
has already shown its line honours
potential in the Pittwater to Coffs Har-
bour and Sydney to Mooloolaba Yacht
Races.

Once again the XXXX Gold Coast
Winter Regatta will be sponsored by
Castlemaine Perkins Ltd. Their con-
tinued sponsorship and the associated
sponsorship of supporting sponsor
American Airlines will make this year's
regatta the best yet

Prizes donated by the supporting
sponsor will see two people fly to San
Diego to capture the final of the Amer-
ica's Cup in May 1992. (Only XXXX
Regatta entrants are eligible for this
prize. ) This prize will be drawn at the
Prize Presentation on Sunday, August
11.

The Notice of Race is now available
from Southport Yacht Club, MacAr-
thur Parade, Main Beach or phone Linda
Morris, Sailing Secretary on (075)
326906 for further information.

^I^

XXXX Gold Coast

Winter Regatta
HE 1991 XXXX Gold Coast Win-

ter Regatta will be conducted from
August 8-11 at the completion of the
Jupiters Sydney to Gold Coast Yacht
Race and will be run over a four-race

programme.
Race One will be a passage race down

to Greenmount with rounding marks
close to the shoreline providing spec-
tacular sights from the Gold Coast
highrises and beaches. The remaining
three races will be over Olympic
Triangle courses.

Divisions for the regatta will be 10R,
IMS, PHS, JOG and E22. Depending on
entries, divisions may be split into
length overall categories which will
provide closer racing throughout the
fleet.

Running in conjunction with this
year's regatta will be the International
Etchells mid-winter championships. Six
races are scheduled for the Etchells over

55\^. 55.
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ROBERTSON 950 LATEST DESIGN

Des4g?led to 1714S 43,3410G rules by Sec^/lyer Nczz, ,czl Architect
ROBERTSON 11.40 - ROBERTSON I. 220

des4g?zed by F@?y
For '71/07, ?24tio" or " test $4i! co, zt"ct. '

ROBERTSON YACHTS AUSTRALIA Fry LTD
PHONE, (074) 91 us55 FAX, (074) 9L 11.79

NSWS SOUTHERN PACIFIC M^NE QLD: AUST^LIAN ^^E M^AGEXENT
FERRY Wl^, CHURCH POINT SERVICES FA,
ED HAYSOM pH: 9972416 FAX: (02) 9972954 pH: (075) 778575 FAX: (075) 7784s7

SS R/I. CIA/G - I S R, ,I. CIA/G
LUXURYCRUISIA/G

ORCV Winter Series

HE Western Port Marine Classic,
Victoria's six-race winter series for

10R, IMS and CHS rated yachts, has
been set down to start on Sunday, July
7

The races run fortnightly, with coin-
petitors able to drop their worst heat
result, and concludes with a Portsea-
Hastings race on Saturday, September
14.
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The 6am start to the ocean race will let

yachts catch the flood tide into Western-
port from loam

The ocean race is also the opening
heat of the Western Port Marine Cup
series, this year extended to five races,
with two on September 15 and two the
following Saturday

A trailable division, with its opening
from F1inders to Hastings

September 14, is also being added this
year as a best four of five race series run
in conjunction with the main keelboat
fleet races off Hastings.

100th Ocean Race

race

Morrison was skipper-navigator on
Ghost, third to John Duffin's Apollo 2
and Arthur and Val Hodge's COM"Ier-
point in both races.

But the series was judged on both
sailing and navigation skills, and Ghost
won the VYC division, with Phil Hard-
ing's SS34 10n Sanders winning the
cruising division.

BCC"rdi's Port Fairy Win

ARRYL Morrison, race director
for Royal Yacht Club of Victoria's

two-race Ocean Series from Queenscliff
to San Reino and San Reino to the naval
base at HMAS Cerberus, Westernport,
notched up his 100th ocean race and the
overall navigator's trophy for the event.

on

AD IRAL' S
Cup

NE of Victoria's most consistent

ocean racers, Batardi, has won the
Ocean Racing Club of Victoria's
Queenscliff:-Port Fairy race.

Black Rock's John Williams skippered
the Peterson 44 to a 56-minute win on

Channel Handicap to take the Premier's

Port Fairy skipper Ron Hampson
took the line honours-Performance

Handicap double in his self-built
Adams-Radford 57 Flashd@rice. With his
wife Heather aboard for her first ocean
race, Hampson won on handicap by 37
minutes after covering the course in 19
hours 40 minutes.

Placegetters were Chris Laker's
Adams 12 Friction and Sam Doo1an's
Adams 13 Excalibur

CONTINUED

tragicloss of 15 crew members of yachts
competing in the long race.

Although teams do not require to be
nominated until July 8, at least two
nations, Germany and Denmark, have
built teams of brand new boats for this
year's Admiral's Cup. The USA is also
expected to field a complete team of new
boats while Britain's defending team is
almost certain to include two new

yachts.
beThe Australian team will again

managed by Peter Bourke, Chairmail of
the Ocean Racing Club of Australia.
Team members will leave Australia on

July 12 and 13 and will be based on
Lymington until July 23, with all three
team yachts contesting the Oracle 10R
Regatta which is being held in associa-
non with the International 50' Associa-
tion as a final preparation for Cowes

AUSTRALIA
CYCLONE - KA 5090

Frers 50-footer, built 1989
Owner/Skipper: Max Ryan, CYCA
Principal Helmsman: Steve Kulmar
Tactician: Bob Fraser

Navigator: Bob Scrivenor
Principal crew members: Peter
Shipway, Don Buckley, David
Blanchfield

Built in Melbourne by Ken lago and
launched in late 1989, Cyclone has repre-
sented in the 1989 Southern Cross Cup,
1990 China Sea Series and 1990 Ken-

wood Cup. in Hawaii she was sharing
when aindividualtopscoring points

mast problem put her out of the final
race. With further modifications to her

Trophy for the 140-mile race.
B"cardi got its break when 30-knot

headwinds swept it to victory over A1an
Collins-Rex Billing's Cavalier 37, By
Order Of The Secretary (known to all and
sundry as BOOTS) and Eddie Wall-
Smith's SS46 Challenge 3

lain Murray-designed new keel, and
ballast changes, she will race in Europe
as a stiffer boat. Her lead-up campaign
to the Admiral's Cup will include the
International 50' Class World Cup re-
gatta at Trave in unde in May and the
Oracle 10R regatta at Lymington in
July.

That Nautical

Superstition

I' you're tempted to thumb your noseat nautical superstition, Just ask

FRAM Xi - N 7700

Farr One Tonner, built 1989
Charterer: Damien Parkes, CYCA
Principal Helmsman: Hugh
Treharne

Tactician: Fraserjohnson
Navigator: Steve Kernp
Principal crew member: Peter
Messenger
Damien Parkes, owner/skipper of the
well-known 66-footer Freight Train, has
chartered Frnm XI from King Harald of
Norway. The NZ-built yacht has a new
keel, rudder and mast and will be
available to the Australian crew follow-

ing the One Ton Cup in Belgium in
early July. Parkes has put together an
excellent crew headed by America's Cup
yachtsman Hugh Treharne who was a

Australianmember of the winning
Admiral's Cup team in 1979.

IUNO IV - KA 505
Castro Two Tonner, built 1989
Charterer: KeithJacobs, CYCA,
REYC

Principal Helmsman: Bermie Case
Tactician: Ross Lloyd
Navigator: Phil Morgan
Principal crew members:John (TB')
Byme, John Mooney, Gordon
Blaauw

Designed by Tony Castro and built in
the UK, I""o JP was a member of the
winning British teams in the 1989
Admiral's Cup and Southern Cross
Cup. Charterer Keith Jacobs is a MeI-
boume-born expat who is a prominent
businessman and yachtsman un Hong

Ken French andVictorian partners
Richard Lock for their thoughts.

French, Lock and their girlfriends,
Annc Thacker and Catherine Rumberg,
spent three years working on their Scott
Iutson-designed SIoop to enter the

Kon who has been a regular competitor
in the Sydney-Hobart race and Southern
Cross Cup with yachts named Bimble-
gumhie. His crew reflects his Melbourne
connection, including Admiral's Cup
veterans Bernie Case and Ross Lloyd.

1991 Champagne Mumm
Admiral's Cup
The Races

Race I - Thursday, August I - RYS
Trophy Race, Solent course near
Cowes, 24-30nm.
Race 2 - Friday, August 2 - Channel
Race, starting Cowes, 200nm.
Race 3 - Monday, August 5 - Corum
Trophy Race - Olympic-type course in
Christ church Bay, 28nm.
Race 4 - Tuesday, August 6 - Chain-
pagne Mumm Trophy Race - Olympic-
type course in Christ church Bay, 28nm.
Race 5 - Thursday, August 8 - Cordon
Rouge Trophy Race - long inshore race
east of Isle of Wight, up to 49nm.
Race 6 - Saturday, August 10 - Fastnet
Race, starting Cowes, via Fastnet Rock
to finish at Plymouth, Devon 603nm.

The 1991 will be sailed in three level
ratings classes without handicaps:
One Ton Class - 30.00'-30.55';
Two Ton Class - 34.00'-35.05';
50 foot Class - 39.00'-40.50'.

will be the total ofTeam scoring
points scored by each team's yachts in
the three level-rating classes in each race,
the yacht finishing first in each class
receiving points equal to the number of
entries. The yacht which finishes second
shall receive points equal to the number
of entries minus one and so on. The
yacht which has the best place in the race
will receive a bonus of a quarter of a
point.

For the Channel Race, points will be
multiplied by 1.5 and for the Fastnet
Race multiplied by 2.5. The points
multiplied include the bonus of a quarter
of a point for the winning yacht.
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Yamaha Melbourne-Osaka double-
handed race.

They named the yacht Morning Noon
8 Night because it summed up their
efforts to build it. They asked race
organisers for race number 13, and
ignoring another nautical anathema,
launched the yacht on a Friday.

But mast problems struck as they
tried to complete their mandatory 200-
inilc ocean qualifying trip in the week

and they werebefore race start

reluctantly forced to pull out, one day
before the start!

Now they intend doing some cruising
before campaigning the yacht in the
Victorian ocean racing circuit.

Abr"cod"hid
Wins 5 -Footers

IMllM11^ 11 I^11M ^I
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being raced by the Italian U Moro di
Venezia America's Cup syndicate,

fleet of 14dominated a competitive
50-Footers to win the Miami 50-Foot

World Cup in March
Abracadabra's first race her Input

second-to-last place, when she found
her salf on the wrong side of a 25-degree
windshift. But under Paul Cayard's
helmsmanship, she quickly overturned a
bad beginning by strong sailing in the
rest of the series

in the end, she had a 13.25-point
winning margin over second-place Nel-
son/Marek Insatiable, an American entry
owned by a triumvirate of Chicago
businessmen. Abracad@67@ scored a coin-

manding lead, for only one-quarter
point separated the second- and third-
place yachts in the final tally of this
four-day series.

The Miami 50-Foot World Cup was
the second stop on the 1991 Internation-
a150-Foot World Cup tour. Abracadabra
began the 1991 series with a inid-fleet
finish at the first stop in Key West (FL).
But ballast was added to Abracadabra,
and a slightly lighter mast was installed
for the Miami event. Cayard found the
boat to have good up wind speed in the
moderate airs and lump seas off Miami

insatiable, a Nelson/Marek 50 driven
by Bruce Nelson with Olympic gold
medallist Jonathan MCKee calling tac-
tics, placed second in Miami. Fitted with
a new keel and rudder before the begin-
rimg of the 1991 series, Insatiable's per-
formance has been so strong that she
now holds the lead for the 199150-Foot

World Cup trophy.
The World Cup will be awarded to

the yacht with the best overall point
score after the year's five regattas. Two
cvents have been completed, and three
more events will be scored before the

World Cup title is determined in
November 1991

After finishing second in the Key
Australia's Heaven CanWest regatta,

W"it (WarrenJohns) ended up hack 10th
overall at Miami.

7.9

Falmourh-Azores Single/Two-handed
Race. R Coinish VC
Macnamara Bowl. International
Women's Keel Boat Championships.
Royal Lymington YC
RORC. De GUIngand Bowl. Cowes
Kouros Cup. SITropez. Msl
J24 World Championship. Athens
RORC. West MeESCa-Ogrend
Blue Riband Rega. ta. LEEici. Italy
Rolex Swan European Regatta.
Guernsey
Three Peaks Race. Barmou. h. N
Wales

Round the island Race. Cowes. island
Saning Club
OneTon Circuit. Belgium
Kiel Week, Kieler YC. Germany
Liberty Cup. New York Harbor
Festival Foundation

Beneteau Cup. Cowes
Transpac. Transpacific VC. Long
Beach, Honolulu
RORC. Morgan Cup. Cowes,
RLymYC
ULDB 70 Transpacific Yacht Race.
Transpacific VC
One'Ton Cup. Koninkltike YC.
Belgium

a
9.15
13-21
14
14.16
15-20

20

22

22.24
22.29
22.30

26.30
27

19.29

28

19.29

29

2+30
25

Quarter-Ton Cup. Porto Carras.
Greece

firec-Quarter-Ton Cup. R Darnsh.
YC. Denmark
Poole Week. Poole
RORC, Le Havre-Solen.

29.9

SEPTEMBER
Offshore Maxi Merit Cup. PortoI
Cervo. Satdinia
Westpac Australia-New Calcdonia
Race. Sydney and Brisbane to
Noumea. 1000nm
Quarter-Ton and Mini-Ton Cups.
The 55.10niki. Greece
E22 Worlds. San Francisco
Rolex International Women's Keelb
Regatta
Six-Metre Prince A1fred Cup, RTY
Torquay
March-Racing Worlds. Bermuda
RORC. Solent-Cherbourg
Rothman's Yachting Cup, SL Trope
Rolex Swan Calforitia Regatta. SI
Francis. YC. San Francisco

JULY
613

I

11.21

141

12
13-20

East Anglian Race Week to Holland.
starring un Harwich
Half-Ton Cup. ORC. Iakobst. d.
Finland

RORC. Cowes-S. Malo Race
Eight-Metre World Championsh, ps.
Toronto. Canada
Audi/Yachting Race Week. Whidbey
island. Seattle
Balcic March Race, Kiel. Germany
Oracle 10R Regatta in assocation wi
the 50-Foor Association. Lymington
One'Ton Circuit. Lymingcon Cup
Aegean Sailing Week Hellenic Offsh
Racing. Greece
Chicago/Mackinac Race. Chicago Y
Chicago
124 European Championship. Cowes
Marblehead Race Week. Boston VC
Bayview-Mackinac Race. Bayview
VC. Detroit
RORC. Champagne Mumm Admir
Cup Cowes

1.10
6.13

14.19

15.21

18.21
18.23

16.19
20
24
25.29

19.21
19.30

20

OCTOBER

World Yachting Grand Prix. Sail10-13

International. USA
Sixth Asian Regatta, Hong Kong
Yachting Assoc. HK
Omega Gold Cup Match Race.
Bermuda

50-Foot World Cup. M, u, a. Japan

22.26
25-28
27

26.2

29-16

27.3

30

NOVEMBER

World Yachting Grand Prix, Sail9.12

international. Japan
Nippon Cup Match Race. Japan
Yachting Assocation

14.17

DECEMBER
14.26 Southern Cross Cup International

Teams Ser, es. CYCA. Sydney. 10R
Sydney-Hobar, Race. 630nm, CYC
Sydney
Omega Cold Cup. Royal Bermuda
VC, Bermuda

26

26.3

1991 OLYMPIC CLASSES
REGATTAS
MARCH
16.17

AUGUST
I-10

19.21

., ". ::**-$
'!

I F*.=
,;,"==~

a

APRIL
13.19
28.5
29.10

RYA Olympic Classes Qualifier.
Datchet Water SC
Palma

2
3.11

North ACgean Cup. Porto Carras.
Greece

RORC. CMAC Channel Race
Land RoverCowes Week. Cowes
Combined Clubs
RORC. CMAC Fastnet Race. COW'S
Maxi World Cup. Rela Federation
ESPanola de VCIa. Mallorca
World Yachting Grand Prix. Sail
international. Scotland
In rernational Formula One Class Grand
Prix. Clyde Cruising Club
OMYA World Cup. Brighton-Porro
C"rvo

Andi/Yachting Race Week. Solomons
island. Maryland
RORC. Solenr-Le Havre

10
12.18

MAY
2.5
22.26
29.8
31.9

Hyeres Week
Star Spring Europeans. Italy
FD Europeans. Abersoch

15.18

15-18

Danish Olympic Regatta, Aarhus
Spa Regatta. Netherlands
Soling Europeans. France
Tornado Europeans. France

JUNE
+14
16.19
22.28
30-3

18

18.23

23

Firm Europeans. Italy
Eurolyinp UK. Hayling Island RYA
Kiel Regatta
mr'I Swedish Championship, Malmo

JULY
13.20
15.20
19-5

AUGUST
9.18
9.20
22.2
22.30

470 Europeans. Norway
Europe Europeans. Holland
Pre-Olympics. Barcelona

Star Europeans. Hungary
Star Worlds. France
F1nn Gold Cup. Canada
Soling Worlds. USA

SEPTEMBER
Tornado Worlds. Sardinia12-21

OCTOBER
470 Worlds. Australia9.22

Troibo His paindad. Cadiz11.13

NOVEMBER

01ymp, c Classes Open. Grafham2-3
Water SC

DECEMBER

Christmas Race. Palamos. Spain27.31

FD Worlds. New Zealand29.8
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(02) 3635998
+ Biminis + Canopies + Sail Covers +Upholstery

+ Flybridge Screens + Awnings + Dodgers
+ Carpets + Storm Covers + Fenders

d'A1bora Marina

New Beach Road Rushcutters Bay 2027

^Rl^it, ^
^...

B

R

A

N
I

. Racing Sails

. Computer Designs

. Handsewn SIS rings

. Leather bound corners

. Sails that you can rely on
to last

H

^--..

HILLAND
SAILS

,

R

HENDERSON RIGGING
. Complete Yacht Rigging Service
. Traditional Hand Splicing
. "High Tech" Racing Hardware
. Full stocks of Wire and Cordage

94 7447

67 Kenneth Rd,

Balgowlah
Guaranteed quality
Workmanship

11

WORKSHOP:

Elizabeth Bay Marina
I Ithaca Road

Elizabeth Bay N. S. W. 2011

Te, ep, .one= 1021 363 2.30

K

Made by tradesman
with 20 years
sailmaking experience

D. & R. S"IPWRIG"TS
IC. Y. C. A. I

New Beach Road
Rushcutters Bay N. S. W. 2027

Brewer S. :, n. kers
F1^~~I\I\A

I\I\I ~

T

DON BUCKLEY of

foam'mm, !:'MOTI^^^pry 003'

H

^..^

JOE HEND^RSON
Phone: 357,451

O Yochf opfimisolioi'I, preparofion Grid project * composite rigging imports
morngernent.

Qindependenf ConsLiltOnf.* Loyout design, fitting oul & repoirs.

O Yochf hydroulic 1000irs & juslollolion * Over 20 yeors experience

39 WATER RESERVE RD, NTH BALGOWLAH 2093 AUSTRALIA
Tel: (02) 9070644 Fox: (02) 9070633 Mob: 018446245

.

Soilmuker
A. Y. F. Coo. h Icon )

Whale's Tale in Fiji

^ " ^^,-" Sailc;' tit^:';::;:' S c " o0 Islands or c core your own cotinatio

. REPAIRS

. PAINTING

. Finl"G

LE, ,^. DING
SAILMAKERS

SYDNEY

^OR^^= SLzz, .a (02) 9975966
FAX^ (02) 9974805

MELBOURNE

. (03) 534 0363
FAX^ (03) 525 3095

2139 Sydenham Rd. ,
Brookvale N. S. W
21 00 Australia

Phone (02) 9054/03

For full details call CLIVE KNOTT

MARINE on 9183286 or Richard Mall at

NEW CENTURY TRAVEL - 9098704

A usTRALiA 's
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We one',
* Quality Racing & Cruising Sails

..

* Racing & Cruising Multihull Sails
* Advice on Rigging
* After sales Service

(02) 81,62860

STOCK Ulp FC^, So"T"PORT!

^,,.

Proutdes specialised mealsfor hungry sailors
Fuel up your crew with hearty pre-packed meals, ready to heat & eat.

For further into mutton contact Porn on

1021 428 5925

I ONSIGHT
CATERING

C, >
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BUKH DIESEL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
4/1 81 Taren Pt. Road, Taren Pt. , NSW 2229

pH: (02) 525 o0.1 FAX: (02) 526 ,o84

OfFSH

MAH"E
E"Gil"ES

=:.^all^
,

BUKH 1:3 SAFETY

27 LABURNUM STREET BRIGHTON 3186, AUSTRALIA TEL:(3159222i2 FAX: (3) 59254S6

,

o

S OF RACING YACHTS
TV & I, LitFOKMA;\:CF SOFT\VARE,
MIC KILl. Dl'SIGN 501'1WARL

o

APAR PTY. LTD.
Marine & Industrial Pumping Specialists

\I

o

,

SALES & SERWCE
. PAR. JABSCO

. JOHNSON . DRAFFIN
. DAVEY. MONO

. SHERWOOD . RULE

. AJAX . VANE

DON Sun^r says
"I, vie dealt with mmry t^ of wire
termhal to^un to Than I I@rd
STA-. LOK as tire best. it is cot only
pope^I erg, reered but it is tile
cabt o1 all to justa, '

Kee 17 " wry'fr 3'7;4-, OK

Call unLL FREE us 226 1.3 S, dn. , Gall 759 23.9
11. ".- to^, 31 "., h 81. kin" "SW 2192

o

o

Non cor, ridible 316 31.1nl. ,, LIDvd , .pp, Dued design

K

o

For mon d. nilB on Llo, d', aremud
STA. LOK Tenninals & Insulators

3/208 HARBORD ROAD
BROOKVALE 2700
P. 0. Box 94.
FRENCHS FOREST 2086

Important changes to HF Marine Communications for users
o1 the Australian Small Ship Distress and Safety Communications

System

Keeping in touch with a Marine Radio

When out of range of VHF marine radio. mariners may have to use a HF marine
transceiver to get their message across.

The newinternational HF Maritime Band Plan comes into effect at 0001 UTC (1000
EST. 0800 WAST and 0930 CST) on I July 1991. As a result, there are some
important changes to HF marine communications which affect users

What has changed? Distress and Safety Frequencies and Maritime Safety
Information Frequencies.

Distress, Salely and Calling
From I July 1991. for Distress. Safety and general calling use the frequencies
2182 kiloHertz. 4125 kiloHertz or 6215 kiloHertz. Only distress and safety calls are
to be made on 8291 kiloHertz. 12290 kiloHertz or 16420 kiloHertz. Note that 6215
kHz replaces 6215.5 kHz.

For general calling in the 812. and 16 MegaHertz bands use OTC Radphone (on
demand) channels.

Marilime Safely Information
Commencing I August 1991, Maritime Safety Information messages such as
Navigation Warnings and Weather Forecasts. Gale Warnings etc will be broadcast
ONLY from OTC Maritime Communications Stations in Sydney. Melbourne. Perth.
Darwin and Townsville on 2201 kiloHertz. 4426 kiloHertz. 6507 ki oHertz and the
newlreq"ency 8176 kilo"erlz.

.. I, ., .,.,
in. I. .:,.

... h Un,

,.. ,,.^a;;,.....

^:;;;^!!';e!^!;e:'!^:'. All standing & running rigging

. Watertront premises

. No job to big or small

b. .,.
mm

.. PI:...

,.., ..,,.

$1 ... I. ,.

.. I. .I

\

PHONE: (02) 938681t
FAX: 9386720

..,....

s. ...,

..., U, ..

r ^
,,, ,"*

9250306 Fax: 9296028

I Bradley Ave, Milsons PI

Apar ........... ........................
Australian Maritime Safety .
B&E Sup lies. ....................BAG Yac^ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barient Yacht Winches ......
Be n etea u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blu e S tre ak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brewer Sailmakers
Brian Shilland Sails. ...........
B u kh Die sol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - . .
Cellox .............
C o u rsein a ster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ADVERT. SERS

D& R Shipwrig hts .......... .....
Darling Harbour Authority ..
Do hle r Yach ts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G Golf Tye rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - . . . . .
Hamilton Island Resort ......

Hassett Machinery Sales ...
Headland Engineering .......
Henderson Rigging ............
In to rin ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Check with your nearest OTC station or OTC Maritime office for
details at shad times loryour particular area or dial008269977
an arrange or a copy of shad times to be forwarded to you.
Is your radio capable of operating on these Distress. Safety ^

consult with your local marine dealer or marine redo ' '
Installation agent for further information. AUStratian Maritime

H ard Sails Australia ......... ..

...........................................................

J B C E n i n 66rin g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43
Lain o1re .............................................................. 64-65
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M . 0. S. S . A u stralia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
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Nautor-Swan ............................................................. 33
N avsta r/A uto h o1 in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
N ewcastle M ein orial C e n tre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
N ew C e n t u ry Travel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 - 65
N o a kes Rig g i n g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 - 65
North Sails. ........................................................... 64-65
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P re in I e r Boat Triin in I n g s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 -65
Qu e en SIan d Yac ht C harte rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

Safety Anthorlty

R obe r'son Yachts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ,
R o n sta n In Ie rn at 10 n al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2
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CYCA OFFSHORE RACING CALENDAR

Jupiters Sydney-Gold Coast Race.
Commodore's Day
Short Ocean Race. CYCA All
Divisions

SEPTEMBER

Westpac Australia. New CalcdoniaI

Race. CYCA (Sunday)
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions

Janzoon T, ophy Race and CCD, ge
Barton Trophy Race. (Approx 90-105
miles) Bird Islet - Course F or
alternative

Start 2000 hours (Friday)
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions

Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions

7

13

21

28

OCTOBER

Halvorsen Bros. Trophy. CYCA. First4
onhree races for the Commodores

T, ophy. (180nm). Cabbage Tree 15 -
Course A.
Start 2000 hours (Friday)
Twilight Race, CYCA. Start 1700
Range Rover Relay. CYCA
Twillght Race. CYCA. Start 1700
Gasco, gne Cup - RSYS
Twilight Race. CYCA. Start 1700
Paul Royal Memor, al Trophy. CYCA.
Passage Race to Pittwa. er
MMI3 Ports Race. MHYC
Twilight Race. CYCA. Start 1800

NOVEMBER
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All2
Divisions

Twilight Race CYCA start 1800
Ron Robertson Memorial Trophy and
Kings Birthday Cup Race. CYCA.
Lion 15-Botany Bay (Approx 65nm)
Start 2000 hours Friday
Short Haul Night Harbour Race
CYCA. Start 1900 hours
Gosford Lord Howe Island Race.
Cosford SC

Twillghr Race. CYCA. Start1800
Bruce & Walsh Regatta. MHYC.
2 x 15nm
Bruce & Walsh MHYC. I x 25 miles
Twilight Race. CYCA. Start1800
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions

Tw, light Race. CYCA. start 1800
Founder's Cup Race
F1inders Cup Race. CYCA. Second of
three races for the Commodore's

T, riphy. (90-105 miles). F1indc, 5151e, -
Course G or alternative. start 2000
hours

National Maritime Museum Opening
Regatta. SASC

CYCA All Divisions

Racel: Asia Pacific Championships.
CYCA

Racel: Southern Cross Cup Series. (25
miles). CYCA
Race 2. Asia Pacific Championships.
(Lion k or Botany Bay Cou, sei CYCA
Race 2 Southern Cross Cup Series
(7590 miles). CYCA
Race a Southern Cross Cup SEr, CS. (25
miles). CYCA
Lay Day Southern Cross Cup. Re-sallif
requ, red
Race 4: Southern Cross Cup Series.
(75-90 miles). CYCA
Race 3: Asia Pacific Championships
CYCA

Race 5: Southern Cross Cup Series. (25
in, ICs). CYCA
Lay Day Southern Cross Cup Series.
Re-sail it required
Sydney-Hobarr Race. 630nm. CYCA
This 15 the third and final race for the

Commodore's Trophy
Race 6 Southern Cross Cup Series
Race 4: Asia Pacific Championships

9
12.13
16
19
23
26

18

19

20

26.27
30

22

23

6
a

26

11
14

8

9

1992

JANUARY
Sydney-Hobart/Asia Pacific OceanI

Rac, rig Championships Presentation
Dinner

King of Derwen. . Derwenr Sailing
Squadron
Twillgh. Race. CYCA. Sinn 1800
Twilight Race. CYCA. Start 1800
RANSA Regatta
Twillghr Race. CYCA. Start 1800
1561h Australia Day Regatta. RSYS
City of Sydney Cup. (Botany Bay
Course - Separate Notice of Race)
Australia Day Flag Procession. Start
1800 hours

Twilight Race. CYCA. start180o

VICTORIA
JULY
7
21

Twilight Race (Last race). Start 1700
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All

13
16

17
20
23

2

AUGUST
4
18

a
15
18
22
26

Western Port Marine Classic. Race I
Western Port Marine Classic. Race 2

27
29

SEPTEMBER
Western Port Marine Classic. Race 5I
Western Port Mar, ne Classic. Race 6 -14

Portsea-Hasrings
Western Port Cup Race I
Portsea-Has. ings
Western Port Cup - Races 2 & 3
Hast. rigs
Western Port Cup - Races 4 & 5.
Hashngs

Western Port Mar, ne Classic. Race 3
Western Port Marine Classic. Race 4

14

30

15

29

21

FEBRUARY

Milsons Cup. RSYS. Short-haul race toI

Port Hacking. (Combined MHYC
Arbitrary Division) Start 1245
Twitigh. Race. CYCA. Start1800
Club Marine Challenge. MHYC. re x
12 miles)
Club Mar, ne Challenge. MHYC
Twillght Race. CYCA. Starr 1800
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions

Twillght Race. CYCA. SIarr 1800
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions First of three races for the

Royal Clubs Trophy
Twilight Race. CYCA. Start1800
Tradewinds Trophy Race. CYCA
(approx 90-105 miles) Course F or G or
alternative. Start 2000 hours
Short Haul Race 10 Pittwater

DECEMBER

Twilight Race. CYCA. Start 18004
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All7
Divisions

Twillghr Race. CYCA
Short Ocean Race. Invitation Race
(D. vid Burke Memorial Trophy)

NOVEMBER

Sanford Hurton Bass Strait Triangle2
Race

5
8

11
14

DECEMBER

Cock of the Bay Race26
Melbourne to HDbar. Race27

Melbourne to DCvonpor. Race
Petersville Regatta. 1991-92

9
12
15

TRADITIONAL & MODERN PROTECTIVE MARINE FINISHES
THE BOATYARDENAMELLING O VARNISHING . DECORATIVE LINES . SIGNWRITING

I BRADLY AVE. , MILSONS POINT NSW
SPRAYING OF 2 PACK ENAMELS . EPOXY COATINGS . ANTIFOULING PHONE (02) 9224612

19
22

NOVEMBER
Cou. a Boar Division. Race I. Sorrenro9

Sailing Club
Trailable Division. Races I-3. Port
Melbourne VC. St Kilda

26
28

10
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DECEMBER
Trailable Yacht Division. Race 47
Sorren. o SC
Cou. a Boar Division. Race 2. Sorrento
SC

7

MARCH

1992

JANUARY
Keelboat Division. Race I12

Sandringham VC
Keelboa. Division. Race 2. Royal YC
of Victoria

Keelboa. Division. Race 3. Hobson's
Bay YC
Keelboat Division. Race 4. Royal
Brighton VC
Keelboat Division. Race 5. Royal
Melbourne YS

Keelboa. Division. Race 6. Blairgowrie
vs
Trailable Yacht Division. Race 5
Portsea-Blairgowrie YS
Cou. a Boat Division. Race 3
Portsea-Blairgowrie YS
Australia Day Regatta. Royal Geelong
Yacht Club

4
7

Sail for Cancer Research
Organised by Leo andJcnny Leukemia
and Cancer Foundation
Twilight Race. start 1700
Short Ocean Race. CYCA. All
Divisions
Second or three races for the Royal
Clubs Trophy

14

15

17

18

26

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

JUNE
8
22

JULY
7

Arlene Race. FSC
Ensign Race. FSC

May flower Race. FSC



loin us around the pool
.y. .

That's a pool?
Sure. Pools are bodies of water for having fun in, on,
or beside, right? Of course, ours is somewhat larger
than your basic barleyard or holiday resort models
since it contains the 74 magical islands which are
the Whitsundays. it also comes well stocked with
fish, coral, turtles and the like, so it's quite unique.

Because it's so vast you'll need a movable address
and the best we know is one of our luxury yachts
or flybridge cruisers. This gives you a freedom that
those on land can only envy We call them Whitsunday
Boating Holidays. Others simply describe them as the
world's best pool parties.

. ..^.

See your travel agent or call us toll free for our free
booklet on how to make the best use of our pool.

. ..

Oneei, shilll\^I. cincha. iters
^;,

RO. Box 1485, Ports Point, NSW 2011

I^Iephone (02) 331 1211
Telex AA177612 QYC

Fax (02) 3316388
TOLL FREE 0082 1217

GADONYA orc 29
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Street per ormers will entertain you everyw ere you may choose

to sit and enjoy this picturesque development.
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A few minutes walk from the

Central Business District is

Sydney's exciting Darling

Harbour.

Darling Harbour is proud to be associated with the participants of the Sydney

International Boat Show 1991.

A magical combination

of waterfront shopping,

restaurants, promenades and

parkland.

.

.


